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Sofas with a secret, from the Kroehler Design Center.

You wouldn’t think to look at these sofas, to sit on them and feel their comfort, that each opens to a full size double bed with a luxurious innerspring or foam mattress. Here are but a few of the many Kroehler Sleep • or • Lounges now on sale by a select group of authorized, fine furniture and department stores. Make your selection from a wide variety of styles, fabrics and colors, which start at $175.00.

Send 25¢ to P. O. Box E, Racine 8, Wis., for "Pocketbook Guide to Furniture Buying."
Solid silver says something about you... 
Towle says it best of all

In the more enduring things of life, fine distinctions make the enormous difference. In silver, this simple truth is beautifully expressed in the splendor of Towle’s many design moods, three of which are shown, from the left: Sculptured Rose, King Richard and Fontana. Perhaps one of these will be yours... or perhaps you’ll prefer one of the many other sterling patterns sculptured in exquisite detail by America’s proudest silversmiths, at Newburyport, Massachusetts. Whatever your choice, be certain to buy your silver “by the chest”. There are wonderfully convenient new payment plans available at most stores. Inquire, and enjoy the pleasure of sterling and the treasure of Towle from the very first.
On the cover: Within minutes of arriving at your vacation house, you can whip up a meal as festive as this spur-of-the-moment luncheon set in the shade of a big tree in Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Weed's garden in Orchard Lake, Mich. Glasses, dishes and linens are handily transported from the house in large, flat-bottomed baskets, which can then be toted to the garden to be embraced with tomatoes, grapes and whatever else the garden has to offer. To top off this harvest fare: crusty, fresh bread picked up at a local bakery and plenty of wine. A centerpiece of amaranth, cut from a nearby flower bed and arranged in no time at all, proclaims the impromptu spread a party. On page 132 you will find a number of other enticing ways to stage parties on the move. From a nearby flower bed and arranged in no time at all, proclaims the impromptu spread a party. On page 132 you will find a number of other enticing ways to stage parties on the move.
HOW MUCH DOES A CADILLAC COST? Take a guess—and then check it with your authorized Cadillac dealer. Odds are you’ll have guessed too high—for a Cadillac can be remarkably modest in cost. And this is one year you ought to be sure—for the 1963 “car of cars” is simply too beautiful and too fine to miss because of a misunderstanding about price. Better pay your authorized Cadillac dealer a visit soon—and learn firsthand why more motorists than ever have moved up to the Cadillac car this year. What are you doing tomorrow?
Just right for a lady—a dressing room all her own, and now a phone all her own, an extension for comfort and privacy. Enjoy step-saving, time-saving extension phones day and night throughout your home, wherever you and your family work and play and sleep. Your choice of styles and modern decorator colors. To order, just call the Business Office or ask your telephone man.

- **PRINCESS PHONE**...in white, beige, pink, blue and turquoise
- **WALL PHONE**...in white, beige, yellow and pink.
- **TABLE PHONE**...in white, beige, green, pink and blue.

**BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM**
AS AN INTRODUCTION TO AN OUTSTANDING SERIES OF
BEAUTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL BOOKS...

...this famous three-volume edition of
THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE

$22.50 to non-members, but still available to new members... for only

NOW—and conceivably for the last time! — we are repeating one of the great offers in publishing history: This monumental three-volume edition of Decline and Fall for only $4.95 with new membership in The Heritage Club!

We first developed the plan for this sumptuous edition of Gibbon's great historical composition with double-page etchings of Piranesi. These magnificent double-spreads are scattered throughout all three volumes.

When first published, fifteen years ago, 25,000 sets of the Heritage Decline and Fall, edited by John B. Bury, were eagerly snapped up by our members. Then last fall, when the first re-issue was offered, a printing of 35,000 sets was quickly exhausted and the announcement had to be withdrawn.

We decided to bring together these two kindred artists — for the very first time! — by illustrating Gibbon's great historical composition with double-page reproductions of the famous copper etchings of Piranesi. These magnificent double-spreads are scattered throughout all three volumes.

When first published, fifteen years ago, 25,000 sets of the Heritage Decline and Fall, edited by John B. Bury, were eagerly snapped up by our members. Then last fall, when the first re-issue was offered, a printing of 35,000 sets was quickly exhausted and the announcement had to be withdrawn.

We decided to bring together these two kindred artists — for the very first time! — by illustrating Gibbon's great historical composition with double-page reproductions of the famous copper etchings of Piranesi. These magnificent double-spreads are scattered throughout all three volumes.

When first published, fifteen years ago, 25,000 sets of the Heritage Decline and Fall, edited by John B. Bury, were eagerly snapped up by our members. Then last fall, when the first re-issue was offered, a printing of 35,000 sets was quickly exhausted and the announcement had to be withdrawn.

We decided to bring together these two kindred artists — for the very first time! — by illustrating Gibbon's great historical composition with double-page reproductions of the famous copper etchings of Piranesi. These magnificent double-spreads are scattered throughout all three volumes.

WHY MARK TIME? The coupon is not only a key to the finest series of books in our twenty-eight-year history but it may also represent your last chance ever to obtain the Heritage Decline and Fall at such a modest price. Please mail the coupon promptly!

THE SELECTIONS (textually correct and unabridged) will be: Wys's Swiss Family Robinson, with two-color wood-engravings by David Gentleman; The Complete Grimms' Fairy Tales, with more than 100 full-color paintings and drawings by Lucile Cormo (TWO VOLUMES); Cooper's The Spy, with color drawings by Henry C. Fitz; Rostand's Cyrano de Berergae, translated by Louis Untermeyer, with color drawings by Pierre Rissaud; Plato's The Trial and Death of Socrates, illustrated by Hans Erni; Wells' The War of the Worlds and The Time Machine, with lithographs by Joe Mugnaini; Short Stories of Guy de Maupassant, with water-colors by Gunder Böhm; Dickens' Five Christmas Novels, with water-colors by Reginald Birch; The Journals of the Voyages of Christopher Columbus, newly translated by Samuel Eliot Morison, with color drawings by Lima de Freitas; The Confessions of St. Augustine, with full-color gouaches by Edy Legrand; Stendhal's The Red and the Black, with color lithographs by Rafaello Busoni.

THE HERITAGE CLUB editions are custom-planned... always individually designed, beautifully illustrated, printed on permanent papers, and handomely bound and boxed.

AND... because of the cooperative nature of the plan, a member of the Club NEVER pays more than $4.95 per volume. (This compares with the price range of $6 to $8.50 that prevails in bookshops.)

SIMPLY fill out and return the coupon. You will receive, for a ten-day inspection, the Decline and Fall and the first membership selection. Then, if you decide to keep them and enjoy the benefits and excitement of membership in the Club, a handsome Heritage book will be sent to you each month for the next eleven months.

I have decided to remain a member of the Club that is dedicated to publishing fine, illustrated editions of the world's great books.

THE SELECTIONS (textually correct and unabridged) will be: Wys's Swiss Family Robinson, with two-color wood-engravings by David Gentleman; The Complete Grimms' Fairy Tales, with more than 100 full-color paintings and drawings by Lucile Cormo (TWO VOLUMES); Cooper's The Spy, with color drawings by Henry C. Fitz; Rostand's Cyrano de Berergae, translated by Louis Untermeyer, with color drawings by Pierre Rissaud; Plato's The Trial and Death of Socrates, illustrated by Hans Erni; Wells' The War of the Worlds and The Time Machine, with lithographs by Joe Mugnaini; Short Stories of Guy de Maupassant, with water-colors by Gunder Böhm; Dickens' Five Christmas Novels, with water-colors by Reginald Birch; The Journals of the Voyages of Christopher Columbus, newly translated by Samuel Eliot Morison, with color drawings by Lima de Freitas; The Confessions of St. Augustine, with full-color gouaches by Edy Legrand; Stendhal's The Red and the Black, with color lithographs by Rafaello Busoni.

THE HERITAGE CLUB
595 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Please send me the Decline and Fall set (all three volumes for only $4.95) along with the first selection I have indicated (check either one):

☐ THE SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON
☐ A TALE OF TWO CITIES (Substitution)

I understand that the first selection, and all subsequent selections, will be billed at $4.95 each (price includes all shipping charges) and that you will mail a copy of the Prospectus from which I may select the other books — to be shipped one each month — in my new membership. Furthermore, if I am not completely satisfied with the Club plan or the above selections, I may return the books within 10 days and my membership will be cancelled.

MR. 
MISS (please print)

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE 

JUNE, 1963
hyggelig... A UNIQUELY DANISH FEELING FOR HEARTH, HOME, HAPPINESS, HARMONY OF DESIGN. THESE CHAIRS, THIS SOFA, THESE DESIGNS BY FINN ANDERSEN AND IB KOFOD-LARSEN, M.A.A. HAVE THE LIGHTNESS OF LOOK, THE COMFORT OF BUOYANT FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONING, WITH ALL THE RICHNESS OF HANDCRAFT THAT IS "HYGGELIG"... COMPLETE GROUPING, UNDER $400*

in a word
it's
SELIG

80" SOFA WITH MATCHING CHAIR BY FINN ANDERSEN. 96" SOFA ALSO AVAILABLE. IB KOFOD-LARSEN SOLID WALNUT CHAIR, MADE, OIL FINISHED AND IMPORTED FROM DENMARK... FOR FREE BROCHURE WRITE SELIG MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. DEPARTMENT M, LEOMINSTER, MASS... FACTORIES: FITCHBURG AND LEOMINSTER, MASS. • MONROE, LOUISIANA • LOS ANGELES, CALIF. • SILER CITY, N.C. • COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
Above: Westmoreland’s Hand applied Ruby-on-Crystal in a wide selection of Handmade Crystal Patterns.

Below: Westmoreland’s deep Ruby in Authentic Handmade Reproductions of “Doric Border” Pattern.

In addition to “America’s Finest Handmade Milk Glass,” Westmoreland now offers an old, lacy-edge Pattern in an enchanting deep Ruby—and has added deftly applied ruby color to a selection of exquisite crystal items. Each item meticulously handmade in the best Westmoreland tradition.

WESTMORELAND GLASS COMPANY
Grapeville, Pennsylvania
WHEN YOU SEE THIS GOLD STAR ON A RANGE, YOU KNOW IT COOKS FASTER, COOLER, CLEANER—AUTOMATICALLY!

Automatic cooking is simple with this new TAPPAN and fast, dependable GAS

You don't have to have a college education to operate this great new TAPPAN built-in Gas range. Each cooking function becomes fully automatic when you set just one dial of the exclusive Plan-O-Matic control. "Program" the meal and leave the house or join your guests without a worry. Just set the clock and choose temperature, the oven automatically reduces to a "keep hot" setting that holds everything perfectly until you are ready to serve.

Only Gas can accurately maintain the low temperature necessary for a completely dependable "keep hot" setting. Only Gas can give you the Burner-with-a-Brain* that makes top of the range cooking fully automatic, too—won't let food scorch or boil over. Your TAPPAN dealer or Gas Company is waiting to show you all the features on this truly modern range.

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

Clean Gas Cooking. Two piece design lets you lift out burners. Swish in the sink and they sparkle! No portholes to clog. Oven and broiler doors lift off, too.

Indoor Gas barbecue. Long-lasting ceramic coals under the grill provide that delicious out door flavor. Rotisserie and turkey rack optional.

LIVE MODERN FOR LESS WITH GAS

*A.G.A. Mark © Am. Gas Assoc., Inc.
It's such a comfort to have Thermopane for year-round comfort.

When Thermopane insulating glass goes into your home...you're all set for year-round comfort, for years and years to come.

In winter, Thermopane gives you a wall of protection against bitter weather and cuts down on fuel bills. In summer, it helps your air-conditioning system operate more efficiently. Thermopane insulating glass also eliminates the need for storm windows, and all the unpleasant chores that go with them. It is available with heat-treated plate glass, which makes it far stronger for greater safety.

Is Thermopane expensive? Actually, it's an economy in the long run because its fuel savings will really add up. Your builder can include the cost of Thermopane in your mortgage, adding little to your monthly payments. For full details on Thermopane and its use in all kinds of windows, write to L-O-F, 3263 Libbey-Owens-Ford Building, Toledo 2, Ohio.

When you build or buy...look for Thermopane

It's a sign of extra comfort and extra value in your home. Be sure to get the heat saving and convenience of having Thermopane insulating glass in every window. Thermopane is available from L-O-F glass distributors and dealers. It is also used by manufacturers of all types of quality windows, as well as sliding glass doors.

For the names of glass or window distributors or dealers in your community, see the Yellow Pages of your phone book.

Libbey · Owens · Ford
Toledo 2, Ohio
Not long ago I came across a collection of old newspaper clippings dating back to the Eighties that reported the stellar social events of our little town in those days. A favorite summer do, apparently, was the strawberry fête. It struck me that here was a delightful way to amuse a mixed bag of guests of all ages, and to usher in the outdoor season. I decided to stage my own strawberry fête one fine Sunday afternoon.

Now, as in the old days, a strawberry fête takes place in your garden, of course, and Don was proud to display ours abloom with weigela, iris and pansies. We rented small extra tables and chairs and placed them all around the lawn. I covered each table with a cloth of pale blue Indianhead cotton (made the cloths myself, just pinking the edges). I placed one of my new Rondelay epagernes filled with strawberries on each table. These epagernes look like crystal but are of molded clear plastic so I had no qualms about using them informally outdoors. I piled long-stemmed strawberries in all the shallow cups and powdered sugar in the deeper bowl on top of each epagne.

All the other food was set out buffet style on a long table under the trees. Also, from the local restaurant supply I rented silver-plated wine coolers and Rhine wine glasses as well as an enormous punch bowl for a non-alcoholic drink. I got out every cake plate and cake basket that my grandmothers and mother had owned to hold the Florentines, Madeleines, miniature macaroons and lady fingers. I also provided rolled watercress and asparagus sandwiches and wedges of Scotch shortbread. Don wishes he had taken colored pictures of the whole party, it was so pretty.

Today’s plastic tablecloths are a far cry from the oilcloth coverings of yesteryear. The other day I saw a beauty and plan to get one just like it for our outdoor barbecue table. It’s none too soon, either, with the youngsters about to come home from school and launch their numerous summer barbecue parties. This tablceloth

an antique gold stem and leaf. I seized it at once—and found it was a table lighter! I think it will certainly be at home in her house. They had lighters in the shape of acorns and apples, too (like the pear, slightly larger than life-size), but somehow the pear felt so nice and smooth in the hand. 

We plan to attend Don’s class reunion this year and combine that with a visit to old friends who live in the university town. With this trip in mind, I picked up at Lord & Taylor recently a present for the Library Fund. Young Barbara Kline, mother of five, uses hers on the kitchen table—a big cheerful handana print in red, black and white. Barbara tells me she even uses it as crisp-looking as linen. Good-looking enough for anybody’s informal outdoor party table, I’d say.

In town today I picked up a really sweet gift for my number-one daughter to take to an engagement party for one of her friends: a set of six very pretty grapefruit spoons in heavy, silver plate made by Kirk. Because of their serrated edges, they can be used for any kind of melon or even for baked apples. The pattern is simple enough to mix with any traditional or contemporary, plain or fancy, design (a good idea in case the bride-to-be has not yet chosen her silver pattern). A graceful scoop for sugar is part of the set.

PRATT & LAMBERT-INC.
NEW YORK • BUFFALO • CHICAGO
ORANGE, CAL. • FORT ERIE, ONTARIO

Call your painting contractor or see your Pratt & Lambert dealer.
The new shape "Medallion" has been designed for Continental China by Hans Theo Baumann, Munich and Richard Scharrer, Nuremberg. The cylindrical form, softened by medallion-like disc knobs and graceful handles, simply asks to be decorated. Talented European artists have done just that with a variety of exciting contemporary patterns.

Shown, at top: Medallion "Amber" $13.95 per 5 piece place setting... Below, from left: "Onyx" $12.95; "Emerald" $13.95; "Rosette" $14.95 Other patterns from $8.50

For color brochures of CONTINENTAL and other ROSENTHAL patterns send 10¢ to Dept. HG4

Rosenthal China Corporation
21 East 26th St., New York 10, N.Y.

Rosenthal Canada Ltd. 40 Wellington St. E., Toronto, Ont.
Remember the Mighty Wurlitzer? 
(it cost $107,445)*

This new Wurlitzer organ brings the excitement of the Mighty Wurlitzer into your home 
(and it costs only $760)!

Thrilling theatrical crescendo. Singing orchestra strings. Deep, rich church organ tone. The sound of trumpet, flute, clarinet, Hawaiian guitar. You can play all this and more on our new, all-transistor Wurlitzer organ. It's a full-size spinet organ with two 44-note keyboards and 13 pedals. It's the organ that makes a one-finger melody sound like a whole orchestra. The organ you can play in just 15 minutes . . . even if you don't know one note from another! And until now, an organ this size, this quality, had a four-figure price. Yet you can buy this beauty in Mahogany for just $760! See it (and play it) today at your Wurlitzer organ dealer.

WURLITZER
DE KALB, ILLINOIS
WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDER
OF PIANOS AND ORGANS

*The console of the "Mighty Wurlitzer" at Radio City Music Hall
Who ever heard of a French Provincial air conditioner?

Tired of having your room setting spoiled by a window full of machinery? See your Westinghouse Dealer. He is introducing the first "furniture-designed" line of air conditioners ever made.

Take your pick... Early American, Contemporary, Traditional, Provincial . . . there's a fine hand-crafted cabinet to blend perfectly with your nicest furniture.

Inside these handsome hardwood cabinets is the most efficient cooling instrument we've ever engineered. From 10 feet . . . 20 feet . . . even 30 feet away you feel its cooling comfort. It gently spreads cooled, dried, filtered air to the farthest corner of the largest room. Yet this powerful instrument is as quiet as a purring kitten. A few feet away you can barely hear it.

Only your Westinghouse Dealer sells cooling power plus beauty. You'll find the world's first selection of "furniture-designed" air conditioners available at his store now. Be sure to see them soon.

We never forget how much you rely on Westinghouse.
**UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL!**

If you've always thought of window shades as strictly utilitarian, you're in for a delightful surprise.

New Joanna shades are more beautiful than you ever dreamed a shade could be. Decorating possibilities are endless with the new vibrant, fashion colors . . . elegant patterns . . . intriguing textures.

Match your shades to other elements of your decorating theme. Go for striking contrasts in solids or stripes. Or select a rich homespun texture for a room done in antiques.

Today, window shades should be selected for their beauty as well as their function. And, of course . . .

**Beautiful window shades mean JOANNA**

See Joanna decorator shades at better department stores and specialty shops. Widths to 148". In translucent or room-darkening qualities—may be ordered with white exteriors for a uniform streetside appearance.

---

**QUESTIONS & ANSWERS**

**BY THOMAS H. ORMSBEE**

This column is devoted to questions about old things. No attempt at evaluating the antiques will be made. Letters will either be answered on this page or by mail, and must be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Only one question to each letter, please. Mail all letters to House & Garden, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

---

Please tell us anything you can about this plate, which has been in my husband's family over 100 years. On the back is the mark sketched, while on the front is the portrait of Lafayette and the words "Welcome Lafayette, the Nation's Guest and Our Country's Glory."

M. L.—Pomfret Center, Conn.

The plate commemorated Lafayette's return visit to America in 1824. It was made at the pottery of James and Ralph Clews, Cobridge, Staffordshire, shortly before that time. This firm specialized in china of unusual design.

---

**EXLITE MOIRE**—room-darkening Exlite shade cloth with the dimensional look of moire silk.

**HOLIDAY STRIPE**—room-darkening Exlite shade featuring gay stripe colors combined with white.

---

**LAFAYETTE PLATE**

---

**BUTTERFLY TABLE**

---

**HAWKES CUT GLASS MARK**

---

**A BETTY LAMP**

---

Where do you think my butterfly table was made, and in about what year? It has crude iron hinges.

L. B.—Detroit, Mich.

It is a Connecticut or Massachusetts butterfly table dating about 1700 or a trifle earlier. The recognizable features are the column turned legs and the plain turned stretchers.

J. C.—Moravia, N. Y.

---

We found this rusty iron scoop-like object among attic treasures. What was it used for?

R. F. D.—Decatur, Ill.

You have a Betty lamp. At least one Plymouth colonist brought one with him. The saucer was filled with fish oil; a twisted rag served as the wick. It hung on the wall and gave a feeble light. Betty lamps were also made in this country, 1700-1800.

---

**JOANNA WESTERN MILLS COMPANY • CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS**
There's nothing in the world like **Dubonnet**

Dubonnet Red — a touch of Paris in every drop! So smart to serve so many ways...

- **COCKTAIL** — ½ Dubonnet, ½ gin, stir with ice, add lemon twist.
- **ON-THE-ROCKS** — Pour Dubonnet over ice and add twist of lemon peel.
- **PARTY PUNCH** — 1 bottle Dubonnet mixed with 1 pt. gin, 6 limes and 1 qt. soda. Serve with ice.

Dubonnet Blonde — so smooth... so light and extra dry, it makes any drink a new adventure. Try these...

- **BLONDE MARTINI** — 4 parts gin with 1 part Dubonnet, Stir with ice.
- **TALL BLONDE** — To ½ glass of Dubonnet Blonde, add cracked ice, dash of bitters. Fill with soda.
- **HALF AND HALF** — ½ Dubonnet Red, ½ Blonde on the rocks. Add a twist of lemon peel.

DUBONNET APERITIF WINE — PRODUCT OF U.S.A. — ©1963 SCHENLEY IMPORTS CO., N. Y. C.
Open and shut case for a dramatic new blind

Also in favor for contemporary windows are these attractive Spice shades (above) and decorative woven wood shades (right). Spice shades come in five fresh colors, and are just one of many beautiful textured or decorated shades by B/H. And B/H woven wood shades are ideal for porches and patios, breezeways, family rooms—even room dividers.

Introducing the delicately beautiful BALI BLIND . . . first new blind design in thirty years.

In the months to come you'll be hearing a lot about a slim and elegant new window covering called Bali Blind (interior designers are already specifying it). It's quite an improvement over the old Venetian blind.

For one thing, its light and delicate look is so much more attractive. Gone for good are those wide slats and broad tapes. It's a clean, functional window covering that blends beautifully with any decor. It's a lot easier to see through, too. The narrow slats and invisible tapes don't get in the way. In fact, when Bali Blind is open you hardly know it's there. And Bali Blind is so easy to care for. The slim slats catch hardly any dust and there are no wide tapes to get soiled.

You can choose from a complete range of decorator slat colors. Made to measure in any size. For a smart, new outlook on life, try Bali Blind. Send 10c in coin for full color "idea" booklet showing all B/H window coverings.

BRENEMAN-HARTSHORN INC.
Cincinnati 10, Ohio
REDWOOD PANELING...
the practical advantages commend your good judgment
the warm and inviting appearance does credit to your good taste

For your copy of a handsome booklet, "Redwood Homes"
write: Dept. C-29, California Redwood Association,
617 Montgomery Street, San Francisco 11.
Two things to own in Late Italian Renaissance:

1. A BAROQUE VILLA ON LAKE MAGGIORE
   For Sale: Splendid 25-room villa, rising in tiers of terraced gardens from the shores of Italy's jewel lake, Maggiore. Abounds in carved stone balconies, ornamental balustrades, marble friezes, polished marble floors, frescoed ceilings. 22-acre gardens—ideal for a debutante ball—contain marble statuary, reflecting pools, grottoes. "Villa San Remigio," Pallanza, Italy; $800,000.
   Offered through: Previews, Inc., New York City

2. RHAPSODY STERLING BY INTERNATIONAL
   For Sale: Splendid sterling silver pattern in the exuberant Italian 17th Century style. Similar design may have been used in the palaces of the Italian merchant princes. Lavish curve-upon-curve pattern recalls 17th Century stone sculpture. Looks startlingly magnificent on a 1963 place mat. Savings available on new "Bride's Set." Place settings, incl. Fed. Tax, start at $27.00.
   Made by The International Silver Company, Meriden, Conn.
You can wake up in a Paul McCobb bed.

You can eat breakfast on a Paul McCobb table.

You can pay bills on a Paul McCobb desk.

All made by Lane, and there are more.
A DIRECTORY OF FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS

COLORADO

DENVER

Brown Palace Hotel

Elegance and superb service have been identified with the Brown for 70 years. Recent completion of a new tower area and motor lobby bring its capacity to 600 rooms, all air-conditioned and furnished in marble and gold. A 500-car garage adjoins the hotel, which is located in the better business district of Mile-High Denver. For social or business gatherings, there is a selection of six beautifully-appointed, completely-equipped, air-conditioned private function rooms; the ballroom accommodates up to 800. For reservations, rates or information, write Mr. Karl Mehlman, resident manager, Dept. 105, or phone Tabor T-5211, Denver.

GEORGIA

SAINT SIMONS ISLAND

King & Prince Hotel

Located directly on ocean, private beach, pool; dancing, king & prince hotel, year-round resort, E.P.

KENNEBUNK BEACH

Shawmut Inn

Ocean front resort. Fine dining, lobster, seafood. Cocktail lounge. Write Box 82.

BEDFORD SPRINGS

Bedford Springs Hotel

3000 acre resort hotel located high in Allegheny Mountains. Largest and finest in Western Pennsyl- vania. 18-hole championship golf course, facade and new outdoor swimming pool, plus lake swimming. Tennis, Dancing, Bar, Yacht House, Boating. Planned social activities. Superb cuisine. Special overnight guest rates. For reservations or brochure write L. Gardner Moore, President & General Manager.

MAINE

CHATHAM

Chatham Bars Inn & Cottages

Cape Cod, overlooking ocean. Private beach, golf, tennis, pool, table tennis. Early June to late September. Amer. Plan.

GLOUCESTER

World-famous fishing and vacation port.

Beaches, fishing, art colonies. For information, write City Manager, Gloucester, Mass.

MARIA’S VINEYARD ISLAND

A World Apart

Harbor town, beaches, boating, fishing, relaxing. Fine dining. Specials. Write Box CN.

NANTUCKET

Nantucket Island

Romantic, picturesque. Swimming, water ski, 72's, sports, relaxation. For further information, write Nantucket 5.

ROCKPORT

Qualit, colorful seacoast resort town. Paradise for artists & photographers. For free guidebook write The Warren Hotel, President & General Manager.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

LAKE TAHOE

Glensbrook Inn & Ranch


NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY

Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel


SPRING LAKE BEACH

The Mammoth Hotel


SPRING LAKE BEACH

The Warren Hotel

Directly on the Ocean with our own private fishing beach. Family Inn, rates include pool in one of America's most fastidious resorts of distinguished villas and gardens. Cocktails, dancing, every luxury, and all sports, golf, tennis, sailing, swimming, special activities for children, Near Montauk Point. Open June 22th, 1961. Frederick O. Campbell, Owner-Man. Phone 440-8880. Area code 201.

PENNSYLVANIA

BEDFORD SPRINGS

Bedford Springs Hotel

3000 acre resort hotel located high in Allegheny Mountains. Largest and finest in Western Pennsylva- nia. 18-hole championship golf course, facade and new outdoor swimming pool, plus lake swimming. Tennis, Dancing, Bar, Yacht House, Boating. Planned social activities. Superb cuisine. Special overnight guest rates. For reservations or brochure write L. Gardner Moore, President & General Manager.

BUCK HILL FALLS

The Inn

Pennsylvania's largest resort estate. This year-round inn offers every facility for happy vacation and family Inn. Sports include golf family 27-hole course in Pecos, tennis, riding, swimming, lawn bowling, movie theatre, dancing, camp club and teen-age program. Excellent cuisine. Special overnight guest rates. For reser- vations or brochure write L. Gardner Moore, President & General Manager.

NEVADA

LAKE TAHOE

Glensbrook Inn & Ranch


EGREMONT

On Yake Ranch


GALLATIN GATEWAY


NEW YORK

A DIRECTORY OF FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS

N.Y.C.

The Tides Inn

Gracious Living in rural Virginia includes a house recognized by experts as real Colonial Virginia at its best. The friendly atmosphere and genuine hospitality, the charming informal elegance will delight you. Cranes on luxurious lakes, fishing, riding, tennis, pool, boat on the same meadows, swimming in the heated salt water pool, plus other enjoyable pastimes. Write: The Tides Inn, Irvington 4, Virginia.

WILLIAMSBURG

Inn, Lodge, The Motor House

Journey back into the eighteenth century in Williamsburg, Virginia. Watch craftsmen work- ing with colonial tools and methods, brave wooden ships displaying the typical merchandise of the two hundred years ago, and in the taverns where the tantalizing dishes of our ancestors are still served daily. Enjoy, too, fine accom- modations at Williamsburg Inn and colonial houses; Williamsburg Lodge; and The Motor House. Excellent food and service. Golf, tennis, swimming, and other sports. And don't miss nearby Jamestown and Yorktown. For informa- tion write Box CN, Williamsburg, Va., or call Reservation Officers: New York-30 Rockefeller Plaza, Circle 6-4000. Washington-1200 18th St., N.W., Federal 8-8238.

EMERALD BEACH HOTEL

Emerald Beach Hotel

Oceanfront, with private 55 mile beach. Pool, pitch ‘n putt course, tennis, pool, all water sports. Landscaped gardens. Entertainment nightly. Air conditioned, open all year. See travel agent or call JU 4-5261, N. Y.; RA 6-6274, Chicago; LA 3-4507, Boston; 3-3472, Wash- ington; 5-6461, Miami; 1-6414, Dallas; MA 6-7051, Los Angeles; YU 2-6905, San Fran- cisco; ME 2-2881, Seattle; EM 3-2695, Toronto.

VERMONT

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

William Hilton Inn

On magnificent beach at Hilton Head Island. Championship golf, tennis, fishing, riding. Write Box CN for brochure.

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON

BANNAH
You can listen to hi-fi, build a library, collect antiques, serve a buffet, and divide a room with Paul McCobb component pieces.

You can have martinis on a Paul McCobb cocktail table.

All made by Lane, and there are more.
The Manor Richelieu and Cottages
In the setting, pine-scented, pollen-free Laurentian, overlooking the St. Lawrence, 18 holes of golf, heated salt water pool and beach, tennis, sailing, fishing in well stocked lakes. Casino for dancing. Serviced by Saguenay steamers, by rail or modern highway, L. E. Shepard, Mgr., Dept. G, Murray Bay, P.Q., Canada, Travel Agents or Canada Steamship Lines. L.S.

Hotel Tadoussac and Fishing Lakes
Where St. Lawrence and Saguenay Rivers meet. Heated swimming pool, golf, tennis, dancing, 20 well-stocked fishing lakes, pollen-free air. From 81.30 a day per person. American Plan. Less approx. 8% due to Canadian exchange. By steamer or highway from Montreal. F. L. Abel, Mgr., Dept. E, Box 100, Montreal, Travel Agents or Canada Steamship Lines.

Some more good stores where you can see Components, designed by Paul Mc Cobb and created by Lane

Mass., contd.
Boston
Union Furn. Co.
733 Main St.
Lawrence
Factory Outlet
4 Union St.
Lexington
Leicester Furn. Co.
1730 Mass. Ave.
Natick
Byron Furn. Shops, Inc.
45 Worcester Turnpike.
W. Springfield
Retalv Furn. Alm.
1651 Riverside St.

NEW JERSEY
Glassboro
Robert I. Weir Furn. N. Deoela Dr., Rt. 47
N. Hackensack
Huffman & Boyle Rt. 6 & Main St.
New Brunswick
M. Ewens Furniture Co.
183 Neilton St.
Newark
Hoffman & Co.
609 Broad St.
Paramus
The Modern-Way Furn. Co.
235 S. Market Ave.
Ridgewood
Pennsylvania
Donovan Interior Showroom
653 N. Crescent Blvd.
Red Bank
Sterling Furniture Co.
140 Broad St.
Seaside Heights
Wieners' Dept. Store
Trenton
Olds House Furn.
107 W. Olden Ave.
Spencer's
Modern-Spinor Manor Slate & Willow Sts.

NEW YORK
Astoria
Dean Furn. Co.
32-27 Steinway St.
Buffalo
T & S Sales
3311 Elmwood Dr.
De Witt
Universal Furniture Co.
4502 E. Genesee St.
Latham
Sharletis Finer Furn.
6586 Loudon Rd.
New York City
R. A. Macy & Co.
Herald Square
Pequannock
Military Furn. Co.
98-100 Main St.
Rochester
Laurer Furn. Co.

NORTH CAROLINA
Durham
Town & Country
New Raleigh Highway
High Point
Ray Foster Furn.
791 Main St.
Goldsboro
Aiken
K. M. O'Neill Co.
226 Main St.
Cape Fear Co.
990 W. State
Cincinnati
J. Schloemer
301 W. Front St.
Silverton Furn.
650 Front Field Rd.

Cleveland
Main
156-218 Euclid Columbus
Dorrants Furn. Co.
1305 W. Lane Ave.
Lazarus F & R Co.
Town & High St.
Cuyahoga Falls
Hollander Furniture Co.
2746 Front St.
Hamburg
Riegel Hamilton Furn.
38 High St.
Youngstown
Wayside Interior
558 Youngstown Rd.
Toledo
Enterprise Furn. Co.
1432 Adams St.

OKLAHOMA
Lahoma
Davidson's
8021 Dodge St.
Nebraska Furn. Market
2205 Farnam St.

OREGON
202 E. Baseline
McMinnville
The Furn. Mart
238 N. 99th
Portland
Ghart Furniture Co.
210 W. Morrison
Salem
Woodly Furn. Co.
429 E. 2nd. Commercial St.

Pennsylvania
Allentown
Economy Furn. Co.
440 Market St.
Bally
Bay M消防安全
J. S. Yoder & Bros.
City Lane & Bryn MAver Ave.
Buffalo
Furn. Gals.
340 S. Blyth Ave.
Chadds Ford
Decorative Arts Studio
Kenneth Pike
Chestrnutham
Gimbels Bros.
Cherry Hill
Reliable Home Furn.,
1213-19 State St.
Pittsburgh
Mass. Northside Furn.
905 Broadway
Homestead
Hardy Furn.
121 E. 8th Ave.
Johnstown
John Thomas & Sons
Young America Furn.
2450 Bedford St.
Pittsburgh
Half Bros.
Nutrena Heights
Meyers Furniture
York Furn.
1429 New Butler Rd.
Norristown
Fargo Doolittle Co.
321 W. Main St.
North East
Gimbels Bros.
Philadelphia
L. Dubin & Sons
419 South St.
Gimbels Bros.
8th & Market Sts.
Sun Furniture Co.
1821 Chestnut St.
Pittsburgh
Gimbels Bros.
1000 W. Saw Mill Hill
Taylor Furniture Co.
815 30th Ave.
Todds Home
7601, McKnight Rd.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Canal Furn. Showroom
180 Canal St.
Newport
Louis Legum Furniture Co.
1637 E. 4th St.
Portsmouth
Louis Legum Furniture Co.
3125 High St.
Rochester
Yan Sun & Furniture
7810 W. 8th St.
Vermont
Vermont Furn. Co.
419 Maple Ave. E.

WASHINGTON
Bremerton
Bremers Furn.
525 Pacific Ave.
Everett
Carruthers & Whitehead
2813 Hoy Ave.
Kirkland
Kirkland Furn. Co.
120 Commercial St.
Seattle
Crown Furn.
3120 Bonne St., Ave.

Chambersburg
451 South St.
Gimbels Bros.
8th & Market Sts.
Sun Furniture Co.
1821 Chestnut St.
Pittsburgh
Gimbels Bros.
1000 W. Saw Mill Hill
Taylor Furniture Co.
815 30th Ave.
Todds Home
7601, McKnight Rd.

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Grace Furn., Inc.
4937 McCormick Ave. W.
Huntington
Butler Furniture Co.
442 26th St.
Weirton
Simons Furniture
3816 Main St.
Wheeling
Kelly Bros.
51 Washington Ave.

WISCONSIN
Madison
A. M. Furn., Inc.
5225 E. Washington
Milwaukee
Milwaukee Bostock Co.
54th & Wisconsin

5605 S. Pennsylvania
Ralls
Rams Furn.

2918 Poplar Ave.
TENNESSEE contd.
Nashville
Ames Furniture
102 3rd Ave. N.

TEXAS
Dallas
Fried Furn. Co.
5420 Casa A.
Weston Carpets & Furn.
6915 McKinney Rd.
El Paso
Clayton Furniture
85 Bassett Center
Houston
Coast Furn. & Carpets
3039 Highland Dr.

UtaH
Salt Lake City
Royles Suburban Furn.
33B W. 33rd St.
Ryeting Menlo, Inc.
3039 Highland Dr.

virGINIA
Alexandria
Turner-Richards, Inc.
Buchanan
James W. Service
Norfolk
Louis Legum Furn. Co.
879 E. Little Creek Rd.
Portsmouth
Louis Legum Furn. Co.
3125 High St.
Richmond
Yan Sun & Carpets
7810 W. 8th St.
Vermont
Vermont Furn. Co.
419 Maple Ave. E.
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You can serve dinner on a Paul McCobb table.

You can get your nightgown out of a Paul McCobb dresser.

You not only get wonderful looking Paul McCobb, you get the precision construction that is the trademark of Lane. Like the little steel ball-bearing rollers we use in the drawers to keep them from sticking, even in heavy weather. Pick from a wall-to-wall selection of 51 tables, beds, buffets, chairs, chests, and other Component pieces, designed by Paul McCobb exclusively for Lane.

Components by Lane

See Component at these and other fine furniture and department stores. Write Dept. (HG-20) The Lane Co. Inc., Altavista, Va., for the store nearest you. For Lane's Home Decorating Kit send 35¢.
AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER OWNERS:

New Improved Dishwasher all
not only ends water spots...but
dissolves 7 of the
most stubborn spots

1. GREASY SPOTS
2. EGG YOLK
3. LIPSTICK SPOTS
4. TEA AND COFFEE STAINS
5. LEAFY VEGETABLE SPECKS
6. MILK FILM
7. STARCHY SPOTS

Guarantees spot-free washing...
the most spot-free glasses, silver, dishes
any dishwasher can wash!

New improved Dishwasher all not only ends water spots but
dissolves 7 other stubborn spots that trouble every automatic
dishwasher owner! Dishwasher all’s super-penetrating solution
gets in and under these spots, lifts them off and floats them away. Dishware comes
out sparkling clean—even after being stacked for hours in your dishwasher.

And Dishwasher all is recommended
by every leading dishwasher manufac­
turer. Get new improved Dishwasher all
—new color, new fragrance. Dishwasher all guarantees the most spot-free glass­
ware, dishes, silver any dishwasher can
wash—or your money back.

Dishwasher all is recommended completely safe for
finest china by the American Fine China Guild.

Going places, finding things in

The Cyclades
and Crete

In the islands south of cosmopolitan Athens you will
discover majestic ruins, ancient icons, superb handcrafts
and the unique wines and foods of Greece

By Mary Moon Hemingway

EDITOR’S NOTE: Mary Moon Hemingway, a regular contributor
to House & Garden, has a taste and a talent for relaxed family-
style travel in faraway places. At
the moment she is working on a
Greek-American committee for
the reforestation of despoiled sec­
tions of Greece and the Islands.

In this blasé jet age, the rapid
transatlantic transition of lunching
in New York and dining in
Paris the same day no longer
astonishes. Yet, on the purely do­
meconomic level, you can still experience a profound and not unpleasant
sense of disorientation in both time and space by finding
yourself, as I did, shopping in
Stamatis’ grocery store on Sta­
dioi Street in Athens rather than
at Mulrooney’s Market back home
in Long Ridge, Conn., where I
had been but a day and a half
before. Thaumaisos—marvelous,
wondrous! Here I was in this fra­
grant temple of food, the S. S.
Pierce of Athens, provisioning a
boat engaged to sail the Cyclades,
that paradise of islands strung out
from the Peloponnesse to Crete
and back.

This Odyssey had materialized after many seemingly desul-
tory day-dreaming conversations with a friend about the possibility of

cruising in the Aegean. One
day we began to take the idea
more seriously, so seriously that
we went right ahead and char­
tered, sight unseen, a Greek
caique (motor sailer), packed up
our half-dozen children—three
hers and three mine—and flew
off to Greece for a month “Down
East” on the Aegean. As it turned
out, our family cruise actually
cost us only about $10 per head a
day. But if you want to follow our
lead, you will find prices have
risen since then about 25 per cent.

Shopping at Stamatis proved to
be a good curtain-raiser and
an apt precursor for our trip. It
is a vast, dim vault of a store,
wall-to-wall with shelves, aro­
matic, hospitable and unhu­
pered—no self-service here. There’s a

patriarchal grocer per customer,
assisted by a boy attendant, to
pull down everything you might
wish, no matter how high or bid­
den. Shopping at Stamatis proved
to be a good curtain-raiser and
an apt precursor for our trip. It
is a vast, dim vault of a store,
wall-to-wall with shelves, aro­
matic, hospitable and unhu­
pered—no self-service here. There’s a

patriarchal grocer per customer,
assisted by a boy attendant, to
pull down everything you might
wish, no matter how high or bid­
den. Shopping at Stamatis proved
to be a good curtain-raiser and
an apt precursor for our trip. It
is a vast, dim vault of a store,
wall-to-wall with shelves, aro­
matic, hospitable and unhu­
pered—no self-service here. There’s a

patriarchal grocer per customer,
take your pick of this many finishes in youngstown

Kitchens in wood, laminate, or steel... with matching appliances, they add up to the biggest kitchen selection ever!

How many kitchens in Youngstown Kitchens-Land? More than you'll find anywhere else or in any decorator's idea book. For here are all the cabinet colors and finishes in wood, laminate, or enamel on steel. Here are all the cabinet shapes and sizes for every sort of kitchen—modern, traditional, big, small, long, "L"-shaped, odd-shaped. Here are your most-modern built-in appliances—dishwashers, disposers, ovens, cooking tops, ranges, vent hoods. Youngstown Kitchens-Land is the place to go to get your kitchen planned and finished exactly the way you've dreamed of it. See your Youngstown Kitchens dealer soon!

Youngstown Kitchens
a division of Mullins Manufacturing Corporation,
Salem, Ohio

NEW! Information-packed kitchen ideas booklet. Get it and other helpful kitchen planning literature from your Youngstown Kitchens dealer. . . or send 25¢ in coin to: Youngstown Kitchens, Dept. HGM-063, Salem, Ohio.

Name
Address
City Zone State

Youngstown Kitchens products are available in Canada
home), crunchy Attic crackers, jams made from incomparable Greek fruits, chalk-white goat cheese, shriveled, salty black olives, even Greek pastas and the inevitable powdery, pungent coffee. We later discovered the perfume of this coffee, mingled with sage, thyme and the papery smell of onions, pervades the Islands as well as Stamatis' store.

After hours of choosing, checking and lengthy longhand calculations at the cashier, we paid up, trusting they'd deliver the goods to our caique, the "Syros," riding at anchor in the Athenian port of Piraeus. When we stepped out from the dimness of the "Ion", the summer sun was flagrant. It seemed wise to take things gradually—all things in moderation, as Ibrivoks say.

We ambled to nearby Venizelou Street, one of the main avenues, and to Zonar's, a favorite street cafe and restaurant, to indulge in apricot ice, a superb treat. The big cosmopolitan internationalists and hotels that serve an international cuisine are to be found in this section of Athens, but we preferred the tavernas, the little half-indoor, half-outdoor cafes, where you walk into the kitchen to choose your food, then sit in the garden to enjoy it. There are many in the Plaka, the old town around the base of the Acropolis, and many well-known ones on the waterfront in Piraeus.

What can you say about Athens to a newcomer? That it is impossibly, gloriously—and nondescript? Each of us has to find his own "Syros" drops anchor at Mykonos.

Athens and his own delights there. So we did, the eight of us, whose ages ranged from the maternal forties through twenty-one, the teens and down to almost-ten. I experienced a continual joy in the knowledge that from almost anywhere I could look up and see the glowing golden Pentelic marble Acropolis. The fabulous treasure of Mycenaean in the National Archaeology Museum, the small, sunk-down Byzantine churches, Omonia Square, the Parthenon, the Agora, bouzouki music, son et lumiere and the Evzone guard. All this is Athens, all to be savored.

We did a little tourist shopping as well as sightseeing. An excellent source for fine handcrafts from all over the kingdom is Their Majesties' Fund, 40 Venizelou Street. I was entranced by the vivid, beautiful looped or needlepoint rugs and the hand-woven carpets, with their chic, bold geometric patterns on white or light grounds. The table linens, some of drawn work, some embroidered, were also very smart. I bought a hand-knitted, gaily patterned bolero for my daughter, and for myself an evening skirt of red-and-white striped taffeta embroidered with appliques of cutwork. We all fell in love with the pint-sized Skyros chairs—hand-caned and rope-sealed, small enough to carry about, but strong enough to hold a grown man. Between us we sent home a dozen.

"Syros" drops anchor at Mykonos. Athens and his own delights there. So we did, the eight of us, whose ages ranged from the maternal forties through twenty-one, the teens and down to almost-ten. I experienced a continual joy in the knowledge that from almost anyplace I could look up and see the glowing golden Pentelic marble Acropolis. The fabulous treasure of Mycenaean in the National Archaeology Museum, the small, sunk-down Byzantine churches, Omonia Square, the Parthenon, the Agora, bouzouki music, son et lumiere and the Evzone guard. All this is Athens, all to be savored.

We did a little tourist shopping as well as sightseeing. An excellent source for fine handcrafts from all over the kingdom is Their Majesties' Fund, 40 Venizelou Street. I was entranced by the vivid, beautiful looped or needlepoint rugs and the hand-woven carpets, with their chic, bold geometric patterns on white or light grounds. The table linens, some of drawn work, some embroidered, were also very smart. I bought a hand-knitted, gaily patterned bolero for my daughter, and for myself an evening skirt of red-and-white striped taffeta embroidered with appliques of cutwork. We all fell in love with the pint-sized Skyros chairs—hand-caned and rope-sealed, small enough to carry about, but strong enough to hold a grown man. Between us we sent home a dozen.
Painting your home? Are you covering or coloring? Ordinary house paints may do only one. Choose Martin-Senour Monarch exterior house paint... the quality paint that covers, colors and protects! Monarch’s exclusive formulation bonds more firmly to new or repainted surfaces—stays fresh looking longer—saves you many dollars in repainting costs over the years. Monarch gives you a wide range of colors—modern, authentic colors used by today's top architects and decorators! And, only at Martin-Senour dealers can you get the new, fashionable Ultratones*... deeper, richer, more vibrant accent colors for doors, shutters and trim.

See your Martin-Senour dealer. It's smart to be right with Martin-Senour color.

It's smart to be right with Martin-Senour...

COLOR

Painting your home? Are you covering or coloring? Ordinary house paints may do only one. Choose Martin-Senour Monarch exterior house paint... the quality paint that covers, colors and protects! Monarch’s exclusive formulation bonds more firmly to new or repainted surfaces—stays fresh looking longer—saves you many dollars in repainting costs over the years. Monarch gives you a wide range of colors—modern, authentic colors used by today's top architects and decorators! And, only at Martin-Senour dealers can you get the new, fashionable Ultratones*... deeper, richer, more vibrant accent colors for doors, shutters and trim.

See your Martin-Senour dealer. It's smart to be right with Martin-Senour color.

MARTIN-SENOUR PAINTS • 2500 S. SENOUR AVE. • CHICAGO
Dania II  American contemporary all the way! A fresh, new, modern look. You'll notice it has flair without frills. Simplicity, with just a touch of sophistication. Walnut—with a tough matte lacquer finish. Sculptured walnut drawer pulls and a tasteful use of natural cane. And the keynote of the Dania collection is storage space—there is so much—for every room in your home. Dania II emphasizes modern functional living all the way. Tables of all shapes and sizes, handsome sofas and chairs in smart, durable fabrics. Ask your dealer to show you the Dania II collection for living, dining and bedroom... the moderate prices will surprise you (see opposite page).  

AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE
On deserted Delos, temple ruins evoke visions of the legendary past.

The Cyclades and Crete continued from page 26

The Cyclades are beautiful beyond praise. The islands have a certain saineness—sugar-cube architecture, rocky lavender hills, small intricate bays, the whiteness and blueness of town and sky. Yet, each is as individual as a human personality.

Tinos has a pilgrimage shrine of the Virgin—the shock-white Byzantine church and cloister set in a Maxfield Parrish garden, tall with cypress, which is reached by a wide pilgrims’ way flanked with candle and holy medal stalls.

Mykonos, the quaintest and certainly one of the best known of the Cyclades, is studded with tower-like windmills, boasts a small church for almost every seven families, and burgeons with bougainvillaea spilling spectacularly over walls and balconies.

Mykonos is one of the few Cyclades islands where shopping for other than essentials is in order. We were tempted by hand-knitted sandals, which became our uniform. You can also buy hand-woven fabrics by the yard and have them run up into attractive sports clothes. The boutiques of Mykonos are excellent. At Joseph Salacha, they turned out a gay outfit for me in a few hours, and for very few drachmae.

Delos is the holy island, shimmering with mica, solitary, the sacred birthplace of Apollo. The austerity of Naxian lions, the treasures, temple ruins and fields of potsherds underfoot testify timelessly to this domain of the gods. Nobody is born or dies on Delos. No one lives there but the caretakers.

On we sailed to Syros, Paros and Naxos. Syros, a big, busy island, was home port of our boat and most of the crew. The bustling, very urban harbor flashes with neon signs advertising loukoumies, the local specialty shipped to Greeks everywhere, a perfumed sweet like Turkish Delight. There we bought fireworks against our celebration of the Fourth, and as usual when on shore went to market for fresh produce, followed by an honor guard of little boys anxious to carry our bundles: karpouzi and pepouni (melons); string beans, later to be cooked in tomato paste, oil and garlic; zucchini, to be stewed with chicken; eggplant; onions; tomatoes; apricots; oranges.

We spent our days swimming off the boat, snorkeling, sunning, fishing, meditating, but almost every night we tied up in some small port. At Paros we saw the archimandrite of the Greek Church on a triumphal visit. At Ios we rode donkeys up the hill to Neo-Ios, the upper town, over cobblestones outlined with whitewash according to the Cycladic custom, past olive groves, oleander and eucalyptus. The air was pungent with the odor of sage and thyme and wild pink. Whenever possible we bought bread from the village baker, hot
You can't wring germs out of a dish-rag

Dial 'em out forever with a FRIGIDAIRE DISHMObILE

Exclusive Swirling Water Action helps protect your family's health. Think of this: Dishes washed in a Frigidaire Dishmobile can be washed in germ-killing temperatures many times longer than by average hand washing. They're rinsed and dried, at similar temperatures, for comparably longer periods of time...untouched by dish-rags, towels or hands. Frigidaire Dishmobile sanitizes!

Saves time, too. Increased capacity means once-a-day dishwashing for an average family of 5. Between meals, store dishes inside, too. And there's no unusual dish preparation necessary. Just scrape, load, connect and touch the Dish-Minder Dial. Exclusive Swirling Water Action takes over. No soiled surface can hide. Frigidaire Dishmobile comes in colors or white, can be built-in later. You'll love it! Frigidaire Division, General Motors Corporation, Dayton 1, Ohio.

Factory-trained service everywhere

FRIGIDAIRE
** read this!

Did you look at the elegant, exquisite room on the opposite page and wonder one more time why everything that's lovely and light and beautiful has to be so impractical? Imagine raising a family in a house full of silky textured white furniture? Well, happily, you can!

Every single piece of upholstered furniture you see here needs nothing more than a soapy sponge to keep it spotlessly clean and fresh. The secret? U.S. Naugahyde. Here is the same Los Angeles, N^ho designed this love Naugahyde—it's Pack-proof. luxurious vinyl upholstery. Naugahyde sponge to keep it spotlessly clean and wear. No question—it's the ideal cushioning material your money can buy.

Because Mr. Hanley is firmly convinced that furniture should be as comfortable as it is pleasing to the eye, he has specified U.S. Koylon* latex foam rubber cushioning in all the upholstered pieces. No wonder... luxurious Koylon is the finest cushioning material your money can buy.

Now...think again. A daring white chair against the brick fireplace...a splash of sunny yellow in a shadowy corner...a delicate rosy pink just because you love it. Go ahead...no worries, just pleasure with Naugahyde!

ROBERT HANLEY, A.I.D. of Los Angeles, who designed this gracious, elegant room, says: 'I'm fascinated by the versatility of Naugahyde. Here is the same pattern used on both a contemporary sofa and antique French Provincial settee, and the Naugahyde is in perfect harmony with both. The variety itself is stimulating. There are more than 400 different patterns, textures and colors...something for every style and period of furniture design. I like using it in unexpected ways, too. It makes a beautiful, durable wall covering...an interesting and very practical table cover.

Naugahyde is remarkable in many ways...it can look like silk, like brocade, like leather, like tweed, even like homespun. Its companion material, breath­able U.S. Naugaweave* vinyl, has all the soft pliability and luxurious texture of woven fabrics. But unlike perishable, hard-to-care-for fabrics, Naugahyde wipes clean and it ends up paying for itself with years of extra wear. No question—it's the ideal upholstery for today's living, the perfect combination of beauty and practicality.

THE CYCLADES AND CRETE continued from page 29

from the oven; great round loaves marked top and bottom with a typo, the Sabbath bread stamp. We picnicked on this fresh bread, local cheese and wine, seated near the grave of a hero from the War of Independence. Almost every little island grocer, surprisingly enough, stocked good Scotch and gin at not too high prices. With our meals we drank the local wines and developed a taste for the Greek wine with its heavy taste of resin. I preferred the white Mantinea and Dementicia, a partner liked a rose, Kokkineli. You can get arisinoso wine, without resin in the bigger stores if you ask for it. Metaxa, the Greek brandy, is good if you stick to VSOP or Seven-Star. Greece's answer to Port is Macrodaphani, a very sweet dessert wine, which we enjoyed with the inevitable melon. The tableware made was particularly palatable, the cigarettes superior.

Santorini, a fantastic island we visited just before we headed for Crete, was tragically bisected during the Fifties by a volcanic eruption. Anchored to a great buoy in almost fathomless water, we could look up at the hairpin road winding up and up to the town riding the spine of the hill. The surrounding landscape, gray and black and white and weird, looked like my idea of limbo. The donkey ride on wooden saddles up to Thira was indeed purgatorial, but we made it and discovered to our amazement a charming community filled with many reminders of a Venetian past and inhabited by a gracious people, many of whom spoke French. Stretched out to the sea on the lee­ward side of Thira are acres of vineyards from which come their famous whites—Demiti­Diakos—and the see, Vin de Nuit, a strange contrast to the lava and pumice at our anchorage.

The crafts of Crete

The Greeks today seem to have lost their sense of city-building. Heraklion in Crete is an example—sprawling, turned in on itself, it pays no attention to the view. But the Archaeological Museum and Knossos were worth the overnight sail, pitching-rough as it was. At Knossos there's an excellent shop selling embroideries, brasses, jewelry and some lovely small icons. I bought a very old icon of Christ the King, which now hangs in my living room.

Mt. Ida and orange groves, rivers and roads, handsome mustachioed Cretans in baggy trousers, ruins and frescoes—of such was our brief taste of this fiercely independent island, then up came the anchor again. We sailed north to the flower-studded, gentler islands—Milos, Sifnos, Santorini. The meltemi, that wild Aegean blow, kept us winding in at Serifos for an interminable three days before we could head for sophisticated Hydra, with its eighteenth-century admiral's house and its Cote d'Azur atmosphere. Hydra is a popular summer resort now, and we were lucky enough to enjoy the hospitality of vacationing Greek friends in one of the great houses. Coffered ceilings of cedar wood, intricately laid and overlaid in geometric patterns, gave great stature to the white-walled rooms. In the entrance hall, a narrow polished central table held a lighted candleabra and a long, shallow silver bowl with jasmine floating in it. Furniture, often vividly covered, was kept to a cool minimum all over the house. On the tables were treasured icons, set on small easels. The effect was enormously elegant. We were delighted to see the small Skiros chairs we had bought in Athens teamed with gay outdoor furniture on the terrace where we had cocktails.

As befits its Riviera ambience, shopping and dining in Hydra are far removed from the simplicity of the other islands. We bought more shirts in the waterfront boutiques, some pleasant water­colors at a small gallery, and finally I found a typos for sale—one of those hand-carved wooden stamps for bread and a thing of beauty in itself. We went to one of the waterfront restaurants for lunch, quite a change after weeks of Aegean blow, kept us winded in the Verse. Hydra is a popular summer resort now, and we were lucky enough to enjoy the hospitality of vacationing Greek friends in one of the great houses. Coffered ceilings of cedar wood, intricately laid and overlaid in geometric patterns, gave great stature to the white-walled rooms. In the entrance hall, a narrow polished central table held a lighted candleabra and a long, shallow silver bowl with jasmine floating in it. Furniture, often vividly covered, was kept to a cool minimum all over the house. On the tables were treasured icons, set on small easels. The effect was enormously elegant. We were delighted to see the small Skiros chairs we had bought in Athens teamed with gay outdoor furniture on the terrace where we had cocktails.

On busy Mykonos, tranquil windmills grind grains and delight sight-seers

Continued on page 159
PROBLEM
Provide air conditioned comfort throughout your entire home.

SOLUTION...a YORK can be economically installed

Now any home can be air conditioned—with an advanced York System that costs little to install...with no down payment, low monthly payments.

Shown above are representative homes, with the estimated monthly cost of installing a York Central Air Conditioning System. The monthly payment shown in each case includes entire cost of equipment, labor and financing charge—based on a fixed payment program.

It's easy to add cooling for your present home! No matter what type of heating system you have, there's a York System that will cool and dehumidify your entire home. Some York cooling units may be added to your present warm air furnace, using the existing ducts to distribute the cooled and dehumidified air. Other York Systems are independent of the heating system—tuck away in attic, basement, garage or utility room. But, no matter what type or size home you have, it's easy to add cooling with a York Air Conditioning System.

If you're building or buying a new home, now is the time to plan for year-round comfort with a York System. Cost is low—and will add only a very few dollars to your monthly mortgage payments.

York assures quality cooling! For over 75 years, York has set the pace in raising comfort standards for home, business and industry. In your own community, it is more than likely that the major office buildings, theaters, restaurants and apartments are cooled by York equipment. And this...
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM that
in any home—old or new!

built into every York Residential Air Conditioning System!

Free home survey! Find out how easy it is to have York Air Conditioning in your home... how little it costs. Call your nearby York Dealer—listed in the Yellow Pages of your telephone directory under Air Conditioning. Or write York Corporation, York, Pennsylvania, for the name of the York Dealer in your area.

*Cost based on typical five-year financing program; may vary slightly, depending upon local labor costs, type of heating system, your temperature zone, and your own choice of finance program.

YORK CORPORATION
Subsidiary of Borg-Warner Corp.
YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

THE QUALITY NAME IN AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION

ANOTHER YORK SOLUTION!
Add cooling to your present furnace! Many warm air heating systems may be easily converted by adding a York cooling unit... using existing fan and ductwork system.
Give him the edge over ham, lamb, bird or beef!

It is not to be denied. There is an art to carving.

Truth is, some blades help a man do considerably better at it. The peer of such blades are those produced, with stern and demanding eye, by Carvel Hall.

Of superb new Carvalloy, an exclusive formula stainless steel cut lengthwise with the grain for greater resiliency and strength, Carvel Hall blades are patiently honed by hand to a razor’s edge. But even such magnificence is not enough for Carvel Hall.

Every handle is meticulously balanced so that each thrust and stroke is almost automatically precise. Joints surrender immediately. Slices respond willingly, almost joyously, to the firm touch of a Carvel Hall blade.

If you know a man (he may even be your husband) whose bladesmanship might be considered indifferent, present him, out of sheer adoration, with a Carvel Hall carving knife. Sets shown here, in the Somerset design.

How to Carve
Filet of Beef

A filet or whole boneless beef tenderloin is an elegant roast for a dinner party. On the face of it, a filet would seem to present no carving problem, but the tenderness of its texture and the fact that it should always be served juicy rare require delicacy in handling and slicing. The expert’s way with a filet is capably demonstrated here by Guido Bocchiola, co-owner of New York’s L’Aiglon restaurant. A filet, although delicious, is not a showy roast and profits from a surrounding colorful vegetable garnish.

Place filet on board. Hold with back of fork; do not pierce with tines. Cut slice from wide end.

Working long sharp slicer smoothly back and forth straight across meat, cut slices $\frac{3}{4}^\text{th}$ to $1^\text{th}$ thick.
HOW TO GARNISH

FILET OF BEEF

A garnish not only decorates the platter but also provides small portions of such appropriate vegetables as string beans, broccoli, white asparagus, baby carrots, broiled tomatoes, peas, mushrooms on artichoke bottoms. The lemon slices are sheerly for show.

Garnishes according to Larousse Gastronomique can be many, varied and complicated. For simple meals at home, you are better advised to keep the garnishes simple, limited and in small shapes and quantities suitable for individual serving. Try to shape or supplement the vegetables in ways that show off their contours or colors. An ordinary mushroom cap becomes special when fluted (1). Use a lemon stripper to remove a thin layer of peel in a series of curving cuts around the cap, etch small star on top with a sharp knife. Choose firm, white, not-too-large mushroom caps for fluting. A little potato nest (2) holds tiny new potatoes, potato balls or pommes soufflées. Waffle-slice old potatoes (or shred them in julienne strips), dry well and line larger basket of bird's nest fryer (3) with them. Press smaller basket on top to hold potatoes in place and deep-fat fry. Drain well on paper towels before using. A chef's trick for giving form and finesse to puréed vegetables or Duchess potato mixture is piping. For a swirly pyramid (4), use a pastry bag with a star tube. You can pipe the mixture straight onto the platter or onto artichoke bottoms. Plain broiled tomato looks and tastes better with a topping of grated cheese and seasoned bread crumbs (5). A canned artichoke bottom (6) and little pastry case (7) make handy containers for small slippery vegetables such as peas, baby carrots, pearl onions, asparagus tips. All items are available at Bazaar François, New York.

News! Recent tests of leading dishwasher detergents show...

Cascade protects china patterns best!

No wonder more dishwasher owners use Cascade!

If your china shows signs of fading, chances are it's your detergent. So change to Cascade! It's endorsed for safety by the American Fine China Guild, whose members make Castleton, Flintridge, Franciscan, Lenox and Syracuse china. Test results like those shown above from Procter & Gamble, confirmed by the Guild's own tests, show that Cascade's special safety ingredient helps protect china patterns from fading. No other dishwasher detergent does a better job.

CASCADE IS UNSURPASSED FOR CLEANING, TOO!

Cascade eliminates drops that dry into spots! That's because Cascade contains exclusive Chlorosheen. See above how even clean water sprayed on glass, silver, forms drops that dry into spots. But with Cascade in your dishwasher water slides off in "sheets!" No drops form to hold tiny food particles or dry into streaks. You've never seen cleaner, brighter dishes than you get with Cascade. Try it in your dishwasher!

Procter & Gamble's Cascade is used by more dishwasher owners than any other product and is endorsed by every leading dishwasher maker.
MODERN PROVINCIA

The new design shown at right is available at all the fine stores listed below. 16-piece service for your $24.95; 30-piece service for eight, with storage tray, $59.95. For Free Booklet featuring this and other stainless designs, write Reed & Barton, Dep. HG63, Taunton, Massachusetts.
GAS Air Conditioning by ARKLA gets the women's vote for year-round comfort!

At home more than men, women are especially partial to Gas air conditioning. They find it so clean. Dust and dirt are filtered, draperies and furnishings stay cleaner longer. So healthful, too. Babies can play on the floor and you don't have to worry about drafts. Even housework is easier and faster when the family can enjoy all-year, whole house comfort. Arkla Gas air conditioning cools or heats at the touch of a dial... freshens air, controls humidity, filters pollen. Call your local Gas company, your Arkla-Servel dealer or write Arkla Gas Air Conditioning Co., 812 Main Street, Little Rock, Ark.

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

5 reasons why men prefer Arkla Gas Air Conditioning:

1. Long life. With none of the friction that limits life of compressor-type units, Arkla lasts years longer! 2. Low maintenance. No moving parts in the heating-cooling cycle to break down. 3. Constant capacity. Peak capacity for unit's entire life! 4. Permanently low operating costs. Unlike other units, Arkla's fuel consumption rate does NOT increase with use or unit's age. 5. Service. Backed by your Gas company or dealer with long records of responsible service.
Cloisonné spoons
What a lovely way to cause a stir! A set of six hand-enameled spoons with fruits, buds and flowers artistically hand-colored by European artists. Ornate handles are antiqued silver metal. Each spoon is 5" long and the set of six is just $10.98. Single spoons, $2.

Potted Must dust?
Solution to both gripping problems—these gay percale pull-ons. Hot mitts are insulated with plastic foam. Dust mitts have a terry work side for dry dusting. Fruits on burnt orange or green; flowers on turquoise or pink; butterfly motif on hyacinth pink. 2 ea. Ppd. Windfall, HG6, 185 Adams, Bedford Hills, N. Y.

Denim dreams
There's nothing more satisfactory for sailing, gardening, hiking, loafing than knee pants. This well-cut and nicely-priced pair has hip and swing pockets, front zipper. In blue jeans, light or sailing blue, black, wheat, loden green. 8 to 18 (denim to 20). $2.95 ppd. Free catalogue. Beckwith's, 68 Franklin St., Boston 10, Mass.

Lovely doves
To perch among pussywillows and field flowers in your table arrangement, to light on the tieback of a ruffled organy curtain, these snow white doves. They're made of white cotton with real feather wings and tails. About 6" back to tail. 4½" high to top of wings. 96 each: 3 for $2.50. Ppd. Downs & Co., HG6, Evanston, Ill.
Around

The right keys
The courts of kings, the castles of queens may once have opened at the turn of keys just like the original baroque beauties. Perfect paperweights for a lady's desk; enchanting in a wall grouping. Lavishly gold-plated metal. 5" long $1.25 each; 3, $2.98. Ppd. Lillian Vernon, HG6, Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Country comfort
Everyone loves a sneaker, especially the Sprite. It travels fast on the tennis court: in the kitchen, non-slip rubber soles are on steady terms with a slippery floor. Of canvas in navy, denim blue, black, white. Sizes: 3 to 13 (AAA-C); 3 to 10, $5.50 ppd. 10½ to 13, $6.50. Add 50¢ post. Solby Bayes, HG6, 45 Winter, Boston 8, Mass.

Pretty paper work
Luxurious ivory vellum bordered with gold leaf, 6" by 8" and printed in gold with your initials and address. 50 sheets and envelopes, $5.75. Slim notes, 2½" by 6¼", pink bordered in gold with name and address in brown. 50 each, $4.50. Ppd. Original Greeting Cards, HG6, Box 4066, Brighton Sta., Rochester 10, N. Y.

Right on wrist
Would you choose wood for a chic summer bangle? Indeed you would, if you could see the exotic grain of these highly polished bracelets. Red, black, blue, green or purple, all in exciting contrast to a dazzling white background. Send glove size. $1.95; 2, $3.50. Ppd. tax incl. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG6, Northport, N. Y.
ARE YOU HARBORING A SWIMMING POOL WORRY ... A THREAT TO YOUR LEISURE TIME

SAFETY is for KEEPs with the patented MEYCO*SAFETY SWIM-POOL COVER. You can be assured of safe protection to children playing around your pool. It will support children and adults in any emergency. It's an all-year-round safety swimming pool cover.

The MEYCO*SAFETY SWIM-POOL COVER automatic anchoring system and stainless steel tension springs that lock in place allow the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leaves and debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. It's made to fit any size or shape pool and it carries a three year warranty.

Write for full information TODAY. Dept. HG-43

MEYCO SAFETY SWIM-POOL COVERS
99-08 Metropolitan Ave., Forest Hills 75, N. Y. Phone BOulevard 8-3200
DIVISION OF FRED J. MEYER & SONS
ESTABLISHED 1893

not for sale (in any market, that is)

These primest of filete mignon are not sold in any market. Yet, you're probably enjoyed them in luxury restuarants. They're U.S. Prime Filetter steaks—tender, flavorful, aged. Now you can enjoy them at home, or have them shipped in gift box, with personalized card. Quick-frozen, packed in dry ice shipped in gift box, with personalized card. Quick-frozen, packed in dry ice for guaranteed perfect arrival.

Box of 16—6 oz. each, 1/4" thick—

$33

Railway Express prepaid

Write for free catalog listing more than 100 gift items

BROTHERS (furnished FZL20)
Dept. LO • Chicago 32, Ill. • Yards 7-7100

DARLING PET MONKEY

This Squirri! Monkey is a cuddly, affectionate, and receives companionship from the company it Ac- mon in a warm embrace. This com- Young monkeys grow about 12 inches long. Each monkey is less than one year old (even like small people); simple to take care of and train. Free instruction book included. Live delivery guaranteed. Only $18.95 prepaid order. Mail check or money order for $19.93 to:

Animal Farm, Dept. 3, Box 1042, Miami Beach 39, Fla.

HOME INDUSTRIES
FREE CUPULA CATALOG

Cupolas, ready to install, will fit any slope roof.

Made of best grade, clear REDWOOD.

Three choices of roof material—Wood, Aluminum. Copper. Four sizes to choose from.

Prices from $22.53 to $89.50, prepaid.

Selections of finest quality Weathervrones to match custom fit to your Cupola. Free Catalog also contains Wall Ornaments (Tischler designed) and Post and Estate signs.

Send Now To:

HOME INDUSTRIES
230 Athens St. • Jackson, Ohio

DIRECT FROM FACTORY!
EARLY AMERICAN KNOTTY PINE
SCHOOLMASTER'S BOOKCASE DESK 6995

A trulv unique testament to the charm and unique beauty of East America. This solid mahogany adaptation is made of choice paired brass applique- plate trim, patrolledmit and hand stained to that rich desired mahogany glow. Has hand turned wooden legs and maple wedge. Each pair (2 sets) for

$169.50 prepaid.

Send for free catalog.

MEADOWBROOK INDUSTRIES
Dept. HG-45, 2126 Baltimore Ave., Baltimore, Md.

Save on Victorian Furniture

The beautiful hand-rubbed solid Victorian Mahogany side chair, hand carved with louvered backrest and in heavy oak at $40.00, covered with antique finish. Plate Veneer, Tapestry or Breathecal... $49.00

Solid Victorian Mahogany lady side table with graces-This beautiful hand-rubbed solid Victorian Mahogany side chair, hand carved with louvered backrest and in heavy oak at $40.00, covered with antique finish. Plate Veneer, Tapestry or Breathecal... $49.00

PORTLAND, Oreg.

FOR CATALOG AND SNATCHES ON OTHER VICTORIAN PIECES SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

JONES BROS.

VICTORIAN REPRODUCTIONS
16. NO. 514 MAIN ST.

HOUSE & GARDEN
**Shopping Around**

**For sun-days**

Nice because it's a nautical. On the sands of Cape Cod and elsewhere from ship to shore you'll love this pretty self-tending chambray charmer—it keeps you feeling cool and looking great. Cadet blue, trimmed with red, white, blue braid. 12-20; 14½ to 21½, $8.85. Ppd. Vicki Wayne, HG6, 610-GN-DSo, Country Club, Tucson, Ariz.

**Give her a hand**

And make it one to hold! Florentine golden metal hands have tiny magnets in the palms so they adhere to steel surfaces. Use them to anchor a recipe card to the cabinet while you mix, notes to the cleaning woman, reminders to the children. 12½" long. $1 for 6; $1.85 for 12. Ppd. Lillian Vernon, HG6, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N.Y.

**Infra-red defroster**

Defrosting the refrigerator is no longer an unpleasant task. And making ice cream won't mean waiting in frigid temperatures. This electric defroster does the job so quickly frozen foods can't spoil, ice cream won't melt. Place gold and black anodized aluminum unit in freezer, ice and frost disappears in no time. 12½" long overall. $6.95. Ppd. Mystic House, HG6, 60 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y.

**Your trip is showing**

A find in binders—this new design for keeping photos. Perfect for Polaroids! Self-adhesive sheet for photos has see-through acetate film cover. No pasting, no rings, you merely slip pages through metal holders and lock in. Brown or green with gold tooling. $5.55. Ppd. Here's How Co., HG6, 15 W. 26th St., N.Y. 10.

**To light the night**

Just plug this good-looking lantern into any outdoor socket and you have smart lighting with no installation costs. It's black satin-finished steel with an unbreakable acrylic lens that repels insects. With a 9' UL approved cord. 10½" high over all. $5.95 plus 60c postage. Artisan Galleries, HG6, 2100 N. Haskell, Dallas 4, Tex.

**HARVEST TABLE**

Beautiful and versatile. Colonial reproduction will add grace and charm to any room. Custom crafted in authentic design. Sturdy, long-lasting, constructed of solid birch. Cracks in surface will be covered with dark stain. 9' long. $12.95. Ppd. 

**TEMPLETON CRAFTSMEN INC.**

Dept. 771
Templeton, Mass.

**palley's imports**

hand carved SHISHAM WOOD SCREENS

Their delicate look of antiquity and awesome intricacy of carving will leave you breathless... available either 4 ft. or 5 ft. in height (please specify). Handmade with any decor.

- **No. W-2062**
  - Four, 15" wide panels.
  - 4 ft. tall; 5 ft. O/A width: $43.88

- **No. W-2063**
  - Four, 20" wide panels.
  - 5 ft. 6" tall; 6 ft. 8" O/A width: $79.88

**miniature JAPANESE WOOD SCREENS**

Reflecting the beauty and splendor of the Orient... blends with traditional or modern decor. 6-panel miniature screens, hand painted on gold background. Lovely background screen for art object or floral arrangement... or use as wall decoration. Has black lacquer frames. Comes with hooking hooks. Size 14½" tall x 30" wide.

- **No. BY-50**
  - Helian Flower Cart (shown). $7.95.
- **No. BY-53**

**Lucky Toucan Birds**

Cheery, colorful Toucan birds to decorate your lanai, patio, party, etc. Fabric body with genuine leathers in wings and tail. Buy a flock and have their delicate look of antiquity and awesome intricacy of carving will leave you breathless... available either 4 ft. or 5 ft. in height (please specify). Handmade with any decor.

- **Decorate priced at**
  - 3.99 ea.

**GEISHA SCROLLS**

Make wall decoration magic with these hand painted color scrolls with heavy white paper and black anodized aluminum frame. Specify design.

- **Order the pair**
  - For 5.28 ea.

**ORIENTAL LANTERN**

Handsome pagoda style with temple bells hanging from top... fashioned from cast iron. Authentic reproduction of antique lanterns for garden, indoor, patio, party, etc. 14½" long. Silk cord, mallet and screws. Stand is of exotic "Ramin..." Complete with rod, orange and yellow girls with kimonos in black.

- **Chevy 1903**
  - 10½" long X 4½" wide. A $25.00 VALUE.

**Oriental Garniture**

Hong Kong

GONG KITS

Only 12.88

We've "Gong" crazy for these great gongs of China. Specify pearl, black or gold. Handle and black anodized aluminum handles. Tip of each handle has Thai goddess carved in bronze.

- **No. T-1266 Bottle Opener**
  - 10½" O/A length: $1.09 ea.

- **Ribbed Horus Screen**
  - 17½" O/A length: $1.79

- **Chevy 1903**
  - 10½" O/A length: $1.29

**O. A. length**

**2-PIECE SET**

- **A" king" size bottle and "gg" bottle opener**
  - 1 pc. SAUCER SERVICE
  - 2 pc. SALAD SERVICE

**TISSUE BOX**

- **No. G1542**
  - 5½" ht., 3½ depth, 7½" length. 5.88

- **No. G1452**
  - 5½" ht., 3½ depth, 7½" length. 5.88

**ORIENTAL LANTERN**

Handsome pagoda style with temple bells hanging from top... fashioned from cast iron. Authentic reproduction of antique lanterns for garden, indoor, patio, party, etc. 14½" long. Silk cord, mallet and screws. Stand is of exotic "Ramin..." Complete with rod, orange and yellow girls with kimonos in black.

- **Chevy 1903**
  - 10½" long X 4½" wide. A $25.00 VALUE.

**ORIENTAL LANTERN**

Handsome pagoda style with temple bells hanging from top... fashioned from cast iron. Authentic reproduction of antique lanterns for garden, indoor, patio, party, etc. 14½" long. Silk cord, mallet and screws. Stand is of exotic "Ramin..." Complete with rod, orange and yellow girls with kimonos in black.

- **Chevy 1903**
  - 10½" long X 4½" wide. A $25.00 VALUE.
HAWAIIAN GIFT BOXES

FRESH PINEAPPLES
PAPAYAS
COCONUTS

We pack and ship for year-round delivery to the Mainland. Prepaid via AIR FREIGHT to the West Coast of Mainland USA and Canada, then rushed to consignee by REA Express or other common carrier.

1 Pineapple 3 Papayas 2 Coconuts
10.95 Mainland USA
11.95 Canada

Delivery Time Required
West Coast .......... 2 to 3 Days
Midwest ......... 4 to 5 Days
East Coast ......... 6 to 8 Days

YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ACCEPTED
SEARS CUSTOMER SERVICE BOX 3770 HONOLULU

HAWAII'S FLOWERS
ETCHED IN GLASS
BY KIRK'S ART OF HAWAII
Select Anthurium, Bamboo, Plumeria, Orchid, Bird of Paradise, Wood Rose.
Six 11 oz. Tumblers .... 10.30*
Six 11 oz. Holly Polys ..... 11.20*
Six Dessert Bowls .... 10.00*
Six Dessert Plates .... 14.05*
Platter ........ 21.50*

*postpaid. Sorry, no c.o.d.

Wrap-Sarong
You don't have to be a native or catch a Dorothy Lamour movie to know how to drape this South Seas sarong. Just slip it on, adjust with ties and enjoy the "aha" of your audience. Hawaiian print in white on red or blue. Comfortable as it is glamorous! X.S.S.M.L., $4.95, postpaid. Bete of Honolulu, HG6, 1502B S. King, Honolulu.

Tiki jewelry
Con Tiki into bringing good luck to the man on your mind. Hawaiian Tiki god cuff links in silvery rhodium finish never tarnish. They come with a matching tie bar and the set is $8.95. Gold plated, also $8.95 the set. Ppd. tax incl. So give him a little bit of luck from H. F. Wichman & Co., HG6, Box 8368, Honolulu.

Lauhala bag
Smart summer tote travels to town, to beach, each with equal fashion ease. Hand-woven in the islands from balsa leaves with subtle shading from beige to rich brown. Masterfully made, according to an ancient craft, this 13" w. by 10" h. bag has bamboo bracelet handles. $8.75 ppd. incl. tax. Smuggler's Den, HG6, Box 8382, Honolulu 15.

Pass the pineapple
Pistachios or pickles, crackers or candy—serve them in a pineapple. Masterfully hand carved from Monkey Pod wood, it takes hot or cold foods, washes wonderfully. Superb for salad; dressing won't damage wood. Perfect for candy, nuts. 11½" by 5½", $4.50 ppd. Blair, Ltd., HG6, 404 Ward Ave., Honolulu 14, Hawaii.
Come shop where the weather is wonderful and the welcome is warm

**HAWAII**

Shopping, and a host of other leisurely sports—sunbathing, sightseeing, relaxing—fill your vacation days in the Islands of Hawaii. And it's all only 4½ hours by jet, 4½ days by sea from the Pacific Coast—just a wish away.

See your travel agent, airline, steamship company, or write HAWAII VISITORS BUREAU, 2051 Kalakaua Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii, for color folder.

**Around in Hawaii**

The swinging-est

Put up a swing on the old maple in the backyard, on the porch, the patio. And swing into summer! Of sturdy brown rattan, 48" wide and very comfortable. Come fall, hoist it on a beam in the playroom. $39.50 exp. coll. without chains. $49.50 set. Free brochure. The Bamboo Window, HG6, 556 Pohukaina St., Honolulu.

Aloha swim set

He may never master riding in the curl of the waves on an island surfboard, but he'll be the best dressed sun worshipper at the beach club in this Kima Tapa print. Blends of blues, browns or greens. Made in Hawaii, of course. S,M,L and XL. Shirt, or trunks. $8 each; set, $15. Ppd. Liberty House, HG6, Box 2690, Honolulu 3.

How to grow orchids

You don't need a greenhouse to grow orchids. You do need a little basic information, imagination, a love of beauty, and a garden. For this fun-to-read booklet written by William Kirch, send just 25c in stamps to cover handling charge and start on an adventure in gardening. Sears, Roebuck and Co., HG6, Box 3770, Honolulu 14.

Sand dunes to sundown

The muumuu goes everywhere this summer. The long, lean look; the deep side slits; the streak of color—a fashion conspiracy with fabulous results. Designed in Hawaii of hand-printed Indian cotton in exciting colors of the Tree of Life pattern. XS, S,M,L. $27.50 ppd. East India Store, HG6, 2350 Kalakaua, Waikiki, Hawaii.

**Naughty Muumuu**

Casual June presents the "Naughty Muumuu" truth in Hawaii by Paradise Printwear, Kaimuki. Soft rayon print (ithout ruffles). Comes in a palette of lovely colors. The fabric is of washable polished end. Soft but not dull. Add to your favorite basics for a vivacious simple front. Scoop neck or square, unhemmed, unlined. Muumuu: $27.50 ppd. $32.50 in Hawaii.

**GR2 3 compartment Snack Server**

$6.50 (taxes included)

Dimensions: 2" D, 6½" W, 10" L

Beautiful Hand-Made Monkey Pod Carvings for you from WOODS OF HAWAII

How to order: Mail your check or money order to WOODS OF HAWAII, 2155 Kalakaua Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii. Sorry, no CODs accepted. SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG

**HAND CARVED TEAK BAR**

Finest Hong Kong teak—bleached, natural or dark. Cleverly fitted compartments, bottle holding racks, storage and serving shelf. Corner and side racks for stemware and glasses. Beautifully made, exquisitely carved and finished in alcohol-proof lacquer. 30" x 15" x 34½—$225

36" x 18" x 42½—$295

THE BAMBOO WINDOW

556 Pohukaina St. • Honolulu, Hawaii

(Send for our Free Brochure)

**Embroidered Pants Set**

Created in Hawaii by Iolani

Trim and terrific Washable, cotton or rayon, 61% cotton, 29% cupro, 10% wool, 10% nylon. Embroidered with oriental motifs meaning "courage with honor" neatly embroidered on red, turquoise, lavender, cypress. 8 to 18. 20.00

Add 8c reg. postage, 35c air mail. Check or money order to M. McIBERNY, LTD., 1212 Union Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii.

**Turn Page for More "Shopping Around in Hawaii"**
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Shopping Around in Hawaii

Drink shirt
You can stick to coke if you like but this smart slack suit is printed with the different drinks served at the famous Garden Bar at Hawaiian Village. White arnai top with slit sleeves, frog closure comes with lined orange pants. 8-20, $19. Man's shirt, S,M,L and XL. $9.50. Ppd. Casual Aire Ltd., HG6, Box 8218, Honolulu 13.

Serve with relish
The lovely lines of an avocado leaf translated in Monkey pod, one of the largest trees that grows in Hawaii. The interesting variations in grain and its marvelous washability make it perfect for serving pieces. Three-sectioned tray, 15" l., totes condiments, cocktail tidbits. $5.75, 58c post. Woods of Hawaii, HG6, 2155 Kalakaua, Honolulu.

Tropical arrangement
You can't think of Hawaii without picturing the glorious flowers that thrive in that island paradise. We show an exotic arrangement of Birds of Paradise, Anthurium, Ti leaves and Ginger. Sent air mail special delivery at $13.75 ppd. Write for color brochure of fresh bouquets and leis. Hawaii Blossoms, HG6, Box 128, Honolulu.

Bushido shirt
The little oriental motif on this good-looking shirt-jac means "courage with honor". So here's the gift for every Dad on the mainland! Tailored by Miloani of machine washable rayon-cotton blend in navy, white, red, blue, sand or gold. S,M,L,XL. $7.95. Add 74c air mail. M. McInerny, Ltd., HG6, Box 3317, Honolulu.

Pineapple cutter
The golden fruit of Hawaii is a la-le delight but it can be difficult to prepare. No longer with this stainless steel cutter that slices 6 perfect wedges and leaves shell intact. The shells are exotic servers for Hawaiian Punch and other beverages. In a tapa design box, $3.95 ppd. Sears, Roebuck and Co., HG6, Box 3770, Honolulu 14.

Hawaiian luau torch
Light the night just as they do in the islands. Really authentic for a luau by the pool or on the patio. Satin black or matte green finished steel, 13" tall, 7/8" diameter, they fit 1 1/8" pole (not incl.). Three-wick cluster, large fuel reservoir, gas vents, screw top for easy filling. $6 ppd. Longs, HG6, 1450 Ala Moana, Honolulu 14.
Not only will your husband enjoy endless hours of cozy comfort as he relaxes in a Pullmanaire... you, too, will thrill to the stunning richness that Pullmanaire styling imparts to the decor of your home. Each Pullmanaire is superbly custom-crafted of the finest materials by skilled artisans who take pride in their lavish attention to detail. The sturdy, easy-to-clean, Naugahyde upholstery with its rich, subtle, textural tones creates an elegance one would expect to find only in expensive leather, and will provide years of care-free beauty. The solid Koylon latex foam cushioning cradles you in comfort, with an added buoyancy made possible only by Pullman’s exclusive Spring Float cushion support. For the rugged frames, the finest hardwoods are carefully selected and hand-fitted with experienced skill that is a tradition at Pullman. Present your husband with one of these Pullman masterpieces on Father’s Day... for a lifetime of pleasure.

A Pullman Chair on Fathers Day

THE MOST COMFORTABLE SPOT ON EARTH
**BUFFALO**

Tahiti things in natural buffalo team up nicely with summer garb—shirts, shorts, bathing suits. They're easy on the eye and easy on the foot. Keep these in mind for plane travel—feet tend to swell, way up there. Sizes: 3 to 10, $7.65 p.d. For men, 6 to 13, $8.20 p.d. Bloom’s Shoes, HG603, 311 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y.

**ID Bracelets**

Remember days when everyone wore an identification bracelet? Your name was engraved on the front and your love's on the back! We think it's time for a revival. Heavy sterling silver bracelets, engraved with name. Add $1 for look. Men's, $9.95; ladies, $6.95. Ppd. tax incl. Man's World, HG6, Flushing 52, N. Y.

**Ice Basket**

Put all your ice in one basket. For parlor, picnic, patio or poep deck, this deep-toned rattan container, lined with white washable poly-styrene is a portable pleasure. Keeps 4 qts. of ice over 36 hours. Snap-on bridge leather strap makes carrying easy. 8" by 9", $7.95 p.d. Hathore House, HG6, Box 363, New York 16, N. Y.

**Trim and Tufted**

Take the chair that's as pretty in boudoir as it is in your living room. Order it in the decorative floral print at $64.50. Custom covered. (4 yds. 54" plain fabric.) $57.50. Maple, mahogany, fruit-wood or antique white finish. 38" h. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 25c. Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 127, Box 266, Concord, N. C.

**18th Century Idea**

The time is present and a tole tray is the thing when you are serving drinks or coffee of an evening. Called Plymouth, it's a charming hand painted modern version of 18th Century toile. It glows with flower colors on black or antique white. 11" by 23", $5.95 plus 75c post. Lilly Caro, HG6, 6311 Vaca, Hollywood 28, Calif.

**Down Comforts**

Beautifully re-covered...in exquisite down-proof satins, lafettes. Wool comforters recovered, too. AND OLD FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-soft, feather-fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret process. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Mail Order Only. No salesman will call!

ALDEN COMFORT MILLS-HG Box 60700-Dallas, Texas

Write for complete line. Best savings! Novelty campaign, call for details.

**Curtain Charm**

WITH RUFFLED UNBLEACHED MUSLIN

**Tieback**

63½"-by-17", 72"-long. 4.00 pr.

8½"-by-17", 80"-long. 4.50 pr.

**Tie**


Both types 3", 2 pair to window. $3.95.

**Matching Valance**

5"-by-96" 1.98 ea.

ALL PRICES POSTPAID

**FREE PHOTO ALBUM**

For 8 or 12 exp. roll

(Black & White or color prints)

A YANKEE EXCLUSIVE!

With each order of $1.50 or more, you receive one Yankee Special Photo Album. Plastic coated cover, plastic bound, Kodak plastic leaves. A 49C value! (Include IOC to cover postage and handling of Album.)

**COUNTRY CURTAINS**

DEPT. 126, STOCKBRIDGE, MASS.

**OUTDOOR GARDEN POOL $3.98**

Beautify your garden with this exciting new-piece Sutton garden pool for sparkling pools and delicate water fountains. Made of one watertight piece of aqua-colored Polypropylene. No leaks or rusting. This easy installed lightweight portable pool is surrounded when surrounded by flowers, shrubs or garden plants. Use singly or in groups for aquatic display. Artistically kidney shaped. Ideal garden size (13½" x 17½" x 8" deep at ground level), has recirculated water flow to hold 1 to 2 inches of water complete or 2 for $7.65. Water Lily Bulb (Nymphaea Odorata) free with each pool. If C.O.D., postage extra. Cash orders add 5c, shipped ppd. He satisfaction or return in 10 days for purchase price refund. From:

**MICHIGAN BULB CO.**

Dept. BP-1478
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan

**Shopping Around**

BUFF-ALOHA

**3 BIG BONUS OFFERS**

TO YANKEE PHOTO PROCESSING CUSTOMERS

**FREE PHOTO ALBUM**

For 8 or 12 exp. roll

(Black & White or color prints)

A YANKEE EXCLUSIVE!

With each order of $1.50 or more, you receive one Yankee Special Photo Album. Plastic coated cover, plastic bound, Kodak plastic leaves. A 49C value! (Include IOC to cover postage and handling of Album.)

**BONUS #2**

**FREE STAMPS FOR FREE GIFTS**

A YANKEE EXCLUSIVE!

Yankee Bonus Stamps are redeemable for Cameras, Films, Enlargements, Slippers, Albums, etc.

**BONUS #3**

**KODAK FILM FOREVER**

For every roll of black & white or color film you send to us at our typical low prices, we will send you a fresh roll of Kodak Film—FREE, with developed prints.

TYPICAL LOW PRICES Include Processing, Jumbo Prints and Fresh Film.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Black &amp; White</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 exp. roll</td>
<td>$0.65 $3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 exp. roll</td>
<td>$1.10  $4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kod. 8 mm roll</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 35 20 exp.</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BIG DISCOUNT SAVINGS ON ALL OTHER SIZES

Send for Free Mailers. Free Price Lists. Free YANKEE Bonus Stamp Books

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Buy Direct & Save up to 40%.

YANKEE Photo Service
Dept. 11, Box 1829
Bridgeport 1, Conn.

Our 35th Year
The Greatest Photo Service Value in America
...the Enduring Beauty of Certified DuPont 501 Nylon Carpet

The beauty is of traditional magnificence . . . a textured scroll pattern that blends with any room setting. And it’s beauty of an enduring new kind, because the pile is DuPont’s Certified 501 Carpet . . . 100% continuous filament nylon of magical qualities. This is broadloom that won’t pill or fuzz, that resists crushing, that wipes off spots and stains in a jiffy, that keeps its look and color thru countless poundings. This is broadloom you’ll be proud to own! About $9.95 sq. yd.

"CYPRUS" by PRIDE CARPET MILLS CO.
a division of Bell Industries, Inc.,
295 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 16, N.Y.
"WE ENJOY COMFORTABLE LIVING by the houseful—365 days a year!"

"Honestly, our GM-Delco 365 Conditionair has made living easier for every member of our family. We can get just as many things done in our house during the hottest days of the summer as in the middle of a snowy January!"

"All I do is just set the dial. Because our economical GM-Delco 365 Conditionair is one central unit, it circulates clean, filtered air throughout every room of our home. We stay warm as toast in the winter, cool and comfortable even in summers that are real 'scorchers'."

"Both dad and I find that the GM-Delco 365 Conditionair makes the upkeep of our home easier, too. Because windows stay closed, furnishings stay cleaner longer. Because humidity is controlled, paint doesn't tend to chip or peel as quickly. Wood paneling and drawers don't warp or stick. We're not fatigued from the heat, and we sleep better."

"We feel that our GM-Delco 365 Conditionair is the most intelligent investment we've ever made in our home. We have the confidence of the General Motors name, and we've boosted our home's resale value in the bargain. Our GM-Delco 365 Conditionair has definitely made our home more pleasant for all our family... because we control the climate—365 days a year!"

For one of the wisest moves you'll make—when buying, building, modernizing—call your nearest GM-Delco dealer for a free, friendly survey of your heating and air conditioning needs. He's listed in the Yellow Pages. Remember: Delco heating and air conditioning may be installed separately.

Send for your free 16-page Buyer's Guide to Heating and Air Conditioning. Delco Appliance Division, General Motors Corporation, Department G-6, Rochester 1, N.Y. Specialists in reliable, quality-engineered, year-round comfort for your home.

GM Delco 365 CONDITIONAIR
Superb soap

Hershey's, the one and only cocoa butter soap, is mild and refined. It contains no animal fat but does retain natural glycerine that's marvelous for skin and hair. Doctors love it. 3 cakes of the toilet variety or 2 for the bath, $1.50 12 boxes (special buy) $16.50, 6 for $8.50. Ppd. Hershey Estates, HG6, Hershey, Pa.

Grand opening

Adorn your sliding doors on closets or cabinets with antique brass sliders that are smartly decorative. The classical plume design gives them added elegance and their antique brass finish is lovely and lasting. 7¼" high, 1¾" wide, the pair is a remarkable $1.98 ppd. Lillian Vernon, HG6, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Musical opening

Noteworthy selection for a music lover, your children's piano teacher, this solid brass G-clef letter opener. Beautifully crafted and nicely weighted so it doubles as an anchor for papers, it's 7" long. Eighth note and fleur de lis available. $3.95 ppd. Tennessee Chroming Plating Co., HG6, 208 Louise Ave., Nashville, Tenn.

Crewel world


Baby bracelet

1D beads used in hospital nurseries to identify your remarkable offspring are made into enchanting bracelets. Pink or blue beads linked with make-believe pearls and golden heart bangle. Specify name and size of bracelet—adult, teen, child. (Beads furnished.) $2 ppd. tax incl. Best Values, HG6, 401 Market, Newark, N. J.

YOUR ADDRESS

LABELS, 1000—$1

Any message up to 4 lines neatly printed in black on white, gilt-edged gummed paper, 1¼" long. Packed and packed with 2½ in. plastic box. Quite possibly the best label value you can find. (Note we tell you our sizes.)

1000 for $1 ppd. Any 5 or more orders, 80¢ each. Any 10, 75¢; any 25 or more, 60¢ each. You save, add 2½¢ per 1000. Write for fund raising folder, too. Guaranteed. Prompt delivery. Bruce Boland, 64 Boland Bldg., Boulder 41, Colo. Thank you kindly!

Shopping Around

THE MOST UNIQUE FABRIC SERVICE IN THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD!

Every 2 weeks throughout the year you will receive 20 fabric swatches gathered from the four corners of the globe!

A recent presentation, for instance, offers hand woven cottons from PAKISTAN, pure silks from the ORIENT, the finest cottons from SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIA and ITALY... as well as many exclusive fabrics from AMERICA'S finest mills! And all at LOWEST IN THE COUNTRY PRICES!

With each fabric purchase receive a SURPRISE GIFT BONUS of fresh, new fabrics, FREE, or take a 10% DISCOUNT as preferred. There is no obligation whatever, to buy.

FABRICS 'ROUND THE WORLD, Inc.

270 West 38th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

□ $2.00 enclosed for full year's membership

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

FABRICS 'ROUND THE WORLD, Inc.

BE LIGHT! BE GAY! BE CASUAL!

Available in these full and half sizes

COMFORT YOU CAN FEEL

PORTSMOUTH SHOE CO

Now Order Directly Portsmouth, Ohio

HERE'S HOW

The Most Unique

Wedding Invitation

Music Box

Sure to be the most talked about wedding present! Send in any idea... it will be mounted on a black mat and framed in a black and gold or antique white and gold shadow box. When you pull the cord, it plays either the Wedding March or Anniversary Waltz. (Please specify.) Great for wedding photo too. 3½ x 4½. $11.95

SETL and JED

Dept. G-6 New Marlborough, Mass.
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Made as carefully as precious china...

because that’s what this Kohler lavatory is.

It takes a mighty good piece of clay to become a Kohler vitreous china lavatory. Kohler quality begins at the beginning. And every step in design, modeling, firing, glazing is performed by specialists and examined by the fussiest of inspectors.

Nothing leaves the Kohler pottery unless it meets dozens of Kohler standards of excellence, standards that started high years ago and have been getting higher every year. Maybe pride is our extra ingredient.

And you’ll be proud, too, of the Kohler plumbing fixtures and fittings in your home. Justifiably proud, because Kohler products will share the quality of your finest possessions. Your architect or plumbing contractor will tell you how easy it is to have Kohler.

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Kohler Co., Established 1873, Kohler, Wisconsin

ENAMELED IRON AND VITREOUS CHINA PLUMBING FIXTURES • ALL-BRASS FITTINGS • ELECTRIC PLANTS • AIR-COOLED ENGINES • PRECISION CONTROLS
Shop Around

**Stickpin bracelet**
Great-grandad may have worn a jeweled pin in his cravat just like one of these enchanting copies. Lovely reproductions of fourteen slide stickpins with mock garnet, amethyst, diamond, coral, emerald, pearl, turquoise, and lapis lazuli. Antique golden finish. $5.50 ppd. tax incl. Bonnie Sue Gifts, HG6, Box 253, Oceanside, N. Y.

**A chair named Denise**
And it's as pretty and feminine as its name! Hardwood frame; coil springs; foam-filled seat and back; fully lined skirt. In 24 velvets or 15 brocades (samples on request). 19" by 24" by 27" h. $44.50 ea.; $85 pr. Your fabric, 5½ yds. 36"; 4 yds. 50", $35 ea. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 25c. Hunt, HG6, Box 492, Hickory, N. C.

**Grand illusion**
Hurricane lamp with drink coaster looks like a tender tree a-falling. Staked in the ground to hold a drink or shed the light. Bark and green polyethylene realistically cover a 28½" steel rod. Comes with glass globe and metal holder. 4 coasters, $4.48; 2 hurricanes. $4.95 postpaid. Post your name to the wall around the illusion, and it's as pretty and feminine as you are. Back below takes lot of magazines. $2.95 postpaid. Couch, Elizabeth Ave., Bellmore, N. Y.

**Post your name**
Or attach it to the wall around your property, the side of the garage. Enamel baked on aluminum with raised while reflecting letters and numbers (up to 17). Black, red, green or antique copper background. $2.95 postpaid. Shipped within 48 hours by Spear Engineering, 306-9 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo.

**Long on looks**
Knotty problem? Which cocktail table to choose for your family room? We like this long, low reproduction of distressed Appalachian pine with a hand-rubbed finish. Rack below takes lots of magazines. 50" by 21" by 16½" h. $39.95 exp. coll. Catalogue, 10c. Meadowbrook Ind., HG6, 2268 Bellmore Ave., Bellmore, N. Y.

---

**Colonial Candlestand**
Exact handmade copy of the original stand in 1780. Now popular as a cigarette table. May be used equally well with Early American or formal Center groupings. Ideal for any place where a small accessory table is needed. Available in three solid light brown satin finish mahogany or natural finish walnut or cherry. $37.95. No C.O.D.'s. Shipping charges collect. Shipping weight, 12 pounds.

Visit our SHOWROOMS in Durham

---

**1000 Name & Address Labels $1**
ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2 ppd.

Sensational bargain! Your name and address handprinted on 1000 finest quality gummed labels. Conspicuously padded. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT BOX. Use them on greeting cards, checks, greeting cards, records, etc. Beautifully printed on finest quality gummed paper—1000 labels only $1.00 postage. SPECIAL, SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2, 4 to 6 orders larger! Makes a great gift. Send today. Or you don't agree this is the buy of the year we'll refund your money in full. HG6, BOX 492, DURHAM, N. C.

---

**Lillian Vernon, Dept. HG6, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.**

**SHOWROOMS**

**Visit our SHOWROOMS in Durham**

**1000 Name & Address Labels $1**
ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2 ppd.

Sensational bargain! Your name and address handprinted on 1000 finest quality gummed labels. Conspicuously padded. Packed with FREE useful Plastic GIFT BOX. Use them on greeting cards, checks, greeting cards, records, etc. Beautifully printed on finest quality gummed paper—1000 labels only $1.00 postage. SPECIAL, SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2, 4 to 6 orders larger! Makes a great gift. Send today. Or you don't agree this is the buy of the year we'll refund your money in full. HG6, BOX 492, DURHAM, N. C.

---

**THE SLING—a new version with a deeper, wider, more comfortable seat. Heavy saddle leather, hand-rubbed, hand-stained. Mahogany, walnut, tan, green, black, olive, gold, rust, walnut, natural, black. Complete chair, $52. Cover only—fin all size frames; perfect replacement for old canvas covers—$28. Companion stool, $9. $1 packing charge. Express collect. No COD’s. Leathercraft, 10c, 303 E. 51 St., NY 22, Plaza 9-1555. Send for Free Brochure.**
A dramatic new upholstery fabric . . .

HERE'S Neopoint BY MASLAND. PREPARE TO FALL IN LOVE

Delicate, colorful patterns . . . nylon embroidery on Masland vinyl. That's Neopoint. Yes, and it's elegance—the tapestry look. Rich, supple, soft to the touch. The happy fusion of an idea lovely and old with a fabric that couldn't be more contemporary. Proof positive that opposites attract . . . admiring glances in a living room. Beautiful, durable, damp-rag-cleanable Neopoint. By Masland. On fine furniture . . . at fine stores (upholstery shops, too). To see it is to love it.

The Masland Duraleather Company, Philadelphia 34, Pa.
Swatch out
Certain way of ingratiating yourself with a friend who sews is to send her several yards of yarn-dyed cambric cotton from Austria. 45" wide in black and white, blue, green, pink. $2.50 yd. Swatches of fabrics from the world over every two weeks for a year, $2. Fabrics 'Round the World, HG6, 270 W. 38th St., New York 18, N. Y.

Replica pleasure
Perfection in reproduction—step stove, circa 1842, U.S.A. of aluminum with patina of mottled ivory-green. Useful as a planter or lamp stand and, no matter how bitter the winter, it will warm your heart. 31" by 18" by 9½", step 14½" wide. Antiqued, decorated, $55; Primer only $42. Ppd. Home Industries, HG6, Jackson, Ohio.

Chef's special
This professional knife of carbon steel, the true cutlery steel, keeps a keen edge almost indefinitely, with occasional swipes on a sharpening stone. Chops or minces with Corbon Bleu skill. Carves rare meat sliver-thin. Order one for a bride and give her a head start. $4.50 ppd. Concord, HG6, 287 Riverside Ave., Westport, Conn.

Marble care kit
It's no longer a chore to clean and polish marble. This kit contains a special cleaning powder and a can of marble polish. A marble dusting that grips instantly to itself and cleans with every swip. Instructions and every marble surface in your home will be clean and polished. This kit includes: homes size soft and refined. Gift-boxed at $3.95 postpaid. Another exciting import from Shopping Around, 00 HERSHEY ESTATES 00 HERSHEY ESTATES

White, bright, right
To circle a sun-bronzed neck, white onyx, carefully hand-carved and polished by Mexican Indians in the state of Oaxaca. Compatible with colorful tissues; cool, smart, simple. The 17" choker comes gift-boxed at $3.95 postpaid. Another exciting import from Shopping Around, 00 HERSHEY ESTATES 00 HERSHEY ESTATES

A Decorator's Item... Blends with Traditional or Modern

Old Fashioned ICE CREAM CHAIR

AUTHENTIC - ORIGINAL NOT A COPY
Rust Proofed - Easy to assemble and paint - Lifetime steel construction

$1195

DELIVERED

Perfect for:

- DINETTE
- BREAKFAST ROOM
- LIVING ROOM
- SUN ROOM
- PATIO . . . PORCH
- KITCHEN

Matching Table Legs—only $18.95 per set. Delivered, Specify size and shape of top you plan to use.

CENTURY SHOE REPAIR

210 Park Ave., Baltimore 1, Md.

Mail shoes with complete instructions.
**Wonderful Willow** for patio, country living, etc. Love Seat (45" wide, 26" high) $29.95. Matching Chairs (26" wide, 26" high) $14.95. Tufted foam rubber cushions, covered in corduroy (faux black or tangerine) $16.95 love seat set; $8.95 chair set.

**Special**

Love Seat & Two Chairs, $30.00. Express Charges Collect. 

**Elizabeth McCaffrey**

Dept. HG-6, 25 N. Main. Indianapolis, Ind.

---

**Electric Lighter**

Rechargeable! Windproof! Recyclable pumps smart into any 1/2 volt AC electrical outlet to charge. 7 full charges for 18 cigarettes, 2 full charges for 30 candles. Blushes chrome with coppery platinum alloy heater element. For more than 4 years. Attractively designed, this is a gift to be enjoyed. Packed in gift jewelry case. 2 1/4" x 1 7/8" x 2 7/8". Weights 5 oz. Ideal for Father's Day or graduation.

**Camelot & Buckley**

Dept. HG-6, 1341 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Washington 6, D.C.

---

**Embarrassed by Dark Hair on Lips?**

Use magic new cosmetic formulation that turns embarrassing superfluous dark hair on lips, face, arms or legs to pale blond that blends with your own skin tone. Guaranteed to give you delightfully happy results or return full money refund. Used by thousands! It comes in a GIANT 3 oz. size, only $2.

**House of Charles**

Mail Order Dept. B-B 1108 Exeter St., Forest Hills 8, N.Y.

---

**Be Good to Your Feet!**

Enjoy buying choice quality shoes by mail. Our world-famous catalog shows vast array of smart styles for every occasion from $10.95 and huge size range insures perfect fit or money refunded! With FlexPort PET DOOR

**SOLBY BAYES**

45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston 8, Mass.

---

**Shop-King Hinge-Trimmer**

Fits ANY Electric Drill. Cuts, trims & shapes hinges & shiplap faster & neater than hand shears. Extra long 14" Blade, of hardened tool steel, cuts wide areas faster. Long handle locks in 10 angles for most convenient use. Light weight...ideal for women. Made in U.S.A. $12.95 list. No. 5000 —50.88

**Arco Lawn Mower Shaperener**

Made in U.S.A.

**Arco Tools, Inc.**

Dept. HG-6, 421 W. 203 St., N.Y. 34, N.Y.

---

**Portable Wooden Rack Keeps Towels Handy**

Now you can take your paper towels anywhere you need them with our new wooden towel rack. Stand it on counter or table within easy reach—or even hang it from the wall! Made of richly finished pine, 18" high, holds standard roll of kitchen towels.

**$3.95** plus 50c postage

Send for free gift catalog

**Arco Tools, Inc.**

2 Cottage Ave., Danvers, Mass.

---

**Cache and Carry**

Pass these Madeira willow baskets loaded with cocktail companions. The cutlery tray is a natural for crackers and bread sticks. Line the wine basket with foil and stock it with celery sticks and carrot sticks. Cutlery tray, $3.50; wine toter, $2. Ppd. G&H Gifts, H68, 67-85 Exeter St., Forest Hills 75, N. Y.

**Handsome Hardware**

Add distinction to a chest you've lovingly refinished with bright brass drawer pulls. Or open any cabinet door with a shining, new door pull. Shown: D, 3" $1.95; E, 3 1/2" $3.50; F, 4 1/4" $2.10; G, 3 1/2" $1.50; H, 4 1/2" $.85; I, $1.10. Ppd. 25c for brochure re­funded on order. Cain's, HG-6, 1165 Park Lk., Gastonia, N. C.

**Sinciph and Spanish**

Take the chair, imported from Spain by Door Store and plant it anywhere. It's made of bamboo, finished in gold, has a natural rush seat. Delightful dining chair, per­fect at a desk—wherever you need an extra chair. 36" h seat; 17 1/2" h. $25. Exp. coll. Catalogue 50c. Door Store, HG-6, 3140 M St., Washington 7, D. C.

**Persian Version**

Here's what a romantic Iranian might give his lady love—an exquisitely detailed enamelled silver bracelet. A Persian floral design in colors varied and lovely is hand-painted on the silver circle. It comes with a safety chain and its pretty price is $7.50 p.p. World Handicrafts, HG-6, 25 N. Main, White River Junction, Vt.
Lotus bowl
Among the lovely forms (for sauces, puddings and such) is a lotus leaf bowl. It also serves admirably as a vase for pansies or baby pinks. Porcelain in oyster-white harmonizes with any china pattern. 4" in diam. Set of 4 with saucers, $4.99. Add 55c post. Here's How Co. Inc., HG6, 15 W. 26th St., New York 10.

Get ready for sets
Curlers, rollers, clips, pins, brush, comb and a large can of hair spray store conveniently in this beauty box. Zippered top, crush-resistant sides, snap-in dividers. Quilted vinyl in gold, silver, pink or turquoise. 8" by 12 1/2" by 4 1/2". $3.95 plus 25c post. RMS Designs, 1151 No. Desplaines St., Chicago 6, Ill.

Man and mate
Your marital status in bold blue on white! Softest cotton knit sweaters show who's boss! "Mrs." is three times as big as "Mr." Wear them for sailing to be perfectly rigged up! Washable, of course. Small, medium or large. $6.98 the pair, naturally. Ppd. Greenland Studios, Dept. HG6, Miami 47, Florida.

ICE TRAYS S-L-D-E
OUT WITH EASE!

KERNEL KUTTER
Strips kernels off corn with ONE STROKE! Perfect for deep-freezing, cold packing, cooking, creaming. Slip KUTTER over small end of corn and one single downstroke snips off every kernel, all around and down entire length. Does not crush kernels. Fits all corn, 10" long. Each. $1.98 ppa.

ELECTRIC BUG KILLER
$1.95
KILLS Flying Moths • Flies • Mosquitoes • Silverfish • Gnats • Spiders • Wasps • Centipedes • Exposed Ants & Roaches. (Insect need not come in contact with unit)
Clean Electric Lindane Bug Killer controls, kills insects—actually fumigates 1500 cubic foot area. Uses no more current than an electric clock. Guaranteed mechanically for 10 years. Multiple units also ideal for business and commercial use. Complete with package of 10 Lindane Tablets. UL approved cord and plug.
Electric Bug Killer & 10 Tablets $1.95 ppa.
2 Electric Bug Killers & 20 Tablets $3.89 ppa.
40 Extra Lindane Tablets $79p ppa.

EARN EASILY $500-$1000
You or your organization can earn easily $500-$1000 even more. It's fun—it's easy. Send today for a sample kit—all you need to start earning money. A Free book on fund raising is available on request.

Fine Writing Papers
A most distinguished background for all your social correspondence. In addition to the fine quality personalized notes and stationery, Original Greetings offer a complete selection of personalized napkins and matches. You will find this unusual collection in heavy demand every month of the year. Prices range from $4.50 to $7.50. If you desire these samples please check box in coupon.
Toll gate gun
No, it's not to shoot the money
taker. It's to fire quarters or nick­
els into the exact change hoppers
as you whiz along the highway. No
waiting on line; just load it and
take to the roads. Ready, aim, fire
and off you speed. Made of metal,
it's $5.95 pd. Casual Living,
HG6, 108 Chatsworth Ave., Larch­
mont, N. Y.

Tag his bag
Gone is the golfer once spring
has sprung. To identify his bag,
in the locker room or pro shop
this slivery name plate. It's shaped
like a golf bag, comes engraved
with his name and the name of
his club. Great if he travels
to tournaments by air. For ladies
of the links, too. $1.50 pd. Wales,
HG6, Hartsdale, N. Y.

Cord caddy
If he uses an electric shaver,
here's his Father's Day gift. This
cord caddy is perfect for travel­
ning; plugs into any socket; holds
5 feet of cord. No more dangling
cords. No recoiling. Cord rolls out
as needed. Rolocord is ivory plas­
tic, comes gift-boxed. $1.95 plus
25c postage. Order from Mer­
edith's, HG6, Evanston 23, Ill.

Crystals, not pistols
It's open-season on moths and the
way to rout these destructive pests
is with this steel hanger. Pull-out
compartment holds moth crystals.
Protects 10 garments directly un­
der a safety zone of moth-repellent
vapor. Screws to wall, swings out.
With screws and crystals, $1.59
pdp. Walter Drake, HG63 Drake
Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Trash toter
Have a cart do the heavy hauling on collection day. This 44-gallon refuse can of heat-, cold-, puncture- and rust-proof rubber modified material comes with a roll-easy metal cart. Green won't crack, may be used for leaves or even as a super cooler for beer at a clambake. $39.95 f.o.b. coll. Fusion, Inc., HG66, Box 1308, Statesville, N. C.

Flatter father
It's all really true anyway and what better time to say so than on Father's day? A black plastic plaque (1¼" by 2¼") comes printed with his name and "is the World's Greatest Dad." Attached is a gold-plated self-locking snake chain to corrall keys. Specify name. $1 ppd. Mastercraft, HG66, 275 Congress, Boston 10, Mass.

Brass scoop
Scalloped brass jardiniere deserves first place in the foyer or on the terrace. Fill it with feather ferns and use it as an ornamental accent on a room divider. Perfect in pairs! Planter is 12" high, 11¼" diameter. $17.88 post-age collect. Palleys, HG66, 2263 E. Vernon Avenue, Los Angeles 58, California.

This takes the bun!
Or the corn bread, biscuits or breakfast toast. An enchanting basket from Mexico has a mother hen aboard. Woven of willow by Otomí Indians, masters of reed craft. When not serving hot breads, it's a decorative delight. Base measures 9" by 6". $5 ppd. Order from Importados Inc., HG66, Box 8115, Mobile, Ala.

for those who
PERSPIRE HEAVILY
A new anti-perspirant that really works! Solves underarm problems for many who had despaired of effective help. Keeps underarms absolutely dry for thousands of grateful users. Positive action coupled with complete gentleness to normal skin and clothing is made possible by new type of formula devised by a young genius in a 50-year-old laboratory. 90-day supply Guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY — 7 DAY TRIAL TEST
Send name and address. Pay only $3.00 on arrival plus C.O.D. and tax. Results guaranteed. Or wave money. Send $3.30 (tax incl.) we pay postage. Same Guarantee.

MITCHUM COMPANY, Dept. 4PF, PARIS, TENN.

TOOTHBRUSH CHERUB
A baroque beauty that will add charm to your bath. The Florentine gold finished metal holder is expertly lacquered to prevent tarnish. Prettily scalloped base and top will hold up to 6 toothbrushes; enough for a family, 5¼" high.

$1.98 each; 2 for $3.75
Gloria Dee
P. O. Box 2000—Dept. HG-663
Mt. Vernon, New York

WALLPAPER COMPANY, INC.
245 West 40th Street
New York 18, N. Y.

Only $2.98 a yard and it's 10 feet wide!

NOW IN FIVE NEW OPEN WEAVES
world's widest seamless draperies!

5 new "see through" weaves woven floor to ceiling in solids to "up end" without sewing. $2.98 to $5.25 per running yard. If you already have our catalog just send 10¢ for the new samples. Or we will include them at no additional charge in the 25¢ catalog described on opposite page. (Ask for the new "open weaves").

GREENLAND STUDIOS
DEPT. H-62 MIAMI 47, FLORIDA

SHIPMATES SLIPOVERS
Sea-going style for the captain and his first mate—black cotton slipovers with embroidered white lettering. Soft and comfortable and salty-looking. Wear them aboard with spinnaker flying. Wear them ashore for fun lounging. Fully washable; no ironing. Specify S, M, L for each.

PAIR ppd. $6.98

Genuine Japanese Grasscloth
Exciting handmade wallpapers with unusual textures, colors and character, for dramatic and original effects—at the usual price of ordinary, machine-made imitations.

Now Available...

ONLY $4.50 per roll
Send for our set of order and璽esture samples, or visit our showroom.

MAYFLOWER WALLPAPER COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 15, 263 Macomock Ave., White Plains, New York

Candlelight and Tiny Blossoms in pairs
Chalk white ceramic trilobed candlestick cornucopias, straight from Greek Mythology, charmingly display lovely flowers around a single candle. Imported exclusively by us. Exquisitely fashioned of finely glazed pottery, they stand 4½" high. Sold only in pairs for $2.95 a pair plus 25¢ postage and handling.

Send for free catalog
EDWARD H. ZIFF, IMPORTER
Box 1072 Merchandise Mart Plaza Dept. HG-43 Chicago 54, Ill.
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Seasoned suit

Weather or not, it's what every sailor wants. Matter of fact, Schooner Suit might well be for her, too. Foul weather outift of made of heavy Vinyl plastic; comfortable as all outdoors. It won't crack or peel. In yellow or orange. SML, XL. $3.49 ppd. Pat Baird Ship's Wheel, HG66, 1325 W. 59th St., La Grange, Ill.

Super seersucker

Double rows of buttons descending the front of gray and white seersucker give a practical smock costume stature. Pretty as the picture, here's your perfect little work dress that knows no limits to its usefulness. Sleeves are faced with red bandana print. Sizes: SML, $7.95 ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, HG66, Box 701, Beverly, Mass.

Fine time

Grandmother clock, an heirloom to be. In Salem maple or mahogany finish, with burnish brass dial and pendulum. Tall (70"), without toweriong, it has an 8-day wind and Westminster chimes which chime every quarter hour, gongs on the hour. $169.50 plus 10% Fed. tax. Exp. coll. Lloyds, HG66, 130 W. Main, Somerville, N. J.

It levels with you

What a combination for comfort—a chaise and a contour chair. The leveling action permits a prone position for sunning, an upright one for reading. Fold in seconds. Webbed saran, white with green, turquoise, yellow, red or all-white. $19.95 post. coll. 2905 #16 Corp., HG66, Box 6973, Philadelphia 32, Pa.

Sparkle sacks

Line the driveway, the terrace, the pool with sparkle sacks, the modern adaptations of Mexican lumbritas. Heavy kraft paper bags with perforated sides to throw light beams. Fill partially with sand, plant with candles. Green, pink, red, white. 12, $13; 12 candles, $1 ppd. Leighton Compton, HG66, 1519 S. Frisco, Tulsa, Okla.

NEW! VAPO-COOL CAP

With the Built-in Cooling Unit

KEEPS YOU 15° to 20° COOLER

Come heat or high humidity, every man, woman or child will cool in a VAPO-COOL, the new, patented air-conditioned cap. You've seen them on TV worn by the top golf pros; now major league ball clubs, police, gardeners, fishermen and sportsmen are wearing them too! Order yours today—and keep COOL!! Color: Natural. State hat size. Same day shipment. Money back guarantee. $7.95 plus 10c for postage and handling.

DEER HILL CO., Hunting 32, New York

SHOPPING AROUND
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What a combination for comfort—a chaise and a contour chair. The leveling action permits a prone position for sunning, an upright one for reading. Fold in seconds. Webbed saran, white with green, turquoise, yellow, red or all-white. $19.95 post. coll. 2905 #16 Corp., HG66, Box 6973, Philadelphia 32, Pa.

Sparkle sacks

Line the driveway, the terrace, the pool with sparkle sacks, the modern adaptations of Mexican lumbritas. Heavy kraft paper bags with perforated sides to throw light beams. Fill partially with sand, plant with candles. Green, pink, red, white. 12, $13; 12 candles, $1 ppd. Leighton Compton, HG66, 1519 S. Frisco, Tulsa, Okla.

NEW! VAPO-COOL CAP

With the Built-in Cooling Unit

KEEPS YOU 15° to 20° COOLER

Come heat or high humidity, every man, woman or child will cool in a VAPO-COOL, the new, patented air-conditioned cap. You've seen them on TV worn by the top golf pros; now major league ball clubs, police, gardeners, fishermen and sportsmen are wearing them too! Order yours today—and keep COOL!! Color: Natural. State hat size. Same day shipment. Money back guarantee. $7.95 plus 10c for postage and handling.

DEER HILL CO., Hunting 32, New York
Kyoto wind chimes
Wind becomes a musician when it blows through melodious bamboo chimes, duplicates of the ones that hang in the temple gardens in Kyoto. Put them up on your patio, hang them from a big shade tree, suspend a set in the nursery window. 12” x 14”. $2.50. ppd. American Trader, HG6, 25 N. Main, White River Jct., Vt.

Six pocket shirt
It’s a jacket; it’s a shirt; it’s cool, comfortable. And it’s designed by the famous shirtmaker, Lew Magram. Six pockets hold golf tees, camera equipment and your parole tickets! Tailored of silky Rotussah. Avocado, gold, blue. S.M.L-XL $12.95 ppd. Monogram, $2. Free catalogue. Lew Magram, HG6, 830 7th Ave., N. Y. 19.

Confidence is the key
And this is just one of the tips in this hilarious book that’s dedicated to all golfers who play the game regularly and can’t understand why. Chocked full of hilarious pictures, “How to Play Golf in the Low 120’s,” scores as the perfect gift for every golfer from pro to hacker. $4.95 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HG6, Wayne 1, Pa.

For a summer heir
Fit for a prince, this tester baby bed with ruffled canopy, inspired by an heirloom and reproduced in walnut, mahogany, cherry or maple by master craftsmen. Beautifully hand-crafted, it has 70” posts, takes a standard crib mattress. $139.75 exp. coll. Catalogue $1. American Trader, HG6, 25 N. Main, White River Jct., Vt.

Postman’s delight
Correspondence to cope with? Well then, fix yourself up with a stack of neat personal post cards. Your name and address are printed on gray, blue, canary or white stock. Takes no time at all for that thank you note when a jiffy maller is right at hand. 3⅓” x 4¼” $ .27.50 for 100: $5 for 200. ppd. Bruce Bolind, HG6, Boulder 55, Colo.

FABRIC FRAMES
Custom-Mode
Decorator’s choice for inside window-covering for any room. 42 choices in 21 colors. Four different designs made to your specifications, supplied ready for painting or staining (also available pre-printed or stained for additional cost). Size illustrated 20” wide by 20” high. Four panels $13.72 plus tax. Some size from $11.12. Prices include all necessary hardware.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
FOR FREE INFORMATION WRITE TO:
TOWN & COUNTRY WOODCRAFT CO.
219 N. Carpenter St. • Chicago 7, Ill.
Clever coasters
Crystal glass spoon-coasters are inspired—they have handles attached to hold a dripping iced tea spoon or swizzle stick. Of pressed glass with a Cape Cod design, they're beautiful protection for tables and clothes. Wonderful for ice cream sodas! $3.95 for 4 post-paid, Artisan Galleries, HG6, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas 4, Tex.

How dry I am
A golf umbrella to keep you dry on the course and quench a thirst. Secret's in a handle that unscrews to disclose a flask; therein, special spirits for a round with the boys. Ten rib umbrella in red and white or green and white. $10.50 ppd. Camalleri & Buckley, HG6, 1141 Conn. Ave., Washington, D.C.

Door to neatness
Add 8 feet of hanging space to your bathroom with a triple-plated chrome rack that slips over the door. Five 20" towel bars and two utility hooks for shower caps, brushes, your terry robe. It adjusts to fit any door thickness, measures 36" by 21½" by 3". Rustproof! $5.50 each; two for $10.75. Ppd. Downs & Co., HG6, Evanston, Ill.

Half-frame magnifiers
If you need glasses for reading or sewing and have no astigmatism or eye disease, these half-frame magnifiers are the answer. Look down, hook or sewing is easy to see. Raise your eyes, you have non-magnified vision over the top of the lenses. Polished ground lenses. $.98 ppd. Nel-King, HNG-63D, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo.

Lace look-alike
From Madeira, my dear? No but it's a most convincing copy. A soft plastic cloth with intricate openwork detailing is ideal for summer dining tables. It looks cool and it needs no care. 54" by 54", $4.98; 54" by 72", $5.98; 54" by 90", $6.98. Postpaid. Order from Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

NOW! A BUCKET SEAT FOR BABIES!
THE BABY BUCK-ETTE
What do you do with a baby in a bucket seat car? Here's the answer! Install the stirrup on the between-seats console. The Baby Buck-ette gives your child a safe, convenient, yet handsomely upholstered bucket seat all his own. This sturdy, practical seat easily folds back for sleeping, and up for sitting. Completely washable, it is equipped with a soft but strong safety strap and puts your baby right where you want him. The Baby Buck-ette will never interfere with the operation of your console. White, black, blue, red, State make and model of car when ordering.

ORDER OUR BUCK-ETTE TODAY! Send check or money order now. Ask for illustrated literature on other models.
Light fanfare
Candlelight can make a difference and so can the price. Not to be believed is the value received in a pair of entrancing gold or silver-plated holders of French Provincial design. (2" tall), $1.98 pr. "With ornamental sunburst design bobeche to catch the wax, $2.50. Ppd. Gloria Dee, HG6, Box 2000, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

**Know antique prices**
If you like to jaunt to auctions, browse through shops, order this 578-page handbook, 32,000 American antiques, with prices and pictures of china, furniture, toys and 200 other groups. 1963 edition of the dealer's price book saves you money and you feel like an expert. $5.95 ppd. Madison House, HG6, 380 Lexington, N. Y. 17.

**Give them the brush**
But be sure it's made of imported wild boar bristles. There just isn't anything finer for promoting natural scalp health, adding luster to hair. With 9/16" Macassa wood handle and 7 rows of stiff white bristles, $6.95. 71/2" Plexiglas handle, 5 rows of black bristles, $6.25. Ppd. Hasse, HG6, 544 Pine Acres Blvd., Brightwaters, N. Y.

**Lady, it's good**
One of the wonders of our world is the electric razor for women. No cords to cope with here—two blades, $6.95. Another example of how easy-going traveling companion for her perfect grooming. $9.95 for "Wrought-Iron Black" anodized finish. Both blades. $12.95 ppd. M. W. Research, HG6, 380 Lexington, N. Y.

**ABC's for decorating**
What a pretty way to learn letters and numbers. Big, bold shocking pink, 3 1/2" by 3", on heavy bond stock! Cut them out or put them up like wallpaper. Mount them and find an interesting frame to show them off. 4 sets of alphabet and numbers, $1.49 ppd. Constance Marmo, HG6, 1661 Griffith Park Blvd., Los Angeles 26.

The "PATHFINDER"
HAND-SEWN MOCCASINS IN SIZES 4 TO 10, WIDTHS B, AA, AAA
Graceful and petite, this fits beautifully on your feet, $3.25 ppd. Ppd. Gloria Dee, HG6, Box 2000, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

**New Superluxe Quality Guaranteed 10 Years!**
DARK-NIGHT MARKERS
Perfect gift for father's Day!
Your name, number (or any wording you want) gleams on both sides of your DARK-NIGHT Marker, in permanent raised letters that reflect light!
- **FREE**—choice of background colors: Jet Black, Colonial Red, Pine Green or Antique Copper
- Any wording you want, up to 17 letters and numbers on nameplates, & on number plates. Same on both sides
- Easy to read DARK-NIGHT
- 2-sided, raised white reflector letters on both sides
- Rustproof—made of lifetime aluminum
- Miracle baked epoxy enamel finish-defies sandstorms, salt air, etc.
- Reinforced plates, double-bond laminated
- Attractive size; nameplates 18" x 2 1/2", number plates 21" x 2 1/4"
- Standard frames, scrolls and stands are natural aluminum
For "Wrought-Iron Black" anodized finish on frames, etc., add $1.00 per marker

**Handengraved DESK-n-DOOR**
Markers Up to 20 letters on name line, up to 10 on title line.
- Brass door marker 2 1/2 x 2 1/2
Solid brass plate, black-filled letters, $4.95 ppd.
- Style DE, one line 4.45 ppd.
- Style DO, one line 5.45 ppd.
- Style DC, one line 6.45 ppd.
- Style DD, one line 7.45 ppd.

**How to Order:**
- Style WG, one line 1.45 ppd.
- Style WO, one line 2.45 ppd.
- Style WE, one line 3.40 ppd.
- Style WY, one line 4.45 ppd.

**BACKGROUND**
- Block (odd $1.00)
- Alphabet (50 letters)
- Words, short phrases
- Names, initials, etc.,
- Standard frames, scrolls and stands
- Reinforced plates, double-bond laminated, $1.45 ppd.
- Rustproof—made of lifetime aluminum
- "21/2" raised white reflector letters on both sides
- Any wording you want, up to 20 letters on name line, up to 10 on title line.
For "Wrought-Iron Black" anodized finish on frames, etc., add $1.00 per marker

**The "Veda"**

**The "Plates"**
Satisfaction Guaranteed
HUNT GALLERIES
P. O. Box 492
Hickory, N. C.

**DEERSKIN TRADING POST**
Rt. 1 at 1146, Danvers, Mass.

**Mailbox Marker**
fits any mailbox—$95 install in a minute
4 Postpaid STYLE M

**Name & Number**
POST- n- WALL MARKER
4 Postpaid STYLE M

**Mailbox Marker**
Installed for FREE

**Scrollled Mailbox Marker**
$95 Postpaid STYLE MS

**Desks n Door**
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Hunt Galleries
P. O. Box 492
Hickory, N. C.

**THE BLUE WILLOW MUGS**
Set of 4 for $9.98
OF WHITE EARTHWARE ARE
These hardy mugs keep coffee, cocoa, or soup piping hot for indoor or outdoor serving. Made of heavy, heat-retaining white earthenware with the legendary Blue Willow design under glaze. Big 8-oz. size. In sets of four. Ea. set $2.98, 2 sets $5.75. Add 50c for shipping for each order.

**Foster House Furniture**
4529 N. Galena Rd., Peoria, Illinois

**Shopping Around**

**Hunt Galleries**
503-3 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Col.

**Craftsmen in Charm**
503-3 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Col.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**Shipping Around**

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.

**C.O.D.**
No C.O.D.
Accent your entertaining with gay, colorful parasol tables®

Available in many color combinations. Light weight, water repelled and strong...will hold one full place setting. 20" in diameter, 25" high.

$150 each, packing and shipping included.

Send for a free catalog. Compact...shares in its own container.

RESTORATION GOLD

Gold paste restores a frame's gold leaf in minutes and lasts an age. Gives a lustrous finish to everything from furniture to figurines to shoes. In four colors—White Fire, a frosty finish; 23-K gold; Renaissance, a rich antique gold; Treasure Silver. $2 ea. ppc. Connoisseur Studios, HG6, Box 7187, Louisville, Ky.

DICE CAPERS

Nice for dice, this exciting new game. You can play more than a dozen games of chance with this custom set. There's Poker Dice, Put-a-Take, Spot Dice, Jackpot Dice. With game layouts, colored plastic chips, playing board. For Poker, Canoga and Chuck-a-Luck, too. $9.95 ppc. Titan Enterprises, HG6, Box 277, Las Vegas, Nev.

WASH-A-PLEAT


His good name

For the door to your husband's office, this good-looking name plate of solid brass. Engraved with his name, it's 7" by 1" so it looks distinguished without being too large. Stick-on backing affixes it. With one line (to 20 letters), $2.95; two lines, $3.45. Ppc. Spear, 306-0 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Wonderful Worcester

Lovely Royal Worcester china in beloved Black Delecta pattern on white with golden rings. For a bride and groom's coffee table, for dinners à deux, the cigarette urn and pair of matching ashtrays are an arresting threesome. Each piece 3¾" in diam. $12.50 the set, plus 75¢ post. B. Altman & Co., HG6, Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

ROSE AND LYRE GROUP PRICED EXTRA LOW! LIMITED TIME!

CAST IRON OR ALUMINUM

A rare copy of a Renaissance 1600's pattern, cast by famous Swiss lost-wax foundry, Lenzburger Bronze Geseellschaft. From Louis XIV to modern. Swag design, 18" to 54".

A. R. WORRIS HOUSE

FO. BOX 2631
HOUSTON, TEXAS

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

J. F. DAY & CO.

Dept. 6-8-43, 1903 4th Ave., Birmingham, Alabama.
Shopping Around

Sleeping beauty
Look what's happened to the nightshirt! It's made of elegant satin, sleek and smooth and so comfortable for lounging or snoozing. In black, blue, blue or white, sizes 10 to 20, $9.95 postpaid. With one 4" embroidered initial, add $2. Order from Scintilla, Inc., Dept. HG6, 1209 West Balmoral, Chicago 40, Ill.

Changing the guard
Mix them or match them but change them to suit your mood or your fashion. Sparkling guard rings in sterling silver with gold plate or plain gold plate circled with make-believe sapphires, diamonds, rubies, emeralds, pearls or turquoise stones. $2.95 ea.; 2, $5. Add 10% tax. Ppd. Send size. Vicki Wayne, 610 GCR S. Country, Tucson, Ariz.

Three on a catch
A set of sailfish carved from Haitian taverneau, a tawny-toned hardwood. The difference in grain is interesting and the oil finish highlights its texture. The largest measures 13½" long; the smallest, 9½". With no-mar hanging device for mounting without nails. Sets of 3, $2.98 pdp. Harriet Carter, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

Here is "Cool Stride"
Amazing appliqués that you insert in your shoe where the ball of your foot rests, banish burning feet. Made of Teflon, that slippery substance, "Cool Stride" allows the foot to slide with each step. Wafer thin, 2½" sq. Adhesive-backed: $1.89 pr.; 3 pr., $4.95 air mail ppd. Americana Shop, HG6, 215 Todd, Reed City, Mich.

Sporting charms
Add to her bracelet, his key chain. Shown are bowling, mah jongg, horse racing, majorette. Others available. 10 letters engraved on reverse side free, 10c each additional. 14K gold, 1"; $13.60; ¾", $9.60; key chain, $12. Sterling, $13.50; $2.50; $2. Ppd. tax incl. The Jamaica Silversmith, HG6, 50 Delancey St., New York 2, N. Y.

Hammacher Schlemmer
Plug Out Dampness with Dampp-Chaser closet dehumidifier. Stops mildew, mold and musty odors. Just plug in and forget. UL approved. AC. Safe, economical. $6.95. Free delivery 50 miles (and all L.I.); beyond, add 35¢.

If Your Child is a Poor Reader
See how The Sound Way To Easy Reading can help him to read and spell better in a few weeks. This new home tutoring course drills your child in phonics with phonograph records and cards. It gives a fresh start in reading to children who are not learning under "progressive" teaching methods. Parents and teachers report children gain up to a full year's grade in reading in six weeks with The Sound Way To Easy Reading. University tested and proved. Used in over 2,000 schools and thousands of homes. Write for free illustrated folder. Bremner-Davis Phonics, Dept. K-6, Wilmette, Illinois.

LUXURY FABRICS CO. P.O. BOX 736 GASTONIA, N.C.

$7.95 Postpaid
Add $1.00 west of Rockies. No G.O.M. please.

EXCELLENT GIFT FOR FATHER

RALEIGH TAVERN STOOL

Old-time tavern stool for your bar or kitchen counter. A rugged stool made literally for generations of service. Solid birch with hand-woven fibre rush seat.

Jeff Elliot Craftsman
gift ideas for Father's Day

P. O. Box 66, Statesville, North Carolina

30" high (also available 24" high, if specified)

Unfinished, ready to paint, stain, wax or oil...$6.95
Natural finish (blonde)...$7.95
Cherry or Pine finish...$8.95

DIRECT FROM OUR WORKSHOP TO YOU.

Raleigh Tavern Stool

Jeff Elliot Craftsman
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**Outdoor Dining Now A Pleasure**

**Self-Adjusting Table Cloth Clamp**

At last—a plastic clamp with "ball dog" grip that holds table cloth smooth and in place up to 100 miles per hour. Simply spread cloth and clamp it down—it stays put. Fits all table tops, up to 1 1/2" thick. Made of miracle "Cycolac" Plastic Material. Heat-resistant, cold-resistant—sanitary. Will not fade, crack or peel. Ideal for picnics, barbecues—cook outs. Choose from colorful Red, Yellow or Blue. Set of 6 only $1.50; 3 sets $2.75 ppd. From: JU-EL Products Co., Dept. 34, 1800 Broadway, Rockford, Ill.

**Outdoor Furniture Legs**

**Smart IVY SCONCE only $0.95 ppd. for the pair**

The delicate wrought-iron beauty of gold-tinted white ivy leaves and tiny blossoms create sconces equally lovely for hall, dining room, bedroom. Overall height 20" by 11" wide. Ready to hang. Candles not included. Postage paid.

*Only use on sources shown but not from left unit right with 4 candlesticks.*

**SHOE AWAY FOOT MISERY!**

**NEW! IMPORTED 'PEDI-MOLD' ARCH-SUPPORTING INSOLE**

Your FIRST STEP WITH PEDI-MOLD will be YOUR LAST STEP with FAL-TIGUE and ACHING FEET! Expertly molded to shape of foot, Pedi-Mold's exclusive construction allows spring to each step, for TOES MOVE FREELY at last. Circulation is increased, muscles strengthened; basilisk discomfort disappears by Pedi-Mold's recessed ball area and cushioned metatarsals. Flexible arch, cupped out heel for maximum comfort, correct heel position. Soft-foam rubber, won't flatten out.

Women: Specify shoe size, width, type of shoe, material. 

$5.00 for 2 for $8.75 ppd.

**COLOR THAT REALLY LASTS ON CONCRETE**

**KEMIKO PERMANENT CONCRETE STAIN**

Colors as beautiful and permanent as the Grand Canyon. Change drab concrete walks, patios, pool decks and driveways to beautiful, colorful areas. Kemiko resists sun. Colors as beautiful and permanent as the lips of the artist's oil palms—tinted line harrnos, line numbers at a line ninioil in' 20" thick. Made of miracle "Cycolac" Plastic Material. Heat-resistant, cold-resistant—sanitary. Will not fade, crack or peel. Ideal for picnics, barbecues—cook outs. Choose from colorful Red, Yellow or Blue. Set of 6 only $1.50; 3 sets $2.75 ppd. From: JU-EL Products Co., Dept. 34, 1800 Broadway, Rockford, Ill.

**AMAZING! KANT-BITE!**

You can't bite a fingernail with KANT-BITE! On it! A sensational scientific miracle! Protects your nails from biting! KANT-BITE! Inhibits all unclean habits! KANT-BITE! One application stays on as protective coat until your own nails grow out, long and beautiful! Your nails always look natural with KANT-BITE! Now with millions of new applications you can have your nails grow out, long and beautiful. You can have lovely, long nails! Send only $1.50 to: KANT-BITE CO., Box 75, Rugby Sta., Bklyn 3, N. Y.
**Girl walk**
The latest in city looks—13½” stacked heel; makes walking and waiting for a bus a pleasure. The smart calf shoe appears in bone with fawn trim, fudge with black trim or black with tan trim. Sizes: 4 to 12 (AAAAA-D), C-D to 10, 4 to 10, $20.95; 10½ to 12, $21.95. 50c post. Sally Bays-McIntosh, HG6, 78 Pratt St., Hartford, Conn.

**Curler cache**
Keep your hair rollers neatly stashed in a pine-finished wooden box, brightened with a brass pull for easy access and embossed with old-fashioned printing. It's big enough to hold a head full of beauty and handsome enough to be seen. $4.95. 45c post. Grandfather's Workshop, HG6, Box 1286, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

**Grandson's clock**
Perfect timing for the hallway, your husband’s study, this handsome wall clock in honey tone pine or maple finish. Roman numerals are black; finials, hands, weights and chains are polished brass. And it runs a full year on one flashlight battery. 51” high, 12” wide, $32.50 incl. tax. Exp. coll. Yield House, HG6, N. Conway, N. H.

**Fabulous filets**
Famous-for-flavor Pfaelzer filet mignons, the same succulent cuts served only in the finest restaurants, are a marvelous gift, a find for your own freezer. You just can’t buy prime beef so carefully aged in your local market. 16, 6 oz. filet mignons, $33 ppd. Perfect arrival guar. Free catalog. Pfaelzer Bros., Dept. LEG, Chicago 32, Ill.

**Fun fort**
A hang-up blockhouse, that’s what! Designed for little Indians for backyard war whoops. Fort Lee boasts a stout wooden platform with openings to shoot from, hinged gate and a flagpole. 7’ by 5’ by 5½” high, easily assembled. Shipped in one bundle, $29.95 F.O.B. Camden, N. J. Cedar Products, Box 84, N. Baldwin, N. Y.

**PLAYMATE LOUNGE**
... Something new and wonderful, made just for your new baby by the Walsh Co. A new reclining feature makes this jumper an ideal Playmate for baby. He can sit up and take his bouncing exercises, then Mommy can lower the back for his perfectly rest. Folded for easy storage, Chrome-plated tubular frame. Rubber insulated on bottom for stability. Plastic coated fabric, white with turquoise and pink design. $85.99 ppd.

**For Your Garden**
**Dancing Girl**
Gracefully modeled figure of charming proportions, delightfully posed; can be used in a fountain, pool or bird bath, or on a pedestal at the end of a vista.

**MAGIC STUMP REMOVER-19**
Don’t dig! Don’t chop! Don’t blast to get rid of ugly tree stumps on your property. Remove them like magic with this new chemical which decomposes wood fibres all the way to root tips. Simply pour it into center of stump. Final removal’s a cinch. Money-back guarantee! STUMP REMOVER, only $1.49; two for $2.79. Postpaid. Order from Sunset House, 275 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.

**GIRL DANCING**
Gracefully modeled figure of charming proportions, delightfully posed; can be used in a fountain, pool or bird bath, or on a pedestal at the end of a vista.

**For Your Garden**
**Dancing Girl**
Gracefully modeled figure of charming proportions, delightfully posed; can be used in a fountain, pool or bird bath, or on a pedestal at the end of a vista.

**MAGIC STUMP REMOVER-19**
Don’t dig! Don’t chop! Don’t blast to get rid of ugly tree stumps on your property. Remove them like magic with this new chemical which decomposes wood fibres all the way to root tips. Simply pour it into center of stump. Final removal’s a cinch. Money-back guarantee! STUMP REMOVER, only $1.49; two for $2.79. Postpaid. Order from Sunset House, 275 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.

**For Your Garden**
**Dancing Girl**
Gracefully modeled figure of charming proportions, delightfully posed; can be used in a fountain, pool or bird bath, or on a pedestal at the end of a vista.

**MAGIC STUMP REMOVER-19**
Don’t dig! Don’t chop! Don’t blast to get rid of ugly tree stumps on your property. Remove them like magic with this new chemical which decomposes wood fibres all the way to root tips. Simply pour it into center of stump. Final removal’s a cinch. Money-back guarantee! STUMP REMOVER, only $1.49; two for $2.79. Postpaid. Order from Sunset House, 275 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.

**For Your Garden**
**Dancing Girl**
Gracefully modeled figure of charming proportions, delightfully posed; can be used in a fountain, pool or bird bath, or on a pedestal at the end of a vista.

**MAGIC STUMP REMOVER-19**
Don’t dig! Don’t chop! Don’t blast to get rid of ugly tree stumps on your property. Remove them like magic with this new chemical which decomposes wood fibres all the way to root tips. Simply pour it into center of stump. Final removal’s a cinch. Money-back guarantee! STUMP REMOVER, only $1.49; two for $2.79. Postpaid. Order from Sunset House, 275 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.
PERSONALIZED SWITCH PLATES
For the chief chef, a delightful white metal plate designed with kettle, recipe book and pineapple in black and gold. Personalized with hand painted first name.

PORTABLE HOSE RACK
does 5 different jobs for you! Stick it in the ground anywhere to hold 100 ft. of hose; needs no attachment to house. For compact winter storage, it hangs in garage or basement. Metal clip holds nozzle while sprinkling; metal prongs at bottom make a lawn aerator and paper pick-up. Sturdy steel tubing; deep garden-green finish. Complete with bolts.

FAUCET-MOUNTED MODEL No holes to drill—holds 100 ft.
Rack bolts securely to garden faucet to hold up to 100 ft. of hose; can be permanently mounted to any wall for indoor or outdoor hose storage. Sturdy steel tubing; deep garden-green finish. Complete with bolts.

PERSONALIZED SWITCH PLATES
For the chief chef, a delightful white metal plate designed with kettle, recipe book and pineapple in black and gold. Personalized with hand painted first name.

BIRDIE HOSE GUIDE
keeps flowers and shrubbery so well protected from dragging hose in spots selected just stick in the ground on any day to guide the hose the safest way: bird sitts on iron rod strong and round, eighteen inches high and sturdy is the ground it's finished white so that it can be seen when placed upon the lawn to grow.

PAINT YOUR OWN WALL MURAL!
Enjoy the beauty, creative satisfaction of painting a lovely 5 to 14 ft. wide mural directly on your wall! New "paint-by-numbers" method is fun, incredibly easy. Takes just 3 to 5 hours. Artists charge up to $350; wallpaper scenic cost $100 and more. Your complete kit, $12.95 up! Also fabulous "Black Light" mural kits. Many exquisite modern, provincial, oriental, etc. designs. A stunning prestige touch! Send for FREE Color Catalog. "How to" details (end.

DECORATIVE LOTUS COASTERS
Lovely lotus pads make coasters as enchanting as the blossoms floating in the temple garden pools of Japan. Sturdy, washable polyethylene, 4" diam., green leaf bases hold white, pink, mauve and yellow flowers. Each gift set of 8 includes 2 of each color. Packaged in a florist's box for unusual gift giving. $2.50 set of 8, p.p.

Addendum
Tray idea to jolly up a snack on the lawn and for daily use in the kitchen. Nothing to tackle, you merely clamp it on to chair, table or garden umbrella; attractive utility tray holds drinks, bottles, make-up, suntan lotion. You really could use a dozen of these. $3.50 pair p.p. Hanover House, HG6, Dept. 3556, Hanover, Pa.

Missouri meerschaum
Pipe dreams for the Dad who loves to puff on a corn cob. A pipe-a-day set equips him with a special pipe for every day of the week. Seven different models come gift-boxed and labeled for each day. He'll love you for finding a gift he'll really enjoy. Set of 7 pipes, $3.95 ppd. Seth & Jed, HG6, New Marlborough, Mass.

Trouble a-foot?
Hush Puppies are as light and comfortable a pair of slip-ons as ever pampered a fellow’s foot. Elasticized tops for snug fit, bouncy crepe soles; steel chunks for support. Sizes 10 to 16, ½ sizes to 12. Widths: S, N, M, W, WW. $10.95 ppd. Free catalogue. King-Size, Inc., HG6, 4833 Forest St., Brockton, Mass.

Heart on his sleeve
A Queen of Hearts wouldn't make some tarts for her modern day king. She'd give him sterling silver cuff links with the King of Hearts engraved in red enamel. Order them now for Father's Day. They're handsome, well-priced and come in a little flannel bag. $3.95 ppd. Add 10% Fed. tax. Park Galleries, HG6, 103 Park Ave., N. Y. 17.

Lazy bones
Hang a green and white cotton hammock under a tree and forget tranquillizers. vat dyed, it will give years of wear. 80" at head, 45" at foot. 112" long. Spreader bar adds balance. White fringe, rust-proof hooks. $7.95 ppd. Fits standard hammock stand. Luxury Fabrics, Dept. HG6, P. O. Box 736, North Gastonia, N. C.

Gift a golfer
With a set of 9 monogrammed plastic golf iron covers. They snap on and off with a twist of the wrist, and protect clubs from nicks and scratches. Numbered for easy selection of iron, they end rattling of clubs on greens and while traveling. Prevent iron from chipping woods. Personal monogram identifies own clubs, guards against theft. Specify red, black, white or light blue, and 2 or 3 initials. $4.95 plus 35¢ postage. Leslie Creations, Dept. HG6, Lafayette Hill, Pa.
Shopping Around

Fitting solution
No matter how chubby she is, Slim-Craft’s shirtdress will work magic for her figure. Clever design whittles away a look of bulk. Stitched in color: front is buttoned for easy access and fashion accent. Blue chambray in sizes 81/2 to 161/2, $6.99 ppd. Slim-Craft, HG6, 115 Chauncy Street, Boston, Mass.

From bean to brew
Whether you’re making one cup or ten, you can grind the exact amount of coffee in seconds with KitchenAid electric mill. Indicator arm lets you select 14 different grinds. Flick switch, fresh coffee flows into handy measuring cup. White or sandalwood, $27.75 ppd. KitchenAid, HG6, Troy, Ohio.

Just pour glasses
You don’t need a jigger with these. Don’t measure, just pour! Ball-shaped base holds 2 oz. Fill it with liquor, add water or soda. Result: a perfect highball. 14-oz. 8-oz. or Old Fashioneds with three etched initials, 8, $12.50; 12, $17.95. Ppd. Add $1 W. of Miss. Here’s How Co., Inc., HG6, 15 W. 26th St., New York 10.

Our town paper
Fascinating scenes of New York in the good old days create a decorative fabric to give imaginative trompe l’oeil perspective. Use it to enlarge the look of a vestibule or dining area of your summer house; framed, hang it in the guest room. Blue, rose, tan, green. 48" w., 27" repeat. $2.50 yd. ppd. Edith Chapman, HG6, Blauvelt, N. Y.

Sharp import
Germany’s answer to a fraulein’s prayer in the kitchen—a Universal chopper that makes mincemeat in a breeze to work with, the way. Five circular steel blades swiftly slit to bits onions, parsley, meat. A breeze to work with, the cutters are ever sharp, never rust. $5.95 ppd. Rainier, HG6, Box 880, Tacoma, Wash.

Indian cocoa matting.
reversible and washable, makes ideal indoor or outdoor rugs and runners. It is hand-woven of Amiago herringbone twist weave in natural color bound with tan canvas or fringed ends, cut in any length required. Cost per foot: 38" width, 50¢; 27", 89¢; 30", 91¢; 41", 54¢; 45", $1.50; 52", 54¢; 6", $2.75; 10", 85¢; 14", $4, ppd. Standart Dist., Inc. (HG6), 17901 East Warren, Detroit 24, Mich.
$2.95
play-full
TERRY
ROMPETTE
in
s-l-t-o-b-a
Nylon/Colatron
For lounging, sunning, exercising. Soft, absorbent TERRY, comfortable and perfect fitting, with elasticized top and legs, built-in French bra; open-front belt. White, Aqua, Hot Pink, Sun Gold, S-M-L. Sport. Guer. (Sorry, no COD's.)
$3.25 Ppd.
VICKI WAYNE
310 CR-50, Country Club
Tucson, Ariz.

PROVINCIAL SWITCHPLATES
Switch to beauty in your home with little cost or effort. Add interest to your walls with our golden brass-plated switchplates. Non-finish finish, screws included. No COD's please.
SINGLE—$1.50 each
DOUBLE—$2.50 each
OUTLET PLATE—$1.95 each
TRIPLE—$3.50 each
Pa. Residents Add 4% Sales Tax
WHAT'S NEW SHOP
Dept. HG-6, Bryn Mawr, Penna.

NEW! SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAIR REMOVER
GRANTED U.S. PATENTS
SAFELY REMOVES UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER!
PERMA TWEez . . . the only "one-step" home electrolysis unit in existence! Only automatic instrument being sold today, with special safety features that will destroy hair root without puncturing skin! Remove all unwanted face, body hair permanently with easy-to-use "tweezer-like" PERMA TWEez! No wires or electrical plug-in needed! $14.95 ppd. Send check or M.O. 14 day money back guarantee.
Professionally endorsed.
GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG-5
7906 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

A dozen soap balls
Fine English soaps from a firm famous for producing the best are a gift to score with any golfer. Scented soap balls, individually wrapped, look so real he'll be tempted to tee them up. If he loses in the next tournament, you supply consolation prize. $2.95 for 12. Ppd. Regimental Imports, HG6, 887 2nd Ave., New York 1.

Try Trimcycle
A 4-way exerciser combines the movements of bicycling, swimming, rowing and horseback riding. Helps you relax, conditions your figure, tones muscles. With one-speed motor, $199.95. Deluxe has two-speed motor, rubber treads, brakes. $269.95. Exp. coll. Free booklet. Battle Creek Equipment, HG6, Battle Creek, Mich.

RIDE in new comfort!
When you're the passenger in car, lean back and relax with CAR HEAD-RES! Get new pleasure out of every auto trip, CAR HEAD-RES cushions the head and neck . . . so comfortable for car-naps, too. Fits any car seat—no attachments, won't slip off. Fits on safe or chair for TV viewing. Ideal for drive-in movies. Soft, Shredded foam rubber covered in corduroy fabric.
Choice of Charcoal, Black, Red, White or Blue. Only $4.95 plus 37c postage. Deluxe model, with instant self-adjustable brackets, only $6.98 plus 37c postage. Mail your check or money order to:
CAR HEAD-RES CO.
6220 W. Roosevelt Rd., Oak Park, Ill.

"Yard Boy"
AMERICA'S FINEST
OUTDOOR INCINERATOR
Endorsed by Fire Prevention Authorities
BURNS GARBAGE, LEAVES & LITTER to a Powdered Ash
Quickly! Safely!
SAFE—Sealed-in fire chamber prevents sparks! PATENTED—Air rising thru perforated bluel forces topdown fire to burn downward! Can't smother! HEAVY CAST-IRON CONSTRUCTION for long life. Weather-proofed with fused-on vitreous porcelain enamel. PERFECT for homes, estates, camps, clubs.
J. W. Fiske
ARCHITECTURAL
METALS, INC.
113 Pennsylvania Ave.
Paterson 3, N. J.

Folding Luggage LOOT BAG
You can pack loot bag in another suitcase because it folds flat to 19' x 6" x 1" and weighs only 2 lbs., then when you want more luggage just open it up to 19" x 12" x 6", with a twist of the wrist. Use it for samples, gifts, laundry, beach, etc. Trouble free (no lugs, slipper, quality hardware, is compact and durable, made of heavy duty latex backed rayon fabric that is sewnproof, waterproof and puncture resistant. Specially priced or sharpshirk.
$495
SORRY NO COD'S PLEASE
Pa. Residents Add 4% Sales Tax

TAYLOR GIFTS 226 W. Wayne Ave., Wayne 2, Pa.
Early Americanism
Traditional ruffled curtains for any room of Early American flavor—our heritage of cultivated taste. Of modern drip-dry cotton, they come in a garden variety of color foliage—soft shades of blue or red with green; rust or yellow with brown. 45", 54", 63", 72", $6.81" or 90", $7.50 pr. Ppd. Country Curtains, HG6, Stockbridge, Mass.

Shelf conscious?
Had trouble finding a suitable shelf for a country kitchen or bathroom? Here it is! Satin finish, honey tone pine or maple finish. Holds 4 bath or dish towels, toothbrushes or kitchen utensils. 12½" h., 21" w., 4½" d. with a wide shelf. $8.50. Complete 30-minute kit, $5.50. Ppd. Yield House, HG6, North Conway, N. H.

Alden's the name
But this chair speaks for itself! Adapted from an Early American model, it's good seating for dining room, at a desk, paired in a hallway. Made of unfinished hardwood, $8.45 each. Blonde finish, $9.45; maple, pine, cherry, walnut or mahogany finish, $11.95 each. Exp. coll. Min. order, 2. Jeff Elliot, HG6, Statesville, N. C.

Bedspread holder
Where do you put your bedspread when you settle down to snooze? Rest it on this hardwood holder that has a 26" bar for large spreads, bulky blankets. Folds flat to store under bed. Mahogany, walnut, ebony, fruitwood-maple, gold or off-white. 31". $12.95 exp. to store under bed. Mahogany, that has a 26" bar for large spreads, bulky blankets. Folds flat when you settle down to snooze? Where do you put your bedspread when you settle down to snooze?

Planning an addition?
Or are you bent on building, buying, remodeling your home, your way. Made of unfinished hardwood, $8.45 each. Blonde finish, $9.45; maple, pine, cherry, walnut or mahogany finish, $11.95 each. Exp. coll. Min. order, 2. Jeff Elliot, HG6, Statesville, N. C.

MINIATURE CANDLESTAND BY BENBOW
An authentic reproduction by mastercraftsmen showing the art of fine hand turning. Available in solid Walnut, cherry, and mahogany.

SEND 25¢ for booklet holder or $1.50 for complete catalog of reproductions.

Suggested Retail $22.75, 3½" x 11½" x 10¾. 3 Ball Set.

Visit our showrooms in Greensboro, N. C. and Atlanta, Georgia

BENBOW REPRODUCTIONS
3818 Friendly Rd., Greensboro, N. C.

AUTHENTIC 19TH CENTURY COFFEE GRINDER
From Spain

KEEPS AN EYE ON YOU!
REGULATION GOLF BALL

It's not likely the eye on this new golf ball will help you slice off your strokes but simply keep it out of the rough, but for duffers or pros Tournament booty price or just for fun, it's the greatest! Imagine looking back at this when it's been rolled out of the rough.

Order No. 1828. Only $7.98 postpaid.

Send for FREE gift catalog of unusual items

DOWNS & CO. Dept. 1406-8
1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill.

The Fisherman
In Your Life
Will Love
These Handy
FISHMAN'S PLIERS
With this versatile tool hanging on his belt any fisherman or sportsman will be ready for just about anything on land or sea. It's really 15 tools in one—jack knife, hook remover, home, scaler, degorger, line and leader cutter, bottle opener, screw driver, pliers, etc. Imported from Solingen, Germany, world-famous as the home of finest-quality tools. Top grade split cowhide leather case has snap-down flip, is slotted in back to slip on belt. $8 long.

Order No. 1828. Only $7.98 postpaid.

Slip-On Magnifiers-$2.98
Having trouble seeing fine print and close work? Slip these magnifiers on your prescription glasses and see CLEARER INSTANTLY! Powerful 2.50 diopter lenses. Fits all glasses. Low $2.98 postpaid price saves you at least 25% over usual cost. If not satisfied, return postpaid within 30 days for full refund. State age.

NEL KING Products, Dept.HNG-635
811 Wyandotte, Kansas City 5, Mo.
I. GIOLLI STUDIO

Send check or M.O. Specify size. Send check or M.O. to:
loop slips over toe. WASHABLE.

TOE CREST consists of rubber center on tip of toes disappearing gradually.

SCRATCHES, INC.

Send 25c for 36-page 1963 catalog.

“Small Boy with Dolphin”

Tiny lad with dolphin playmate watches water tumble from small to large. Use in or out of pool. Overall ht., 69'/2”, width 35”.

BLEUETTE, INC.

FOR TWO CUPS” PERFECT UPLIFT. Send 25c for 25c ppa.

Chicago. Prices include pump and carrara stone at $146.70, f.o.b., $136.40: green antique finish or antique comes in porapeian stone at $100.

ORTHOPEDIC APPLIANCES, DEPT. HG

A TOUCH of ELEGANCE

for your bathroom decor by skilled domestics artists. These exquisitely designed appointments are hand-cast solid brass, polished and lacquered for lasting brilliance. These may be individually purchased for:

Leatherette table towel $7.49; towel bar with rack $5.95. The ensemble (all three): only $18.49. From:

Central Hardware

HG6, 1502 6th Ave.

New York 10, N. Y.

THOM GEIST

Give Your Slides A SORTING with a GEIST SLIDE-SORTER

Identifies 40 slides at once for quick and easy selection. 12” x 14” illuminated, illuminated top permits rapid, positive selection of slides for fast arrangement in projector magazine. It’s easy... it’s fast... it’s fun.

SLIDE-SORTER 95, $9.95 ppa.

SLIDE-SORTER 25c, 99c, $1.95 ppa. Send 10c for catalogue.

Send check or MO to:
BLEUETTE, INC.

A. B, or C

2 pair (for)

$2.99 Ppd.

with primer for dark slides; primed edge of lens.

End discomfort from crammed BENT TOES

with new uniquely shaped TOE CREST PAD. Provides soft yet firm toe support; eases painful pressure and helps straighten toes to normal position; brings blissful comfort, prevents feet from slipping forward inside shoes (even high-heeled ones), consequently, corns on tip of toes disappear gradually.

THOUGHT-FULL GIFT

TEN COMMANDMENTS DESK SET in lady’s desk tray, especially nice for a favorite young friend or graduate. Letter and stationery ensemble and a slightly-angled 6” pen. (Plaisant and retails) rest on walnut base 18” x 11” x 7”. Attached to desk is metal thimble which has a stagecoach (1840) impressed into it. Sold with five or ten pieces (17 characters limit for message: $1.95 if less than five; $2.50 if more). Add 95c Tax in Calif.

Send check or M.O. Specify size and width, left or right feet, man or woman.

E. W. TELTSCHER, Inc.

ORTHOPEDIC APPLIANCES, DEPT. HG

20 W. 47th St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Tel. JUdson 2-1228

A wide wide canvas

Specialty of the house: wide wide widths. All men like to pad about on the thick cork and rubber sole of Hitchcock’s blue canvas casual. Comes in EEE width 5 to 13, $6.45 pp. Free catalogue shows an impressive array of styles from dressy calf to boots in E to 5E widths. Quality is tops. Hitchcock Shoes, HG6, Hingham, Mass.

Fish out of water

Maverick new design for a weather-vane catches all ayes. The sign of Pisces on the roof top of house or garage lets your neighbors and guests find a fisherman with no trouble at all. Of weathered aluminum in matte black finish, it’s 27” by 34”. (Others avl.) $28.75. Ppd. Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio, HG6, Wheeling, Ill.

Look a-like

Give your favorite girl a 9” paper-board doll with her pictured likeness as the head. Send photograph and it will be reproduced and hand colored in oils. Also included: a 10-piece wardrobe to cut out and color, a bride’s ensemble and a 12-piece set of crayons. $2.98 ppa. House of Kramer, HG6, 11203 N. E. 13th Court, Miami 69, Fla.

Pass the pens


Decorative step

As a guest room bedside table, in pairs flanking the studio couch in the library, this handsome reproduction of a mahogany writing table is masterfully made from Appalachian pine with a distressed finish, it measures 30” by 22” by 25¾” high. $59.95 express collect. Send 10c for catalogue. Meadowbrook Ind., HG6, 2268 Bellmore Ave., Bellmore, N. Y.

Shopping Around
**Terry go-togethers**
What a smart gift for a man and his mate—terry cloth robes. They’re reversible, with one side white terry, and the other solid blue, charcoal, cocoa, or gold; or a print in blue, brown, charcoal or red. One fits all size, for men and women. $16.95 ea. postpaid from Joel McKay, HG6, 335 South Raymon, Pasadena, Calif.

**Listen to this!**
To spice your cooking and spark your day, a pretty pine shelf that holds the seasonings and radio. Idaho pine in an antique finish, cabinet measures 13" long, 15" high, 6 1/2" deep. Slot in back accommodates radio wires. $8.95. Six spice jars, $1.98. Set of 24 labels, $1. Ppd. Medford Products, HG6, 752 Fulton, Farmingdale, N.Y.

**Stick, stack, stow**
Rack up a raft of newspapers—a whole week’s supply plus your favorite magazines—in a brass-plated steel holder. Nest stacks are quickly bundled for Cub Scout or church collections. 16" by 13" by 14" high. $4.95 plus 75c postage. Order from Art Guild Enterprises, HG6, Box 6393, Minneapolis 23, Minn.

**Ginger jar**
In the days when Dutch ships plied the waves loaded with spices, they carried a cargo of tangy ginger and jars to keep in it. You’ll use yours for candy or with the lid doffed for flowers. White china with coral-color floral pattern, 8" high. With split black wooden stand. $3.95 ea., $7.75 pr. Ppd. Ziff, HG6, Box 3072, Chicago 54, Ill.

**The Diane chair**
And isn’t she as dainty as her name? A perfect copy of a lovely old Victorian chair, it has a tufted back, gathered skirt. Velvety red, beige, olive or gold corduroy 21" by 24 1/4" by 38 1/2" high. Original was found in the attic of the shop owner’s grandmother. $49.95 exp. coll. Jack and June Studio, HG6, 2222 Washington, Wilmette, Ill.

**BASKET CANISTERS**
A frillsome foursome that lives up your kitchen with an entirely new look. Handwoven, new wicker baskets from the beautiful Isle of Madeira are set with lined and airtight lids in pure white plastic—perfectly beautiful, no matter what your kitchen color decor is! Use them to keep baked goods, canned goods, or anything else you wish to keep fresh and dry. $6.95 each. Use 3 or 4 for $29.95. Specify 8" or 9" high. Specify round, square or fluted shape. Postpaid $9.95 set of 4. Cotton Gift wrapping 25c. Mounted on stable wood stands. 5 1/2" w. x 5 1/2" d. x 9" h. by 6 1/2" h. by 8 1/2" h. 9 1/2" w. x 9 1/2" d. x 9 1/2" h. 11" w. x 11 1/2" d. x 11 1/2" h. Or $17.95 in a set of 4. Satisfaction Guaranteed. J. L. B. PRODUCTS Dept. HG 6, Hackensack, N.J.
WATER DOES THE WORK!

WATER BROOM
The new fast way to clean and cool walks, driveways, decks, garages, terraces, lawns, pools and plants. Plant-grip control. Efficiently sweeps away grass cuttings, leaves, sand, dirt, cigarette butts, etc.

SPECIAL PRICE $5.95
WE PAY POSTAGE
TREASURE TROVE
Dept. 66NC, 31 E. 28 Street
New York 16, N. Y.

DON'T BUG ME!

THE Buff-aloha "TAHITI"
Made by hand of natural color Water Buffalo leather imported from India... with leather covered cork wedge, hand-shaped to fit the arch. Brochure available.

MEN'S SIZES... 6-13 $8.20 Ppd.
WOMEN'S VERSION... 3-11 $7.45 Ppd.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
311 6th Ave., Dept. HG-6
New York 14, N.Y.
"Down in the Village" over 60 years

COLONIAL PLANTER

ANTIQUE PINE
Hand rubbed High Country Pine right for fireplace, entry hall or patio. Ready to present to that special homemaker. Black iron hardware adds a touch of the Sea to the 12" x 12" x 13" utility planter. One-piece 3/4" sides with full natural grain.

$14.25 (Add $1.00 post of Miss.)

Send cash, check or money order
J. REX WHITE, Craftsman
Dept. L-6, P.O. Drawer 97
DECATUR, ALABAMA

NEW ELECTRONIC BUG KILLER

Plug it in—Forget about Bugs!

Now, a bug-free home all year round with-out sprays, liquids, odor or work! Just plug the miracle electronic vaporizer, guaranteed to kill flies, mosquitoes, roaches, ants, spiders, silverfish, moths, etc. Even kills fleas on cats and dogs. One unit sufficient for average home, automatically delivers electrically metered amounts of invisible chemical vapor. Harmless to children, food, pets, 3/4" x 9/16". UL approved.

$1.99

Since 1918
BRECK'S OF BOSTON
499 BRECK RDLG. BOSTON 10, MASS.

A beautiful early american
DOLL LAMP
Concealed 3-way night light inside: skirt alone, top alone or both. Five tiers of lace on taffeta skirt, removable, washable. Silk shade with three tiers of lace. Colors: white, light blue, pink. Twenty-two inches high.

ONLY $11.99

Send check or money order
Prompt shipment promised
RICHWOOD Supply Co.
3115 W. Jefferson • Easton, Michigan

PROTECT YOUR CHILD

Heavy duty CHILD'S AUTO SEAT BELT allows freedom of movement while he stands or sits, but gives complete protection. Belt is made of strong durable webbing, with steel buckles, snap hooks. Easy to install — fits all cars. Send check or M. O. $1.98 ea. plus 15c post. Money back guaranteed.

MASTERCRAFT
275-G Congress Street
Boston 10, Mass.

Mike Little

A big name dropper
A super-sized rubber stamp comes with any name in 1/2" letters. Perfect for marking towels, sheets and sporting equipment for campers. Use it to print the children's names in rubbers, school books. Practical too, for personalizing stationery. Limit of one line. $1.50 ppd. Handy Gifts, HG6, Box 509, Calver City, Calif.

CHIP and PITCH NET
Some of the toughest shots to make are from the rough and sand traps. Pros call this the "money" part of the game. Golfers can practice with this nylon indoor-outdoor net. The all-weather 24" target has adjustable angle to take chips and pitches from 3 to 9 iron. $6.95. 35c post. Greenland, HG6, Miami 47, Fla.

Trim the tree
No matter where you live on the land, a tree trimmer is a must. Here, a professional heavy-duty machine, geared to amateurs, cuts branches up to 1" diam.; sees does pruning job. Easy to store, it comes in two sections. $16.45; saw attachment, $5.45. 4' extension, $3.85. Ppd. Roycraft, HG6, 222 W. 39th St., Kansas City 11, Mo.

Face it squarely
If you need (and who doesn't) an extra table for the guest room, as a pull-up when you're entertaining, Pedestal Table is the answer. The 15 1/2" sq. top and base is Melamine plastic; 17" pedestal is kiln dried hardwood. In walnut or teak finish or with white top, walnut pedestal. $7.45. exp. coll. Chair Shop, HG6, Box 367, Morganton, N. C.

To the house
Six irresistible sachets to scatter all through the house—on the shelves of the linen closet, in the drawers of a commode, even in the kitchen where the lemon fragrance would be wonderful. Magnolia, potpourri, bayberry, sandalwood, lavender, lemon. 60c ea. 6, $3 ppd. West Coast add 25c. Carolina Soap, HG6, So. Pines, N. C.

Chip and pitch net
Some of the toughest shots to make are from the rough and sand traps. Pros call this the "money" part of the game. Golfers can practice with this nylon indoor-outdoor net. The all-weather 24" target has adjustable angle to take chips and pitches from 3 to 9 iron. $6.95. 35c post. Greenland, HG6, Miami 47, Fla.

Shopping Around

The Perfect Gift

MISS JO-ANN
DOLL LAMP
A, beautiful early american
DROP LEAF END TABLE
Select Knotty White Pine. Antique Pine Finish (walnut tone). Distressed to give antique look. Dovetailed legs allow for compact shipment with legs removed. Leaves down 14" x 24" x 24" high. Leaves up 26" x 24" x 24" high. Weight 18 pounds. $38.00 finished. Less 10% unfinished. Shipping charge collect. No C.O.D.'s. Send check or money order. Fully guaranteed.

Send $2 for information packet and Legend of Francis Marion (The Swamp Fox)
FRANCIS MARION SALES COMPANY
P.O. Box 12, Sumter, South Carolina

PROTECT YOUR CHILD

Heavy duty CHILD'S AUTO SEAT BELT allows freedom of movement while he stands or sits, but gives complete protection. Belt is made of strong durable webbing, with steel buckles, snap hooks. Easy to install — fits all cars. Send check or M. O. $1.98 ea. plus 15c post. Money back guaranteed.

MASTERCRAFT
275-G Congress Street
Boston 10, Mass.

FREE GIFT 'N GADGET CATALOG

HOUSE & GARDEN
Flute song
Slavic shepherds carve these intricately detailed musical instruments from dark fruit wood. Their workmanship is remarkable and their tone very fine. And their price is a pleasant surprise. 12½" long, they're imported from Yugoslavia. Just $1 each ppd. From American Trader, HG6, 25 N. Main St., White River Jct., Vt.

Schoolmaster's clock
While the teacher drummed the 3 R's into reluctant scholars, they (and he) watched an octagonal clock like this handsome reproduction. In mellow cherry with a white dial, Roman numerals, Barwick electric movement. 9½ wide and 13½" overall, it's $24.95 ppd. Jenifer House, HG6, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

Squared off
Give fashion-minded shoes the square toe look. Pointed toes can be converted into this popular style at Century Shoe Factory. Here, at a modest cost, an expert revision will be made. Send shoes, with $4.95 plus $1 postage. Add $1 for new leather tip. Century Factory Shoe Repair, HG6, 210 Park Ave., Baltimore, Md.

Be lovely to look at
Toneé, the electronic facial ex­erciser, helps firm muscles in face and throat. Consistent use can result in improvement of skin texture. An aid, too, in keeping your hair perfectly, even on short notice, in the most becoming fashions. It is wonderful to have silky-smooth skin from heel to toe. From daily foot care with this feather-touch electric callous remover. Takes only 15 minutes a week to keep your coiffure in shape between dressings, after swimming, while traveling.

Pet-pourri of leaves
Leaves of burnished gold beautifully reproduced on smoky white 6" square ceramic tiles. Felt backed with hangers, they make a most unusual and effective wall decoration. Choice of leaves: Sumac, Maple, Oak, Mountain Ash, etc. For other varieties write for our free brochure. Set of four tiles, $6.75, $3.50 for 2 ppd. from Tile-Crafters, 5240 N. Warnock St., Philadelphia, Pa.
FREE CATALOG
Finest Imported Holland Bulbs
100 pages of over 1100 varieties of the finest imported Holland Bulbs available... the most complete and authoritative catalog published.

SPECIAL OFFER:
25 FALL FLOWERING MIXED
CROCUS $1.00 P.D.
Write:

HOTTER SAGER
SO. HAMILTON, MASS.

PUMP WATER DRY
-SAVE MONEY

“Suct-Dri”

Without electricity or moving parts this suction drainer pumps 300 gallons of water per hour from flooded cellars, pools, trenches, washing machine, etc. Just attach with a garden hose to any section of hose to the discharge end, turn on the water and it goes to work. Only $2.75 post paid

MEDFORD PRODUCTS
Dept. HG6, Box 39, Bethpage, N. Y.

ORIGlNAL WALL MURALS
-TEMPLE OF APOLLO—(Grecian) shown. The rules of this classical structure. (500 B.C.) are dramatically portrayed by LYDIA. Colors blending include aged dimensions, shades of brown, earthtones, blue-grays, soft dark greens and colorful tints. Aim 23" x 28" on nearly 3 lb, paper in two sections; ready for application. DELUXE EDITION was $13.00—now ONLY $7.00 plus 50 cents handling.

- CLEARANCE SALE •

All murals now in stock offered at drastically reduced prices in anticipation of retirement.

- BONUS REWARD on all purchases of $8.95 or more.

SIZES—30 x 36 to 102 x 42. Also SCENES—43 x 65 to 214 x 73. Free color brochures and miniatures while they last.

... All sales on money back guarantee...

JOHNSON PRODUCTS
P. O. Box 922
Dept. HG-6
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Spirit in the round
A circle of color for family room, library or a boy’s domain, this hand-hooked cotton rug. The background is beige and the “Spirit of the 76” trio is in red, blue and brown. It’s 30” in diameter, weighs 4 pounds. A handsome hanging for the wall, too. $9.95 postpaid. Crescent House, Dept. HG6, Box 21, Plainview, N. Y.

Put it here!
No butts about the terrace or patio with accommodating ashtrays in sight. They’re made of black metal with “Butts” boldly painted in white. Spike model is 29” h.: 2. $3.95. Tripod version is 22” h.: $3.95 ea. Buckets slip out for emptying; prongs hold cigarettes while you sun. Post 45c. Patio, HG6, Box 25, Highland Park, Ill.

Picture show
Favorite snapshots rate the best. From a photograph or negative (returned), receive two 8” by 10” or four 5” by 7” enlargements on fine portrait paper. $1 plus 25c postage. 25 wallet-size snaps, plus a free 5” by 7” enlargement, $1 plus 25c postage. Write to Quality Values, Dept. HG6, 2 East Ave., Larchmont, N. Y.

Hear ye!
A personal TV speaker brings sound right to your cars, lets you listen to late shows without disturbing neighbors. 6” by 11” tall, with white (other colors on request) base. 12” cord, two alligator clamps for attaching. You can move it anywhere up to 12’ away from set. $12.95 plus 75c post. Bluette, HG6, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 9.

223 sizes!
The fit’s the thing with moccasins and if you’ve had trouble finding your size, your search ends with these hand-laced, soft leather casuals. Cushion crepe soles, full and half sizes from 3 to 13, AAAAA to EEE widths. Red, white, smoke, taffy, black for men or women. $5.95, 50c post. Moccasin-Craft, 65-XT Mulberry St., Lynn, Mass.
Glowing Staffordshire
Here, the Tonquin pattern on bone china—quiet scenes of manor and countryside—in soft shades of pink or brown. 10" candlestick, $6.95 each; candle holder with attached saucer, $4.50 each; 8" night light, $6.95 each. Postpaid. Imported from England by Edward H. Ziff, HG-6, P. O. Box 3072, Chicago 54, Ill.

Sun up
The sun-glass brigade is delighted with a plastic shape in a pleasant smoke-green shade, to drop behind prescription glasses. It's convenient, it's smart, best of all it's way under the dollar sign. Nice way to be sun-happy this summer and still be in pocket. 49c ppd. Walter Drake, HG-27, Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Muffin splitter
Huffing and puffing when you split an English muffin? No need to slice it and lose some of the flavor; no need to break it and lose some of the muffin. Just insert this aluminum splitter, tines split it perfectly and you're ready to pop muffin into broiler or toaster. $1.49 ppd. Sampson's, HG-6, 1300 Springhill, Dayton 19, Ohio.

Pulling for you!
Open the cabinets in your bath-room, the drawers in the library built-ins with decorative pulls. Reproductions of the Aztec sun god are cast in metal and finished in bright brass plate that never tarnishes. 2 1/4" diam. With matching screws, movable rings. $1.50 pr.: $3.95 for 3 pr. Ppd. Elizabeth McAffrey, HG-6, Northport, N. Y.

Travel twins
You auto have these if you do any traveling by car. Two trays attached to tubular brass frames; serve front- and back-seaters at once. Each tray is 12 1/2 by 17"; folds back after snacks. Perfect for drive-in suppers because you eat comfortably without dress-up. $4.99 ppd. Richard Eifercse, 3715 W. Jefferson, Ecorse, Mich.

BACK TO BOOKS
Take the reference books you constantly need off the shelf and put them in easy reach on desk or table. Support them with these handsome lyre book ends. In solid brass, $10.97 ppd. In black, satin-finished iron, $5.97 ppd. 6 1/2" tall on a 4" square felted base. Tennes­see Chromium Plating Co., 208 Louise Ave., Nashville 5, Tenn.

Shopping Around

Pussyfooting around...
only 2.98 pair
Pussyfooters are cat-talk for California's smart new on-the-prowl play-sandals designed to give you barefoot freedom. They're custom-made of genuine suede leather ... saddle stitched onto flexible cowhide soles . . . tied with a perky cat-whisker bow. Sizes 4 to 10 in four fashion-purrfect colors of SIAMESE TAN, TON CAT BLACK, ANGORA WHITE, PERSIAN RED.

GOLD LEATHER ....... $3.98 PR.

Coast Leather Co., Dept. WW 12, 983 Harrison St., San Francisco 7, Calif.

Send...pros. of Pussyfooters @ 2.98 pr.

Hand Carved Contemporary

SWITCH PLATES $1.50

All these—customizations for the contemporary home. Your own personalized choice of name and number, inDEPENDENTLY applied to your wall. Hand carved in Richwood's own wood, chosen for its unique beauty. Send for your free catalog. Includes address-plates: Initials, monograms, initials, monograms. A22.

Send name and address. Pay only $2.00 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and tax on guarantee. You must be satisfied with first results or return remaining KOTTERA for money back. Or save money. Send $2.00 which includes tax and we pay postage. Same guarantee.

MITCHUM COMPANY
Dept. 6-P, PARIS, TENN.
AVAILABLE IN CANADA

PRAYING HANDS

REBECCA DAVIS CHAIR

Hand Carved Charm

THOSE HORRID AGE SPOTS*

FADE THEM OUT

*Beautified brown spots on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're getting old—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with KOTTERA, that non-sticky cream that breaks up masses of pigment on the skin, making it soft and supple. Freshen, make skin feel as it came up those blisters. Guaranteed the 50-year-old laboratory that produced KOTTERA.

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST
Send name and address. Pay only $2.00 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and tax on guarantee. You must be satisfied with first results or return remaining KOTTERA for money back. Or save money. Send $2.00 which includes tax and we pay postage. Same guarantee.

MITCHUM COMPANY
Dept. 6-P, PARIS, TENN.
AVAILABLE IN CANADA

LYRE TABLE

Beautiful lamp table made of genuine Mahogany wood. Hand carved floral sprays—Imported Italian marble top. 27" high—15" diameter.

FINISHES

Matte $18.50

White finish $24.50

REBECCA DAVIS CHAIR

LUXURY TABLE

Beautiful lamp table made of genuine Mahogany wood. Hand carved floral sprays—Imported Italian marble top. 27" high—15" diameter.

FINISHES

Matte $18.50

White finish $24.50

REBECCA DAVIS CHAIR

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Gift Bazaar

$75 Northway Ave., Penticton 10, B.C.
pool basketball
free throw without machinery unnecessary un

Suburban Tub Chair:
Beautifully designed occasional chair comes in a Spice Walnut finish. Cushion available in Black, Green or Off White Naugahyde—or in Gold, Orange or Brown textured fabric. Depth 23" Width 23" Height 31". Specially priced at $99.50. Express Collect—No C.O.D.

Electric Bug Killer
One Unit
Sufficient for an
Average
Size
Home

KILLS Flying Moths

 NOW $1.98

ONLY

- Flies
- Wasps
- Mosquitoes
- Gnatges
- Silverfish
- Roaches
- Spiders
- Ants
- Termites

One

Home

Sufficient for an

Size

Cleaning supplies

Send check or money order to:

Jack and June Studio
 Dept. HG6
2644 Green Bay Road, Evanston, Illinois

BAN ELECTRONICS, inc.
623 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y.

Magnified light
By the penetrating beam of a powerful flashlight you can clearly see fine print in the dark, distinguish small objects in minute detail. Keep a magnifier-flashlight in the car for night rides, in readiness round the house for after-dark emergencies. Batteries not incl. $1.75 ppd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

Switch hits
Replace dreary kitchen switchplates with decorative substitutes. Rooster design plates of black wrought iron come for single $1, or double openings at $1.50; triple, $2; combination double receptacle and single switchplate, $1.75; double receptacle $1. Ppd. Catalogue, 10c. Medford, HG6, 752 Fulton, Farmingdale, N. Y.

Make phones portable
And do it in a mere five minutes with only the aid of a small screwdriver. Transform any telephone (except wall units, of course) into a portable one you can carry from room to room. Four-prong plug attaches to wall. Set with 20’ extension cord, $4.95; extra jacks, $1.95. Ppd. Telephone Supply, HG6, 380 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

LEARN MUSIC MAKING IN YOUR OWN HOME

Learning to play familiar melodies is fast, easy, pleasant with famous DON SELLERS records and charts, the read-listen-learn method that's like having a celebrated teacher at your side. Satisfaction guaranteed.

PIANO—1 LONG PLAY RECORD, 20 CHARTS, $10 PP

REGULAR ORGAN—1 LP, 20 CH, $10 • HAMMOND ORGAN, 2 LP, 20 CH, $12

Beginners’ Ukulele, $1.75. Beginners’ Guitar, 5-String Banjo and Tenor Banjo, $1.95 ea. Advanced Ukulele and Autoharp, $6.95. Intermediate Guitar, $2.95. Advanced Beginners 5-String Banjo, Tenor Banjo, Ukulele, $5.95. Tuning on all records. Literature on request.

DON SELLERS, INC., 871 MCCALLIE AVE., CHATTANOOGA 3, TENN.
It's a wiglet
A high fashion topper of real hair is so masterfully matched to your own shade even you couldn't tell it from your natural tresses. Perfect for traveling and after-swimming when you can't set your own into a high, wide and handsome hairdo. $13.95. Mixed gray orauburn, add $3.25. Ppd. Fashion Hair, HG6, 175 5th Ave., N. Y. 10.

Peaceable kingdom
Excellent selection of hand carved animals are sculptured with sensitive use of the material; the grain of handsome Sugi Wood determines each little member of this animal group. Cat, rabbit, giraffe, elephant, horse, 4" or less, Boxed $1.25 each. $3.50 for 3. Ppd. Downs & Co., HG6, 1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill.

Point of departure
Let a harvest coffee table be the focal point in a Provincial room. Copied from an antique dining table, it's made of birch wood. 42" by 18" with 8" leaves down, 17" h. Assembled and unfinished, $29.95. Finished in dark pine, mahogany or dark maple, $39.95. Exp. chgs. coll. Templeton Craftsman, HG6, Templeton, Mass.

Litter luggage
Two-compartment caddy, catch-all for car-cars, guarantees perfect order in the auto. Houses all the bits, from maps to trash. Litterbag's rubberized magnets attach instantly to car's surface—plaid fabric's damp-proof. 7¾" by 5¾" by 3¾", $1.90 ppd. Breck's, 932 Breck Building. Boston 10, Mass.

Set for a party
Mugs intended for children and their families, they're also cherubic ceramic cups to display on a wall shelf. Colorful pictures of children at play, embossed on white, give an effect in depth. What a fanciful party table! Holders 10 ounces: 4" high. 6, $2.95 plus 35c postage. Added Touch, HG6, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.

REWARD $11,750.00 FOR THIS COIN!
Coint do not have to be old to be rewarded. Thousands of dollars have been paid for coins as recent as 1950. Send us your coin with a clear, legible description, including size, number of dates or words. We will mail your coin back. If we pay more than $1.00, we will send you a check for the balance. We will pay you the current market price for your coin. Coins. Certain Rare Coins Coins are not to be sent unless accompanied by description, name and address of seller. Coins. Certain Rare Coins Coins are not to be sold. Only the Bank of the New York City, 250 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. has a list of coins. Coins. Certain Rare Coins Coins are not to be sent unless accompanied by a check or money order for $1.00.

BEST VALUES CO., Coin Dept. A569
755 Market St., Newark, New Jersey

JUNE, 1963

THE BIRDIE SWIMMING POOL
Of copper made, it is hand-spun. In this size the diameter counts 15 inches, the copper bowl is oxidised and rests upon an iron pipe. $12.50 postpaid, neatly packed complete, for yourself or a friend, a jolly treat!
A STARTLING VALUE!
The Thomas Panza Deacons Bench

In Rugged Knotty Pine $19.95

Send for Free Catalog
SPECIAL SIZES & COLORS

Shopping Around

Clip-on ashtray
Easy-on, easy-off, windproof, weatherproof, this aluminum outdoor ashtray. Made for tubular summer furniture, it clamps securely, yet pops off for emptying. And it will keep patio and poolside litter free! With safety cigarette rests should you snore in the sun.$1.29; 3 for $2.98. Ppd. Greenland H66, Miami 47, Fl.

Jiffy jig-saw
To warm his tool-ish heart, choose a gift he'll really use. This jig-saw fits any 3/4" electric drill, does work of jig, keyhole, coping, rip, crosscut, band and hacksaw. Cuts wood, plastic, metals, 2 by 4's. Air Jet blows away sawdust. Made to sell at $9.95; now, $6.88 ppd. with blade, Shop-King Inc., HG-6P, 425 W. 203 St., New York 34, N. Y.

Picnic set pads
Brighten a weather-worn table and bench set with a gay striped cloth and matching pads. Green, yellow or turquoise with white. Wipe clean, heavy plastic-covered, foam-filled pads with 2" cotton fringe, 26" long, $6.95. 54" by 90" tablecloth, $4.95. Set, $11.75. Ppd. Patio Sales, H66, Box 25, Highland Park, Ill.

For memory lane
Something new for a summer bride—her wedding handkerchief! Delicately hand made, the names of bride and groom and wedding year (lest he forget) are cut into the lovely linen. 15" sq. edged in French lace with lily of the valley motif—new today, heirloom tomorrow. $5.50 ppa. Villari Co., HG6, 280 Madison Ave., N. Y. 16.

WEDDING CIGARETTE BOX
Send us your invitation and we will cut it into the top of a Fostoria crystal box. Ash trays have one name each. Gift Boxed and Postpaid.
Box (5½" x 4½")...$11.50
Box and Ash Trays...$17.95
Brochure on request—no C.O.D.

The Hill Shop
114 BUTTERNUT ST., LYONS, N.Y.

EXCLUSIVE AT R&R: Our own imported ceramic basket for your summer flowers. Lovely Leghorn straw tied by a ribbon of contrasting color. Available in white with pink, blue, green or yellow ribbons; caladea with green or blue ribbon; natural straw with pink, orange or blue ribbon. (Height: 10½") $29.95 check or money order.

Mail check or M.O., money order or COD. Add 50c for shipping & handling. Insured.

Send S1 for our new Illustrated Early American Catalog

P.O. BOX 76303 HG
280 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

GOLD TEAKETTLE
 Gleaming, non-tarnish $3.00 aluminum in 3 sizes
 A FINE KETTLE of gleaming gold aluminum comes right to the party from the grill! With true estate for tea or self serve; won't ever scald, Invited handled is comfortably ratan-uprooted.

Ask for FREE Gifts 'N Gadgets Catalog

MEREDITH'S of EVANSTON 22, ILLINOIS

R-P Robinson Inc.

103 THIRD STREET SOUTH NAPLES, FLORIDA

OLD R.R. STATION FETOCIKEY, MICHIGAN

SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE
How you can decorate your nursery with the sweetest tiny lilacs in children's wall decoration. Here is incoming Full color there are:
- a car engineer
- 2 pinball players
- 2 dail seashell collectors
- 2 slot machines
- 2 scenes of the ocean

THE SMALL FRY SHOP • box 7650-HG • Los Angeles 5, Calif.

The Small Fry Shop 114 BUTTERNUT ST., LYONS, N.Y.
Sensational Blooming Show Tree!

A Flowering Shade Tree! That Grows Roof-High In Just One Single Year!

From the garden world to you ... comes one of the most incredible Flowering Shade Trees you have ever cast your eyes upon ... the Fantastically Beautiful "Robinia"... a Super-Growing Flowering Shade tree that actually grows FASTER IN ONE SINGLE GROWING SEASON than a Fast Growing Norway Maple ... Higher IN ONE SINGLE YEAR than even a Star Magnolia. Can you imagine? It actually soars higher than even a Japanese Red Maple ... a Cherry Tree ... a locust tree, a willow tree, a Dogwood, a Tulip Tree, an English Linden Tree ... and any other tree you can name. It soars to towering heights in record time, so fast that you will be able to take a yardstick and measure its growth from day to day ... month to month. In other words, instead of spending many dollars to beautify your lawn and waiting half your life for a Shade Tree to grow ... Now you can have one of the most FANTASTICALLY LIGHTFUL SHADE TREES SEEN ON THE FACE OF THE EARTH ... One whose branches swing outward so that it will actually TOUCH THE ROOF OF YOUR HOUSE IN JUST 12 SHORT MONTHS. A superb beauty that will bring distinction and dramatic effect to your garden all four seasons of the year.

Grows Faster in One Month than Most Trees Grow in an Entire Year

Now, you can have the Shade Tree you’ve always wished for. A gift of nature that you will enjoy for many years to come. It is a tree that will not only enhance your garden with its dazzling arrays. It not only adorns its branches in velvety green foliage from Spring until after Labor Day, in the years to come it will be studded with tantalizing bouquets of delicate flowers which emit a tantalizing bouquet of floral enchantment that drenches your garden with a continuous stream of beauty right in your own back yard. A tree that will actually be able to take a yardstick and measure its growth from day to day ... month to month.

On Display in State Parks ... Leading Botanical Gardens

You don’t have to take our word for the amazing growth and sensational beauty of the Robinia. Right at this very moment this spectacular super-growing, flowering shade tree is on display in leading Botanical Gardens ... on State Parkways ... and a tree that will not only enhance your garden with its Fantastically Beautiful and Dramatic Effect BUT WILL DO IT IN JUST 12 SHORT MONTHS FROM TODAY.

Guarantee

We are so sure that your miracle super-growing, flowering shade tree will grow roof-high in just 12 months ... and up to 60 feet at maturity ... that it will soar higher than a Norway Maple, wider than a Mountain Ash ... that it will grow so fast you can actually measure the distance with a yardstick from week to week ... that if when you receive the Robinia you are not completely satisfied with it for any reason whatever then simply return it for your money back, no questions asked... or, if you prefer, we will replace your Robinia Tree, within the next year. What more of a guarantee could anyone ask?

Mail No-Risk Coupon Today

Lynbrook Nurseries Sales Co., Inc., Dept. 503
Lynbrook, L. I., New York

Enclosed please find payment in full for the following number of trees. I understand that each Robinia tree I order is shipped with a complete Money-Back Guarantee. If I am not satisfied, you will refund my money at once, no questions asked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Tree</td>
<td>$3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Trees</td>
<td>$6.96 (Savings of $1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Trees</td>
<td>$10.00 (Savings of $4.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Trees</td>
<td>$20.00 (Savings of $5.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enclosed is payment in cash, check or money order. I will save approx. 70c in handling and C.O.D. fees.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________

Please send C.O.D. I will pay postage on delivery. Due to the very high postal and C.O.D. fees we do not advise C.O.D.
Got this?

Want this?

Get this!


This is Peter Jones. He's six years old and the youngest member of an entourage of mother, father, sister, dog and station wagon about to leave for a visit to Grandma Jones, two days' journey away. He's packed his own bag, a type called a Grasshopper, and he's not about to tell anyone what's in it. Nor—although the family turtle is missing—will we inquire.

This is Dad Jones, who did not pack his own bag because his wife can do it better. There it goes, up to the luggage rack with hers. Both are called toad! (What a long nomenclatural way we've come since Gladstone and reticule.) And both are packed to the brim: his holds three suits and everything to go with them; hers holds the small fry's dress-up attire plus an amazing amount of her own. You will note that Sister, too, has a Grasshopper—a red plaid number. (Pete's is blue.) Towser's bag is simply called Dog. It holds his dish, water bowl, canned food and a particularly delectable bone.

This is Dad packing his catchall, a gimmick called Mr. Neet. Nailed to the seat with twist pins, it holds cigarettes, maps, sunglasses, chewing gum, mints and Heaven knows what all. It's very handy.
Shipshape, off we go. Towser is catching forty winks on a pair of vinyl-covered foam mats (they snap together and fit any station wagon) and Pete is using the family duffel bag as a backrest. At his right are a tire repair kit and a blanket case; at his left, a jug (sweeter than Omar Khayyam’s) of lemonade and the family “everything” basket. Thus are the amenities of life-on-the-road set up.

Pete needs his sweater, and there it is (along with jackets, cameras and hiking shoes), easily got at because the duffel zips lengthwise. Note the meet-the-eye, no-pawing-about method of family packing.

Sister’s thirsty and is wasting no time getting at the Bel Aire jug and its Oh so sweet and lovely gallon.

Towser chased a rabbit and caught a thorn. But no matter: the first-aid kit (part of an auto safety kit with flares, luminous pennants and a fire extinguisher) works as well for the four-legged as the upright. The whole kit and caboodle is stowed in the omnivorous catchall basket.

The basket is a wonderful thing, too, for such odds and ends as coloring books, tissues, Thermax food jars, a coffee kit, a crossword puzzle clipboard and a clip-on waste-basket. This, you see, is a tidy ship.

Towser isn’t the only one who ran into a thorn. So did Dad. But with a little item called Repair ‘n Air, he’s making short work of repairing the tire. A mixture of sealant and chemical air does the trick. The kit: two cans and a blinking flasher in a neat, totable, leatherish case.

What's your pleasure? Your most versatile way to kitchen perfection has one name. Thermador. • Here you see three Bilt-in electric ovens. We also make eighty-one other oven variations. Thermador cooktops come in six basic shapes, and may be individualized in any of forty-five ways. All units are mutually compatible (mix or match them as your design needs demand). • And just for the record—Thermador also makes Bilt-in oven exhaust hoods, food warmers and dishwashers. Your choice of 5 colors or stainless steel, of course. • Select the name that means kitchen perfection—the original and finest name in Bilt-ins—THAT'S WHAT Thermador is.
Make your home sparkle with this
LOVELY ACCENT WALLPAPER

Use it as a focal-point and create
true decorative smartness in your
entry hall, dining area or over a sofa
or bed. In several lovely and inspir­
ing colorways.

Send 50c for full color miniature or $1 for miniature PLUS
Decorators Idea Kit of pictures, sketches and samples.
4000-HG CHEVY CHASE DR., LOS ANGELES 39

AT BETTER DECORATORS AND DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Back to Baroque
Grand Damask by Callaway

If you're so bored with modern solid colors and angular shapes that you could
scream—don't. Go back to Baroque with Grand Damask—a great towel by Callaway.
Enjoy the slow movement of a curved line, the relaxed richness of the ornate design.
Grand Damask is a luxury house, too. In 15 magnificent colors, at W. & J. Sloane,

And here's Dad in the cool lap of
luxury—an air-conditioned back
and seat cushion called, with rea­
son, a Breeze Maker. The plug fits
into the lighter socket and the elec­
tric motor uses less than one third
of an ampere. Cool, man, cool!

Mother's tired. She's done two crossword puzzles and is getting
back her strength with a Nab-a-Nap headrest. Foam rubber
covered in gray corduroy, this thoughtful invention looks rather
like a Japanese pillow in mid-air. It also looks more comfortable.

The sleep of the innocent is a cozy
business, both under and atop
Pete's blue plaid blanket. The
blanket case, too, is blue plaid—
hence the ensemble's "Heeland"
name—and an apt one: Bag Piper.

Hallway mark—the Bide-a-Wee Motel. Mother is getting the
brood ready for bed. Sister has remembered to bring her tooth­
brush, and Mother, who packs things in clear plastic bags, has
labeled Son's and Daughter's respective pokes with mystic tape.

The best of travelers will wrinkle,
but—with a lightweight steam-and­
dry iron (this one's by General
Electric)—not for long. The handle
folds down for knobless packing.

It's the little things that count.
Should shampooing be in order,
here's a Ronson Escort portable
hair dryer, neat as a bobby pin.

For shopping information, see page 152.
The picnic season is with us again and I've been rounding up all our equipment and getting it ready for use. Plates and cups, thermos jugs and even the baskets—everything has been sudsed and scrubbed and is drying in the sunshine. Looking over our gear, I realize how differently people attack the business of a picnic. Some prefer the groaning hamper that takes two strong men to carry. Others go in for elaborate outdoor cookery, which usually means that the cooking has to be done within a few steps of the automobile that brought it, as the paraphernalia is so prodigious.

We believe in the safari method, dividing up the food and other things into lightweight units—one for each member of the family depending on his or her size and strength. We use smallish baskets and canvas duffel bags, and of course the ever-present Scotch cooler for drinks and perishables. Having assembled ourselves and our individual burdens, we walk to our final destination. It may be just down the hill to our own pond, or it may be along a narrow path edged into the cliff above a New England beach, but we always go on foot.

This year we have an addition to our picnic equipment—an ingenious barbecue called the Swaniebraai Safari Grill. This little gem, made out of what seems to be heavy aluminum, folds into a sturdy fiberboard carrying case with a handle and weighs only 4 or 5 pounds with its fuel, which— for cooking meat or fowl— consists of newspaper. The Swaniebraai is a big game hunter's solution for an outdoor meat cooker that presents no portage or fuel problem. It looks rather like a bucket with a grill on top, and its three sections nest inside each other like an old-fashioned collapsible drinking cup. Newspaper, being made of wood pulp, burns at 1,100 degrees, an intense heat that lasts long enough to sear the meat and draw the drippings which then perpetuate the flame. The meat is put between the grids of the top grill, which has stay-cool handles, so that turning is done by simply flipping the whole thing over. All cooking takes a shorter length of time than over charcoal.

A few years ago I acquired one of the first portable hair dryers with a temperature control, but recently I began to be pretty discouraged by the fact that the cap was too small to cover the fat rollers my modern hairdo requires. Then I discovered I could, while using the same motor and hose (which were still in good condition), buy a new drawstring bonnet for bouffant coiffures. Since my dryer is a Sunbeam, I called the nearest Sunbeam Appliance Service Center and they just mailed it on receipt of my check for a very small amount. According to a department store in our town, almost all of the standard makes have separate bonnets available.

I think I've found the best scouring cloth yet—a white nylon mesh one. It's a generous 15 inches square and almost indestructible. It scours anything from a crusty roasting pan to a stubborn bathtub ring, yet it never seems to become discolored or sour—just washes clean with a little soap and water. Comes three to a package, made by Webb Manufacturing Company in Philadelphia.

To keep a small boy happily occupied on a rainy day: give him a handful of pennies, an old newspaper to spread them out on, some metal polish and let him go to work giving the pennies a newly minted shine. Next time, slip him your tarnished copper teakettle.
WHAT'S NEW FOR LIVING

THE ART OF STITCHERY is enjoying a renaissance and has come a long way from the “busywork” category. Homemakers are clamoring for custom-designed wall hangings they can sew and hang proudly as art works. Stitchery designers like Jean Ray Laury of Fresno, Calif., have a big following among hand-craft buffs. Mrs. Laury specializes in cut-through and applique stitchery techniques in which she uses both embroidery and machine stitching. The pillow, below, with colorful whimsical appliqué figures of three different fabrics, is one of her designs. Another California designer, Keith Keiffer, uses a variety of embroidery stitches and rug techniques in his wool yarn and burlap wall hangings.

INSTANT FILM CARTRIDGES have taken just about all the work out of picture snapping but “pressing the button.” Kodak has designed four Instamatic cameras that use their pre-loaded film cartridges—just drop one in an open camera back and turn to the first exposure.

Since the cartridges are available in Verichrome Pan film as well as in three-color films, users of the Instamatic cameras can get color prints and slides, or black-and-white prints. The four Instamatic cameras, called the 100, 300, 400 and 700, range from $16 to $110. All styles have automatic film stops, built-in pop-up flash holders. Among the features of the 700 model is a shutter with speeds up to 1/250 second and an electric eye exposure control. Editorial Service Bureau, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

SUNKEN BATHS may have started with the ancient Romans but present-day Sybarites can select baths as luxurious as any senator ever enjoyed. Crane has introduced three styles of large and elegant sunken baths: the Marc Antony, a 72-inch long version, the Caesar and the Centurion. Available in white and a selection of colors. By special order. Crane Co., Johnstown, Pa.

ICED TEA, ANYBODY? Instant iced tea that comes ready-mixed with lemon and sugar is one of the latest conveniences in lazy summer living... just add water and ice. Good news for picnickers and boat buffs: tea mix is packaged in easy-to-carry aluminum foil pouches. Two pouches, enough to make six glasses. 29c. By Salada Foods, Inc., Woburn, Mass.

FOLDING DOUBLE-DECKER: Bunkie, a new angle-iron fold-up bed, can convert quickly from a slim sofa to a double-decker bed, or fold flat for storage. As a double bunk (see below), each bed is a standard 76⅛ inches long by 30 inches wide. Folded, the bed measures 6 inches thick. Bed alone, $55; natural and synthetic foam mattresses, $39.50 and $24.50 respectively. No-Sag Spring Company, 124 W. State Fair, Detroit 3, Mich.

SUNKEN BATHS may have started with the ancient Romans but present-day Sybarites can select baths as luxurious as any senator ever enjoyed. Crane has introduced three styles of large and elegant sunken baths: the Marc Antony, a 72-inch long version, the Caesar and the Centurion. Available in white and a selection of colors. By special order. Crane Co., Johnstown, Pa.

ICED TEA, ANYBODY? Instant iced tea that comes ready-mixed with lemon and sugar is one of the latest conveniences in lazy summer living... just add water and ice. Good news for picnickers and boat buffs: tea mix is packaged in easy-to-carry aluminum foil pouches. Two pouches, enough to make six glasses. 29c. By Salada Foods, Inc., Woburn, Mass.

Distinctive Furniture by CARSONS of HIGH POINT

Elegant sofa and chair are from the Tempest Collection. For literature with full information about Tempest see the CARSONS dealer nearest you or send 10¢ direct to Carsons, Inc., Box 150, High Point, N. C.
So nice to come home to...

the built-in beauty of a PPG Glide-A-Mirror™ wardrobe door

So nice to have cheer and warmth beautifully reflected in the home you love—and now so easy to have. This is the modern, exciting, new way to make any bedroom look brighter, bigger and twice as glamorous! Set in handsome gold-anodized aluminum frames for protection and quiet gliding, Glide-A-Mirror wardrobe doors by PPG smoothly bypass each other permitting full access to your closet. And they are easy to install and adjust for consistently perfect fit. How wonderful to have closet space galore and a luxurious mirror wall—all in one! Ask your builder or write: PPG, Room 3014, 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pa., for names of dealers near you.

Any room in your house will have a new dimension of beauty and feel like "twice the room" with new Glide-A-Mirror wardrobe doors.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Paints • Glass • Chemicals • Fiber Glass In Canada: Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited
Imagine! A new knitted sheer that eliminates worries about uneven, slipped threads that constantly need smoothing out. A totally practical sheer—"Sundance" of 100% Fortrel polyester-machine washable. Always looks fresh! "Sundance" comes in the latest curtain styles, too. Takes little or no ironing, nosag, stretch, shrink or sun-scorch problems. Top performance, it's Fortrel—and quality controlled. See Regent's brand new curtain styles in "Sundance" of 100% Fortrel polyester. Tier ruffled bouffant panels, 40" wide, 24"-72" lengths, 2-7 ruffles. 36", 3 ruffles, about $3 panel. Tailored style, sgl. wdth., 63" lgth., about $4 pr. Priscilla style, sgl. wdth., 90" lgth., about $8 pr. All in white only. At Brager-Gutman's, Baltimore; Hess's, Allentown, Penna.; S. Kann Sons Co., Washington, D.C.; Kaufmann's, Pittsburgh, Penna.; The Leader Store, Lima, Ohio. Celanese Corporation of America, New York 36.

Fortrel polyester...a Celanese contemporary fiber
How to design
A
SECOND WAY OF LIVING

A famous contemporary composer-conductor who is also a "Sunday" sketcher recently objected to an interviewer's description of his ventures into the visual realm as "an avocation." "No, no," the musician explained, "it is just a lovely digression." Such, we believe, is the essence of a second way of living: something more lighthearted and less consequential than an avocation—"just a lovely digression."

Obviously any second way of living presupposes, and is subordinate to, a first way. It is from the main stream and from the main interests of your life that you digress when you seek a change of pace, a new perspective. But the best way of life for you is one you will not wish to leave for long, or to lose sight of, really, at all. The second way may be a flight of fancy as well as a flight of body, but it will be primarily a grace note to the more important music.

Any second mode of living in which you take real pleasure, therefore, will be complementary to your first—the other side of the coin that gives it a third dimension. This may well mean a total contrast. Even people who are by nature gregarious, for instance, enjoy a digression of solitude—and enjoy their fellow men the more when the digression is past. Even people who eschew cooking by way of saving time for other pleasures will happily squander hours at the stove and the chopping board now and then to give their alter egos a chance to have a say.

More likely, however, your second way of living will mean doing what you do all the time but in a markedly contrasting way. The hostess who has a special flair for elegant dinner parties, for instance, will happily turn that flair to picnics at the tail board of a station wagon or in the cockpit of a day-sailer. By the same rule the rhododendron specialist with five hundred plants in his garden at home will eagerly grasp the chance to grow a few ferns beside his weekend cabin.

In this issue you will find a baker's half-dozen of case histories highlighting different aspects of different families' second-living patterns. In some the keynote is the design of the second house (page 118), in some, the manner in which it is furnished and decorated (page 92). In one case (page 114), a second way of living is epitomized by the garden, in another (page 106), by the kitchen. But in all cases, the part-time pattern is a happy digression from the main theme, complementary grace notes that make the composition whole.
TAKE-IT-EASY ROOMS
designed for
a second way
of living

Beach house, mountain cabin, country house or boathouse, a part-time home
designed for a second way of living can be as splendid as Tiberius’ cloud-borne villa on Capri or as basic as the cave the first smart
shivering bear chose for his winter’s snooze. The emperor digressed from his normal habitat to keep cool, the bear to keep warm.

With a certain amount of psychological embroidery, the same motivations inspire us today, for people wise enough to cherish their
second selves look upon a second house not as a luxury, but as a necessity. Although most of us are poorer than Tiberius, all of
us, certainly, are richer than the bear, and shelter for a second way of life may be budgeted accordingly, as the interiors on the
next seven pages and the houses on pages 118-129 will attest. For people to whom an apartment is home base, a second house
may be well worth a major investment, since it represents everything most apartments do not: trees, flowers, water, sunlight and
the enormous gratification of putting down roots. Conversely, to families already pleasantly rooted, a second house may mean
the indulgence of whims for exotic furnishings or fanciful decorations. And to others, a second house may be a haven—a back-to
nature ambiance for roughing it, perhaps a place to be lazy in, to fish from, to fill with riotous color, to paint pure white or not
to paint at all, to cook up a storm in, or simply to sit in and knit or whittle and watch the sunset. That is the endearing and en­
riching quality of a second house. In as many ways and with as many means as there are alter egos, it nourishes the inner man.

At the beach,
formality gives way to
picturesque rusticity

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dessauer’s second house
lies in the lee of a dune in East Hampton,
L.I. Not at all a typical beach house, it
wears the mien of a transported Normandy
mill. Since the Dessauers love the color of
weathered wood, neither stain nor wax has
ever touched (or ever will) the pine walls of
the two-story living-dining room (LEFT and
OPPOSITE PAGE). Slowly turning the tint of
honey, this patina forms a flattering
background for a collector’s mélange
of country furniture brought back
from France, rugs from Greece and Spain, bits
of old wickerware, paintings garnered from
everywhere. The ticking-covered lounge chairs,
however, are new: the Dessauers believe in
ease. In a room of rather difficult shape
with almost no wall space, the unconventional
but very workable arrangement of
furniture creates both coziness and comfort.

In town

In a quietly formal
apartment above filled
with French furniture
and paintings,
the Dessauers, dedicated
antiquarians, spend
their city days.
In the country, tradition reigns serenely while color runs riot

The Gardner Coules' country house in Mt. Kisco, N. Y., is big, old, Georgian and stately—a to-the-manner-born house designed to be lived in with respect for the elegance of its bones. When they bought it, the Coules, who have a keen sensitivity to the spirit of architecture, realized that this was no place to indulge their penchant for blending contemporary and traditional furniture. Wisely, they took their lead from the house, and they live in it more formally in many ways than they do in their town apartment—a delightful reversal of the usual pattern of hair up in town, feet up in the country. The house is nevertheless a country retreat with a perceptible bucolic accent subtly encouraged by the work of interior designers Blaine and Boast. Most of the living room furniture, opposite page, came with the house as a kind of dowry. Perfectly good but drearily covered, it was a problem, but the kind color can solve. A deluge of reds and yellows, printed and plain, brought room and furniture both back to life. (Since this is a part-time house, it can afford a greater intensity of color.) Contemporary paintings step up the tempo, but it is gently kept in check by a profusion of flowers distributed the year round with the care one would give the placement of porcelain. The dining room, above, is also red and yellow, but with French furniture (not part of the dowry) and a jewel to top it off: the Renoir over the fireplace. An impressive room architecturally, its grandeur is tempered with warmth: flowering plants, an easy chair by the fireplace, round-back armchairs with leather-covered seats for dining and a round table (set without place mats)—surely the best means yet devised by cabinetmakers to inspire rapport among guests. Shopping information, page 152.
TAKE-IT-EASY ROOMS continued

On home grounds, a gaily spired playhouse combines sunny hues with rugged materials

Built on the same property as the main or "first" house, yet far enough away to be out of sight (although never out of mind), this California lakeside playhouse exists for no reason except sheer delight. Constructed almost entirely of aluminum, the little house is primarily what eighteenth-century England called a pleasure pavilion—a pretty, romantic shelter to go boating and bathing from, to dance and picnic in—but it can also take care of a guest or two overnight. There is a sofa bed, a lavatory and outside shower as well as a tiny kitchen concealed in a free-standing counter that gives no clue as to its identity. Cooking on a party scale, however, is performed in the center of the room at a metal-hooded barbecue where a fire can be built for warmth as well as for broiling a steak. Since the walls of screening keep flying varmints where they should be, there is no glass anywhere. The roof is made of alternating panels of aluminum and translucent plastic, the latter functioning as skylights. All the furniture, both in the house and on the terrace, is of aluminum, ash and canvas. Designed for uneven terrain and paving, the chairs have only three legs—like milking stools, their stance is steady anywhere. The house was designed and decorated by Arthur Elrod for Air Vent Aluminum Awnings, and landscaped by Owen Peters.
By the dock, boathouse and boat are sister ships that share the same theme

To more and more people, a boat on the briny (or lake or river) is tantamount to a second house, and it may well be supplemented by a boathouse—not in the nuts-and-bolts role of aquatic garage, but as an off-weather companion to the family cruiser. Here is such a tandem, both partners decorated alike and both as tough as shoe leather.

The boathouse, opposite page, has flooring of bleached cypress, as sure underfoot as a ship’s deck. Three walls are covered in ultramarine blur vinyl while the ceiling, one wall and four swivel chairs wear a daisy-patterned vinyl—pretty as a picture, hard as nails. The sofa and ottomans are upholstered in a new vinyl, delicately ribbed for textural interest but about as fragile as armor when it comes to endurance. Thus maintenance is reduced to routine sponging and occasional repainting of the woodwork.

Since this is a second house, not dedicated exclusively to keeping nature at bay, a just-for-fun staircase spirals up to an indoor crow’s nest. Ship’s models, nautical paintings and prints and a collection of old rum bottles echo the adventures of Sir Francis Drake and his ilk.

The boat, above right and right, is as much of a dwelling as the boathouse and duplicates its color scheme. Bulkheads and woodwork are painted white, and from stem to stern the carpeting is olive green. Staunchly resistant to foul weather, the same blue, white, and daisy-patterned vinyls used in the house cover everything that needs a protective finish—even the drawers below the bunks. The textures vary. Some are ribbed, some are sleek (the covering of the dinette area bench cushions looks exactly like patent leather), and none of them requires more than a lick and a promise by way of upkeep. Only the linen curtains—white in the dinette, daisy-patterned in the main cabin—need ever know the hands of a laundress.

The interiors of both the boathouse and the boat, a Pacemaker Cruiser, were designed by Jerome Mamashaw for the Interchemical Corporation, Decoration and Design, 1963. For shopping information, please turn to page 152.
The new allure of swimming pools

No longer is the swimming pool merely a place to swim. Some of the newest pools ramble through the garden as freely as miniature lakes and like lakes are an integral part of the landscape. Some pools are the nuclei of outdoor party centers crowned by charming pavilions where you can find shelter from the sun, change your clothes or whip up a meal. Most exciting are the pools that incorporate underwater works of art as enchanting to swim over as a coral bed. Here and on the next four pages are three superlative examples. For the ins and outs of swimming pool care, see page 157.

THE POOL BECOMES AN INTEGRAL PART OF A WATER GARDEN

When you first set eyes on the walled garden adjoining the senior Clint Murchisons' house in Dallas, Tex., you may well suspect a mirage for you seem to be entirely surrounded by water. But it is no mirage, for in this garden plot there is almost as much water as there are trees, flowers and bushes. The main body of water—a roughly crescent-shaped expanse of brilliant blue that curves through the center of the garden—is, you discover, a swimming pool. Feeding it at the shallow end is a little winding crystal clear brook that ripples over a bed of smooth round river stones. And at one side is another smaller pool, rock-strewn like a woodland pond, and bordered with grasses and flowers. Every inch of this enchanting water kingdom is, of course, man-made. Yet, woven into the landscape as they are, each of its components seems as natural as the sky above.

To reach the pool from the house, you cross a glass gallery that links the main section to a new wing designed specifically for pool-side entertaining and for changing into bathing suits. Through one glass wall of the gallery, you have an expansive view of pool and garden. Outside the other glass wall is an enchanting surprise: a second water garden, this one (Continued on next page).
miniature, with a Japanese air. Surrounded by a lovely tangle of live oaks, fruit trees and clumps of flowers is a shallow pebbled pool dotted with round, flat stepping stones.

At night, the gardens on both sides of the gallery are bathed with magic. Like soft moonlight, illumination skillfully designed by lighting expert John Watson delicately silhouettes the trees, plantings and ivied walls and casts silvery reflections in the pools. For dinner parties, small tables are set up on the broad slate-paved terraces around the main pool and in a central, glass-fronted space in the poolside wing. In front of this wing there is even a round terrazzo dance floor where the Murchisons like to give summer evening dancing parties.

On a broad plateau overlooking gently rolling meadows in Lake Forest, Ill., stands the Robert C. Reeds' house and, adjoining it, as inviting a center for summer entertaining as anyone could ask. Since the Reeds spend only the warm months of the year in this house, the outdoor living area—composed of an oval pool and a Japanese-style poolside pavilion—is as important to their pattern of living as the house itself and was planned just as carefully. Built like a garden lattice house of lacy latticework on a frame painted brilliant red, the pool house is an airy ornament to the landscape as well as a practical adjunct to the pool. Dressing rooms with opaque inner walls are tucked into either end of the structure, and the open center is sufficiently shaded to offer respite from the sun without blocking the breezes. Flagstone and gravel make a trim maintenance-free terrace for pool and pavilion, while a few low evergreens plus brilliant red geraniums grown in tubs carry out the gala red-and-green color scheme. For buffet parties—sometimes for as many as forty guests—the terrace serves as an extension of the main house which has sliding doors opening to a poolside lanai.
The naturalistic charm of the pool is enhanced by a little waterfall which is not in fact natural. Water from the pool is piped up the rocks, then filtered before it cascades back into a shallow pebbled pool from which it trickles quietly into the big pool.

Tucked into an outcropping of rock on a steep, wooded hillside in Kent Woodlands outside San Francisco, the Harry Lehman's pool conjures up the wild charm of a mountain swimming hole. Tall oaks soaring above the pool are reflected in its shimmering surface and a little waterfall tumbling down the rock face adds the sweet, cool sound of splashing. But the greatest delight of all is palpably man-made: a wonderful mosaic of glass and stone by Ray Rice that stretches across the pool bottom like an immense abstract painting. A good part of the pool's surroundings were man-made, too. To extend the level ground, a wooden deck was built out over the hillside (see architect's sketch, left) and around the trunks of oak trees growing up from below. These shade a little arbor that shelters a tiny food preparation center where the Lehman's can fix poolside meals without going into the main house. Dressing...
Sixth in H&G's Series on Creative Crafts

How to make

beachcomber mosaics

The outdoors is both the source and the setting for a craft that can bring endless delight. Mountain stream, river bed or beach provide the raw materials—water-washed pebbles of all sizes, shapes and colorings which you can collect by the sackful and bring home to make pebble-mosaic pavements. A stepping-stone walk for the garden, an inset for the floor of a patio or a border for a pool will be a pleasant and long-lived reminder of a summer treasure hunt.

You can give your imagination free rein and create your own pattern. The only limitation is size, for the pebbles are to be set in concrete and the whole thing lifted and put in place. (A concrete block 1 foot square by 2 inches thick weighs about 25 pounds.)

For your work center, choose a cool spot in your basement or a sheltered outdoor area. Use a flat table top or the floor as a working surface and cover it with building paper. With one-by-two's, make a box-like frame the size of your composition, and coat it with colorless oil. Then lay the frame on the paper and fill it halfway with sand.

Next, prepare your pebbles. They must be clean in order to absorb the concrete. Some may be washed off with water to a flat dull luster; others may have oil in them and will require a bath in a weak solution of hydrochloric acid. Then sort them according to color. All the pebbles you use should be uniform in size to ensure an even surface to walk on. (For places where you can buy graded pebbles, see page 152.)

Now you are ready to arrange your pebbles in the sand. It makes no difference whether you work from the outside toward the center or vice versa. Although it is easy to rearrange the pebbles until the composition pleases you, you may want to draw a freehand outline in the sand as your guide. A pair of tweezers will help to place the pebbles so that they fit neatly side by side. Set them on edge halfway into the sand. A reducing glass, which you can buy at an art store, will help you visualize the way your composition will look from a distance.

Once you are satisfied with the picture you have composed, it is ready to be set. First, smooth sand in the gaps between the pebbles. Then, fill the frame to the top with melted paraffin. When the wax has set, cover the frame with a plank of wood and flip over the whole thing. Most of the sand will shake out, but hose it off to be certain that none remains. Mix one part Portland Air-Entraining Cement to two parts concrete sand with enough water to mix to the consistency of mashed potatoes. For reinforcement, cut ¼-inch hardware cloth or similar mesh to a size that will fit easily inside the form, and press into the wet concrete. Allow twenty-four hours for the concrete to harden. Then, knock off the frame, flip over the block and lift off the paraffin.

To install your mosaic, excavate the area you want to pave to a depth of about 4 inches, then spread a layer of sand and gravel as a base. If the area is near the house, allow a slope of 1/8 to 1/4 inch per foot away from the foundation for drainage. The spaces between blocks may be filled in with pebbles, redwood divider strips or turf.

OPPOSITE PAGE:
Pictures in pebbles collected from myriad beaches in Europe by Swiss mosaicist Lor Olsommer take liberty with subjects from nature—fish, barn owl, sunburst and goat, bird, ferns. Known for her mosaics in the classic tradition of inlaying square-faced bits of glass or marble, Miss Olsommer, like many of us, started to collect pebbles for diversion. The subtlety of her unliteral compositions is proof that she left no stone unturned in her search for fluid expression.

Pebbles in formal, symmetrical patterns pave a fifteenth-century garden walk in the courtyard of the Medici Riccardi Palace in Florence.

Expert hands at play with pebbles

1. Lor Olsommer plucks her pebbles with tweezers. Her collection includes more than sixteen different shades of gray.

2. To smooth out sand in gaps before setting, Miss Olsommer uses a teaspoon.

3. To wash away sand after wax has set, she gives pebbles a shower bath.
Every summer Friday afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Deglin forsake their New York City apartment and head for an airy beach house at Quogue, L. I. Perched on a spit of land bordered on one side by open sea and on the other side by a tranquil canal, the little house offers extensive views of water and grassland. Sea-borne breezes waft through the interior and sun pours in on all sides. The change of climate, however, is only one aspect of the contrast between the Deglins' second way of living and their life in town. While their apartment is furnished for the most part with contemporary furniture and a few antiques, the beach house reveals their special taste for things oriental. And since they aim for the utmost simplicity in their weekend living, every room is furnished in a refreshing pared-down manner. The result is a wonderful feeling of free space.

This happy combination of space plus openness plus oriental accents extends even to the beach house kitchen. The Deglins have twice as much actual floor space in the kitchen proper as they do in their city apartment kitchen. And the beach house kitchen is far more open, since there is no floor-to-ceiling partition between the kitchen and the living room. But while a clever arrangement of shelves, counters and storage screens cooking operations from living room view, from the kitchen side you can see straight through the house to the water beyond.

An array of Chinese metal cooking pots and Japanese lacquer servers makes it clear that the Deglins' oriental enthusiasms do not stop with the merely decorative. Their second way of living also involves a change of cuisine. They often invite eight or ten guests for an oriental dinner. But when lunching or dining alone, they broil hamburgers or steak on a hibachi on the front deck or catch a fish from their boat dock, then whisk it up to the house into a waiting pan.

To make the transition between their two lives as smooth as possible, the beach house kitchen is quite self-sufficient and always ready to go. Its ample cabinets hold a complete set of plug-in appliances, china and linens, and the larder closet and freezer are always well stocked. Hence the Deglins can make their weekly transition to their second way of living with the minimum of fuss, bringing along only enough food to top off what is already on hand. By next summer, they plan to have started a small vegetable garden so that even the makings of a salad will be waiting for them, right at their doorstep.
FROM THE LIVING ROOM, ABOVE, you can see the kitchen through open shelves at right of fireplace—but you can't see much. (Fireplace is set into one side of the utility-core divider.)

When they give oriental dinner parties, the Deglins distribute bright cushions around the perimeter of the sunken section of living room, and guests eat from low, square, black and white tables.

SERVING COUNTER in back of open shelves has panels of opaque glass filling in space between upper shelf and cabinet tops. Glass screens cooking operations, yet when host and hostess are cooking, they are not entirely cut off from their guests. Liquor is stored in closet set in utility core at left.
the ingenious plan
makes the open kitchen invisible from the living room

WORK COUNTER, RIGHT, along window
wall of kitchen enjoys the bonus of a
relaxing view—a peaceful stretch of
the Quogue Canal. Waxed birch
cabinets with countertops of pale gray
plastic laminate are accented by
sunny yellow finish of appliances.

BUILT-IN EQUIPMENT, BELOW and BELOW
RIGHT, including Frigidaire
refrigerator-freezer and double oven,
is set into the kitchen side of
utility core. Between the two
appliances is a roomy closet where
cans and staples are stored on pull-out
shelves. Around the corner from
the ovens, on the fourth side
of the block, is a cleaning closet.
All the kitchen equipment
is by Frigidaire. For shopping
information, see page 152.
The miracle of Grass

Of all the green things which make up what Goethe called "the living garment of God," grass is one of the humblest, the most nearly omnipresent and the most stupidly taken for granted—a miracle so common that we no longer regard it as miraculous. To some (poor things), it is merely what you try to keep the dandelions out of, or what you strike a golf ball across. But even such as they are paying some tribute to it. To those of us a little more aware of the great mystery of which we are a part, its going and its coming, its flourishing and its withering are a sort of soft ostinato accompaniment in the great symphony of the seasons.

Even in the arid Southwest it springs up bravely for a few short weeks. In California the brown hills turn to emerald overnight. And in the gentler, more circumspect East one hardly knows when the great awakening takes place. So imperceptible but ineluctable is its progress that those of us who watch for it never quite catch the very moment when the transformation occurs. While our backs are turned, it is alive again, and no other phenomenon of spring is at once so quiet and so all enveloping. If there are astronomers on Mars peering at us as our astronomers are peering at their planet, they must see, much more dramatically, what we see there—a glove turning green. Martian vegetation is perhaps only a dry lichen like that we see clinging on bare rocks near the summits of our highest mountains, but ours is a green carpet, soft to the feet, restful to the eye, and announcing to all living things that spring is here again.

But what is this thing called grass? "Why," says the botanist, "that is a question easy to answer." Grass, properly so-called, is any one of the numerous genera and species which compose that family of monocotyledonous flowering plants long known as the Gramineae. Unfortunately, its early evolutionary history (like that of all the flowering plants) is obscure since the fossil record is scanty, but at least we can say with reasonable certainty that no grass carpeted the earth in that long ago when the first air-breathing animals crawled out of the water. Also that it was not until the cool weather of the Miocene (say a mere forty-million or so years ago) that it became a dominant and thus made possible the flourishing of the herbivorous mammals over a more peaceful earth where the bellowing of the dinosaurs had given way to the lowing of herds. Then, only yesterday, as world history goes, grass conferred upon our own species that tremendous blessing called wheat.

For a less dusty question and answer we must turn to the poets, many of whom have had their say, although only Walt Whitman put grass at the center of a magnum opus:

"A child said What is the grass? fetching it to me with full hands: ....
I guess it must be the flag of my disposition, out of hopeful green stuff woven.
Or I guess it is the handkerchief of the Lord, A scented gift and remembrancer designedly drop,
Bearing the owner's name someway in the corners, that we may see and remark, and say Whose?"

Few today have time for Whitman's meditations or for his quiet pleasures. Most of us are too desperately busy seeking recreation, entertainment and amusement to experience that joy for which all the other things are but disappointing substitutes—as essentially ersatz as plastic for china, neon lights for dawn and sunset, or the corner grocer's horror offered us in place of that other great gift of grass called bread.

"Joy be with you," people used to say when parting from a friend. Now the modish farewell is, "Have fun!" Sometimes those thus sped on their way actually do have fun; often they do not; and even the most successful in this enterprise are not too much to be envied. Those of us who want something more than fun, whether it be the exaltation of great art or the mystical experience of "belonging" to something greater than one's self, are a little afraid of being called highbrows or "nature lovers" because neither grass nor Wordsworth's meanest flower that blows are what we call "fun things." They can be something much more rewarding, nevertheless.

Henry David Thoreau once explained that he did not drink wine because he was afraid it might "spoil his taste for water." Henry loved to shock by "going too far" in defending what he wanted to defend, and perhaps he was going too far when he said that. If ours were an age tending toward the puritanical and the ascetic, he might be a dangerous influence, persuading us to surrender in the name of simplicity things much worth having. But since our manners and our morals are not, whatever else they may be, puritanical or ascetic, his voice is more worth hearing than that of those who call for more complexity, for madder music and for stronger wine. All of these pay diminishing returns.
By Joseph Wood Krutch

The quiet all-enveloping phenomenon that takes place while our backs are turned

We boast that this is the age of abundance, and the proudest achievement of our best intentioned men is that, for the first time in history, abundance has been democratized or, to put it somewhat sourly, that now as never before nearly everybody can have rather too much of many things not worth having. Deprivation can kill joy, but so, almost as certainly, can superfluity, for though we always want more, the limiting factor is ultimately what we can take in. More toys than he can play with are a burden not a blessing to any child be he five or fifty. It is disastrous to own more of anything than you can possess, and it is one of the most fundamental laws of human nature that our power actually to possess is limited.

In 1689 Louis XIV ordered the following for his garden at Versailles: 87,000 tulips, 800 tuberoses, 400 lilies and 83,000 narcissus. In this egalitarian age there are not very many individuals likely to be able to be quite that absurd. But there are many who can and do make the same mistake for the same reason. You just can't take in or possess that many tulips, and if you are foolish enough to try, you will miss the violet by the mossy stone, and even more surely the "thought too deep for tears" which one violet or one tulip might inspire.

The happiness of the great, said Francis Bacon, consists only in thinking how happy others must suppose them to be. In Bacon's time the term "status" so beloved of present-day sociologists, had not yet been invented, but Bacon had grasped the concept behind it. The desire for status is the same desire to be envied that Bacon had in mind, and being envied was what Louis XIV also was aiming at. "It will be evident to all," so he must have said to himself, "that no one else in all the world can have as many tulips as I can, and they will envy me—though, God knows, the whole 87,000 of them look dull enough to me."

The happiness of the great, said Francis Bacon, consists only in thinking how happy others must suppose them to be. In Bacon's time the term "status" so beloved of present-day sociologists, had not yet been invented, but Bacon had grasped the concept behind it. The desire for status is the same desire to be envied that Bacon had in mind, and being envied was what Louis XIV also was aiming at. "It will be evident to all," so he must have said to himself, "that no one else in all the world can have as many tulips as I can, and they will envy me—though, God knows, the whole 87,000 of them look dull enough to me."

When grass becomes merely "a lawn," it is in danger of becoming what that sour economic puritan Thorstein Veblen said it always was, namely, a "status symbol," a display of conspicuous expenditure meant to demonstrate that its owner can afford to waste in mere display what might be used to produce wheat or vegetables. Veblen was wrong, because a lawn can also demonstrate a great truth which economists are prone to forget, namely, that beauty may be its own excuse for being. But a lawn can be what he called it, and there is no greater paradox than this transformation of the humblest and most unshowy of green things into a status symbol. Of course, neither your lawn nor mine (when I lived in Connecticut I had one) is that. But just to be sure that it isn't, a salutary experience can be had if we ask ourselves from time to time what our real reason for having a lawn is.

If we have any doubts, an experiment might be worth while. Lie down upon your lawn to see what happens. And while I would not advise that all lawns be surrendered to dandelions, I would suggest that you ask yourself, when one of those gay little miracles raises its flower towards the sun, whether you reach for the weed killer without first remembering Whitman's tribute:

"Simple and fresh and fair from winter's close emerging,
As if no artifice of fashion, business, politics, had ever been,
Forth from its sunny nook of shelter'd grass—innocent, golden, calm as the dawn,
The spring's first dandelion shows its trustful face."

"All flesh is grass." For once the apostle and the scientist seem to be in agreement although they are not saying the same thing. To Saint Peter all flesh is grass because man, too, "withereth and the flower thereof falleth away." To the biologist all flesh is grass in (Continued on page 151)

EDITOR'S NOTE: If absence makes the heart grow fonder, the absence of grass in conspicuous quantity from Tucson, Ariz., may have served to sharpen Joseph Wood Krutch's appreciation of it since he has been living in the Southwest (he moved there ten years ago from New England whither he had moved some years before from his native Tennessee). An English-professor-turned-drama-critic-turned-nature-essayist, Mr. Krutch had good reason to entitle his recently published autobiography "More Lives Than One." "I probably know more about plants than any other drama critic," he once said of himself, "and more about the theatre than any botanist." The personal philosophy expounded in his books on the natural beauties of various places ("The Twelve Seasons"; "The Desert Year"; "The Forgotten Peninsula" et al..) was first expressed in one sentence in an essay on spring: "'Don't forget,' I whisper to the peepers, 'we are all in this together.'"
What can a gardener do on vacation?

One family plants a garden of carefree succulents

A gardener away from home is still a gardener. No matter how far away from his main headquarters he may be, there is still leisure-time horticulture. And its blessings are manifold, as the Warren D. Tremaines have discovered in their Montecito, Calif., house, some ninety miles north of Los Angeles.

The first rule of vacation gardening is to do what comes naturally—not what comes naturally to the gardener as much as what comes naturally to the plant. Taking this into account, along with the beneficent nature of the friendly, sun-filled climate around Santa Barbara on California’s lower curve, the Tremaines planted an entire slope with succulent plants of every kind and size. In this part of the world, the problem is not how to keep the plants alive through winter but how to keep the natural increase from causing excessive crowding. A good many gardeners, especially those who live in regions less likely to suffer the kind of winters that harm succulents, make the mistake of thinking of them chiefly as foliage plants. This is, of course, not the case. And in the Tremaine garden it would be hard to find a time when something is not in flower or just about to flower.

The approach to the Tremaines’ succulent garden from their motor court lies through a moist woodland, left, where dappled sunlight filters through ferns and sub-tropical native shrubs. A flight of stone stairs, right, swings suddenly up and into the sun to a pleasant terrace, opposite page, bordered by Japanese zoysia, which needs no mowing and serves as a fine link to the enormous variety of succulents ranging from the tallest dracaenas to the tiniest sedums, echeverias and sempervivums. Their common characteristics are tolerance for sun and a demand for none but the most routine care. The spiky sunbursts that reconcile the big plants with the little ones are agaves, one of the toughest and handsomest of the fleshy-leaved succulents.
How do you garden on vacation?

Join nature instead of fighting it

Ferns in a pebbled pocket offer welcome beside your cabin door and at the same time hold the franchise on your gardener's license. No one fern or group of ferns will do for all situations. Pick species that grow easily and untended in the region.

Succulents, including cacti, will grow as happily in a gravel-filled dish as, by the thousand, on a sunny bank. And they have the great advantage of being portable. Move them around for visual variety; just keep them sunny and warm, and neither entirely parched nor waterlogged.

Rock plants will grow as well beside steps (and for same reason) as in full-scale rock gardens. The opportunities and limitations of steps as garden sites resemble those of a rock garden, except that the greater amount of rock surface in steps may collect more heat. A host of small alpine and desert plants (depending on climate) offer good choices.

Spend the rest of the year bending nature to your will if you must, but on a holiday, take the easy way. That way may lead you to gardens of limited size and scope, or it may point toward specialization in a particular kind of plant. In either case, change of pace, even in such a happy realm as gardening, is the vacation objective.

The possibilities for leisure-time gardening are countless. Whole landscapes, in microcosm, can be assembled and maintained in a terrace planter to last just a single summer. Wildflowers, in addition to their most obvious role in spring woodlands, can be selected in species that bloom in a summer meadow.

Seaside plants (everything from bayberry and black pine to kinnikinnick and dune grass) can be naturalized around a chore-proof beach house. Alpine plants can be taught to scramble over exposed rocks and green ground covers induced to soften heavy shade. A nook beside a door, a pocket between steps, a pottery dish on a wall—you can make a garden in any or all of these and forget them for a whole season.

Or you can specialize in the species and varieties of a single plant genus. Fuchsias, begonias, pelargoniums are only three of those that seem to speak of summer. It would be absurd to pretend that intensive concentration on such specialization could not keep a year-round gardener busy every waking minute. But taken in small doses, specialization can be a holiday natural. And not the least of its joys is that a few nursery or florist plants, bought as the season starts, can be sacrificed at the end with but little anguish and at negligible cost.

Or devote yourself to one kind of plant

Fuchsias are among those flowering plants that invite the specialist's enthusiasm. They come big and little, with single and double flowers, in a variety of colors and color combinations ranging from what everybody calls "fuchsia" through all shades of red and pink to pure white. They may be grown in pots, tubs, planters, window boxes or hanging baskets. Some varieties are as readily available as petunias. Others, like Longwood Gardens' impeccable "Flying Cloud," opposite page, are as unusual as they are beautiful. For details on how to plant...
The innumerable and diverse possibilities of the second house are epitomized by the four retreats on the next eleven pages. The first is a waterside boathouse, opulent enough to serve full time and so well rooted in its owners’ affections that they spend half the week in it and do most of their entertaining there. The rustic mountain cabin that follows has neither telephone nor electricity to link it to the madding crowd from which it offers absolute suacease. The third house is a beach house—a quick-to-get-to seaside sanctum for two generations. And the last house is a bachelor’s escape hatch from New York’s hurly-burly. He escapes there every sunlit or snow-blanketed weekend the year round.

1.
A SOPHISTICATED BOATHOUSE

designed for a busy social life

A penthouse apartment in a Beverly Hills hotel is officially home base for Mr. and Mrs. Tom May. But their great love is boating, so they manage to spend four days a week at the house on Lido Isle, near Newport Beach, Calif., where their cabin cruiser is moored. In size and scope, however, the house would eminently qualify as a full-time home. Two stories high and six bedrooms big, it has everything for comfort from an elevator to a big-house kitchen and pantry, and for delight, such embellishments as an indoor-outdoor reflecting pool.

Although the lot is only 45 feet wide and 90 feet from the street to the water’s edge, the house covers almost every inch, and its two stories total a generous 4,500 square feet of living space. To the street, the house presents a solid stucco façade relieved by ornamental grilles, but on the water side, corner-to-corner walls of glass—upstairs and down—command the ever-changing view of the boat-filled harbor.

A 36-foot living-dining room and two terraces gear the house to a busy social life. The Mays always bring one or two couples down with them for the weekend, but their most regular visitors are their son and daughter-in-law and their young family, whose big sailboat, moored across from the house, offers all the Mays an alternate means of enjoying the water.
ABOVE: At one corner of the living-dining room is a large glass-walled bay containing a built-in breakfast bar where the Mays can enjoy a captain’s-eye-view of the whole harbor.

ABOVE RIGHT: Mrs. May’s bedroom looks out on the harbor on two sides, but a continuous series of curtains can shut out the morning light and provide complete privacy after dark.

RIGHT: The kitchen, with its twin ovens and twin refrigerator and freezer, proclaims the scope of the Mays’ hospitality. On the other side of the oven counter is a large serving pantry.

BELOW: Opposite the living room’s travertine fireplace, sliding glass doors open to terrace, and terrazzo floor continues without a break. Ceiling and walls of room are pecky cypress.
A surprising number of rooms, surprisingly spacious, is achieved by the economical use of the narrow lot.

**ABOVE:** Breakfast bar, which looks like a built-in table from other parts of the living-dining room, contains behind its counters a small sink, built-in refrigerator, electric plates for keeping food warm. Two counters are travertine, two are black glass. Silhouetted against the glass walls is a collection of sculptured Roman heads mounted on Lucite rods.

**RIGHT AND BELOW RIGHT:** Two-story plan allows for six bedrooms on the upper level, because garage as well as all the service rooms are incorporated within the perimeter of the lower floor which otherwise includes only one living area—the house-wide living-dining room. Reflecting pools that flank entrance may be enjoyed from indoors through two-story-high glass wall of stairwell (see below), and through ceiling-to-hearth window next to fireplace. At back of house, the second story overhangs the first, thus making room for unusually generous bedrooms for Mr. and Mrs. May, each with a complete bath-dressing room. The twin bedrooms become one when sliding door is pushed back into the partition.

**BELOW:** Open stairway rises above section of reflecting pool that extends from outside front door into entrance hall.
2.

A $10,000 MOUNTAIN RETREAT

only

ten miles from
home

In their year-round home near Aspen, Colo., rancher Henry Stein and his wife maintain the best tradition of western hospitality. But Aspen can be a busy, sometimes too busy, place in summer. So, when the Steins feel the need of seclusion, they saddle their horses or jump into the car and head for their mountain cabin, only ten miles away, but 2,000 feet higher up in the Rockies. Planned as a vacation sanctuary (as well as headquarters for supervising the summer grazing of a herd of beef cattle), the cabin has neither telephone nor electricity. But although it was designed to simplify existence, it does not rule out comfort or, for that matter, sociability. The Steins share with a few friends the steaks or freshly caught trout they grill on the deck's barbecue fireplace, and the latchstring is always off for visiting daughters and their families who often stay overnight. Since the cabin has a full bathroom and a trim kitchen, the family can linger there for days. Yet to build this small paradise cost them only $10,000.
3. AN ALL-WEATHER BEACH HOUSE
that welcomes weekenders the year round

Seaside façade of beach house is very simple, almost entirely of glass, pleasingly divided into geometric panels. The little porch at the left opens off the master bedroom and is used by the senior Griffins for breakfasting. The four glass panels at the right shelter the east court, and the central section of glass stretches the entire width of the living room which has a slightly vaulted ceiling of laminated wood beams.

In the living room are built-in couches cushioned in blue denim and heaped with pillows covered in white, blue and red fabrics the Griffins brought back from Tahiti—a tropic outpost they visit once a year. This is a sunny corner, even with the deep overhang of the roof, but when things get too bright, the glass panels are shaded by roller blinds pulled from bottom to top.

OPPOSITE PAGE: The court has a pleasant feeling of enclosure. Protected by two walls of glass from the sweep of sea breezes and by just enough roof to shade its built-in divan, it makes a fine place for games and alfresco dining. A built-in counter at the other end of court has a pass-through to indoor pantry and is used for buffet service. In case of sudden rain, furniture and cushions are simply hustled down a flight of covered steps into their storage house—the garage.

Continued on the next page
ABOVE: Toward the ocean, the view through the living room's glass wall embraces a panoramic sweep of sand and sea which is alternately exhilarating and tranquilizing to watch.

LEFT: Toward the mountainous mainland, the view is beautiful in a different way. Great care was taken to frame it in a high triangle of glass in the wall facing the patio, and the gable is just high enough to capture and hold the vista. With nature parading so grandly on either side, the living room itself is purposely subdued. Except for the massive beams, honey-colored against a pale blue ceiling, everything is simple: the fireplace of whitewashed brick, cement floor tinted to look like adobe, curtainless windows. Nevertheless, it is a gay and hospitable room, particularly with guests chatting at the bar while Mrs. Griffin, cooking away in her semi-barricaded kitchen, runs what she calls "a taut galley."
The sea serves as a moat and the mountains as a protective wall.

RIGHT: A semi-sheltered terrace a step up from the dune runs across the front of the house like a springboard to the sea. At one end lies master bedroom porch. From other end, a long covered walk, hugging the house, leads to garage and road.

BELOW: The plan provides for the same amenities, although simplified, that a town house would offer. In addition to the wealth of outdoor living spaces, there is a two-car garage which includes a laundry area, a well-equipped pantry complete with ice-maker and lockable liquor closet, a dressing room for the master bedroom, two storage closets off the hall (inner one locks) and an extra bath for sons and guests.

ARCHITECTS: Wurster. Bernardi & Emmons

---

BUILT FOR LEISURE:
AN ALL-WEATHER BEACH HOUSE continued
Almost every weekend of the year, a young executive in a New York concert agency, Richard D. Yarnall, lives himself with one or two of his friends to a cottage in East Hampton, L.I., that he deliberately planned for a way of living quite remote from his New York round. Summer days are whiled away on the beach or on his sailboat. Winter days are spent puttering about the house (often a form of recreation to apartment dwellers). A grove of oaks that offers inviting vistas any month of the year is the setting for the house which is a modest 1,293 square feet in size, but its two-story plan yields an astonishing sense of space. The upper floor includes a living room that runs the full depth of the house and a separate dining room—both of which have sliding glass walls opening to a huge deck that almost trebles their space—plus a separate kitchen. Mr. Yarnall kept building costs in check by using parts prefabricated by Techbuilt, Inc. The redwood framework of the house and the redwood wall panels of the upper floor all came ready-made in stock sizes. The first story walls are of concrete blocks, and the ceiling of the upper floor—roof decking laid directly on top of the exposed beams—also serves both as insulation and as a foundation for the shingled roof.

**ABOVE:** The two-story plan is enormously expanded by the deck that girds the glass-walled rooms on upper floor. From parking area behind house, you step onto broad deck, sheltered by roof overhang, and enter house via living room’s sliding glass door. Service door on other side of house is handy to kitchen, stairs. Lower floor containing two glass-walled bedrooms and two baths could be modified to gain third bedroom in place of utility room.

**ABOVE LEFT:** Upper floor of house appears to rest on its surrounding deck as on a platform suspended among the trees. Space below deck provides storage for Mr. Yarnall’s sailboat.

**LEFT:** Dining room is screened from stairwell by a divider Mr. Yarnall made from stock stair balusters. Bright red chairs and forceful painting make dining room an inviting partner to living room beyond partition of white-painted rough-sawn boards.

**OPPOSITE PAGE, ABOVE:** Long side of rectangular house is snugly adjusted to sloping lot. Sliding windows open upper level to the deck—and first floor bedrooms to the ground level terrace.

**OPPOSITE PAGE, BELOW:** Living room is bright with red, white and blue fabrics and painted furniture, all as easy to care for as walnut-stained wood paneling and cork floor. Under white naugahyde sofas (berths for extra overnight guests) is storage space for folding deck chairs. Painting at left of pre-fab fireplace was made especially for the house by Peter T. Lohr.
How to whittle down your Weekend housekeeping until you are left with almost none at all

From the distant perspective of 11:56 AM on Wednesday, a two-day weekend looks like a blissfully long stretch. Yet as you lock the door of your weekend house at 6:13 P.M. on Sunday, two days seem like the twinkling of an eye. No matter how you measure them, however, those forty-eight hours (count them, forty-eight) are too precious to be squandered on the mere mechanics of living. And they needn't be. However irreducible your daily round of chores may seem from Sunday to Friday, from Friday to Sunday they can be whittled down almost to the vanishing point. What you gain is Wednesday's dream: a lovely interlude to spend with your family and your guests.

Cleaning usually heads the list of housekeeping-according-to-Hoyle. But cleaning in terms of sweeping, dusting and vacuuming is the first thing to be banished from weekend living—and fortunately one of the easiest. For the average second house—removed from the city’s floating soot and grime, and uninhabited five days a week—can be kept reasonably gleaming by one good weekly cleaning. Whatever else you might have to forego, let this one job be done by a helper hired locally. And let it be done on Friday along with other preparatory chores such as airing the house, putting fresh linens on the beds, watering plants, laying fires. Come Friday evening you can drive up to the house, accompanied by your guests, knowing it will look exactly as if you had been there in full command all week long.

WELL-ORGANIZED STORAGE is a time-saver in any house. But in a weekend house it is also part of a canny technique for getting everyone in the household to share in the housekeeping without even knowing they’re doing it. If you can tell someone exactly where he will find what he needs, he is very apt to put it back of his own accord. So, store everything that is not strictly personal where everyone can see it (once they open the door) and everyone old enough to use it. A SPECIAL CLOSET FOR SPORTS GEAR, for instance, is to be highly personal where everyone can see it (once they open the door) and where everyone old enough to use it.

A SELF-SUFFICIENT HOUSE will prevent packing and unpacking chores from eating into your precious forty-eight hours. If you can keep everything you need for your second way of living always on hand, you need never be a victim of the two-house, two-pantry syndrome, i.e., having to cart things back and forth to the point where you never quite know what is where. Even such things as books, magazines and phonograph records ought to be earmarked exclusively for one or the other—never shuffled between. You might, for instance, have some of your magazines regularly delivered to your weekend house. If you take children to a weekend house the year round, make it clear to them that certain toys and treats are exclusively for weekends, others exclusively for the city, and they will look forward to the weekly transitions all the more eagerly.

If your second way of living is truly a second way, you can, over the weekend, do without many of the things you depend upon during the week. Others may be even more vital—a freezer, perhaps, or a dishwasher. You will have more call for large salad bowls and tureens to serve one-dish, multi-guest meals (let them double as containers for fruit, flowers and centerpieces), also for Hottrays and chafing dishes to serve cat-when-you-feel-like-it meals, and, in summer, for some ninety dozen glasses of the cold-drink variety.

KEEPING THE HOUSE IN ORDER is a far bigger challenge and a more continuous one—especially when the assembled company includes Sunday sportsmen, Sunday gardeners, teen-age cooks and guests who don’t know where things belong. In addition, there are meals to get, dishes to be washed and beds to be made. These are the real time snatchers. But all of them can be kept in check by a three-pronged strategy that includes a simplified regime, a self-sufficient second house and superbly organized storage. This strategy would be equally effective in a second house where you stay put all summer.
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as the world’s only competent dishwasher, but even so, you can

THE LAUNDRY can be made to sort itself
(or family and guests enticed into sort­
ning it without even trying) if the soiled
clothes hamper is augmented by a series of
gay cloth bags or brightly glazed
shopping bags. Label them respectively
for colored sheets, white sheets, pillow­
cases, table linens, play clothes et aL—
and one more job will be eliminated.

It goes without saying that any week­
ender over the age of five makes his own
bed (let us exempt the master). And in a
maidless house everyone clears his own
place at table. You might fancy yourself
as the world’s only competent dishwasher, but even so, you can
encourage your family and guests to be competent putters-away.

Prettily hand-lettered labels affixed to each drawer, door and
shelf in the kitchen will give heart to the timid and scotch the
excuses of shirkers.

THE PROBLEM OF DISHWASHING is sure to be compounded in
hot weather—especially in a household of children, gardeners
and tennis players—by the soiled glasses that accumulate at
the rate of one every fifteen minutes. This calls for straightfor­
ward attack: Post a sign above the kitchen sink spelling out
exactly what you would have done—“Please rinse out your
glass and place it upside down on the top rack of the dish­
washer” or, “Please wash your glass with the plastic-bottle
brush, rinse well and place in the dish drainer.” That should
do more than get the glasses washed: Each glass washer who
follows instructions will bask in a nice little glow of virtue.

TO CUT DOWN REFRIGERATOR TRAFFIC and the annoy­
ance of empty ice trays lying forgotten in the kitchen
sink, buy a supply of ice cubes in plastic bags at
the beginning of each weekend. Keep them in the
freezer and use them to replenish a kitchen ice
bucket as well as the one in the bar.

To some people a long leisurely trip to the super­
market is a weekend treat. But as a rule there are
more exhilarating ways of spending Saturday morn­
Portable pleasures and easy-to-carry props can add flair to your

Enterprising off bounds

You can give a party anywhere. If you need proof that a meal on the move can be a Lucullan delight, recall the film "Stowaway in the Sky" and the expressions of grandfather and grandson as they lunched on cold chicken and wine while drifting in their trusty balloon high above sun-bathed France. You may not care to serve your pie in the sky but you can, if you like, entertain as resplendently on a camp site in the mountains or on the sea-doused deck of a boat as you would in your own dining room. What it takes is an imaginative approach to the menu and an imaginative selection of portable paraphernalia—pretty carriers to tote your feast, compact units for on-the-spot cooking, hardy but handsome dishes, place mats, cushions, collapsible furniture. You can even weave a little background magic with today's new portable music equipment. To try out some of the myriad possibilities, two H&G editors flew down to Naples, Fla., with a flock of these on-the-move party props, including even a small portable piano. And in the beach-rimmed sector of Port Royal, they staged a series of parties-on-the-move—for riverside, dockside, roadside or the prettiest side of the backyard—all bearing the happy trade-mark of the impromptu.

**DOWN BY A RIVER**, left. (en route, perhaps to your vacation house) you can distribute an array of festive cushions and broil shrimp kebabs—as an appetizing change from the usual sandwich fare. All the components for this waterside picnic can be packed in a small space and are easy to tote about.

Black walnut grill (to be stoked with a handful of coal) cooks on the spot the ingredients heaped in ceramic containers—in this case, shrimp, pineapple cubes, green pepper slices. Aluminum plates in rattan holders stack neatly and don't transmit heat to bare legs. Grill from Abercrombie & Fitch.

**ON THE DOCK**, opposite page. after a day's sailing, a cloth of hand-blocked linen is laid for a cool, sundown supper. Cooked lobsters arrive in a big enameled steel dish. Out of a wicker basket come gay tumblers of plastic, dishes of enameled steel and terry cloth napkins (dip them in water after the meal to scrub the faces of young picnickers). The rest of the menu: salad kept cool in a new insulated, covered bowl, French bread, iced beer. Tablecloth from New Hope Craft Shop. "Thermalene 73" covered bowl from Hammacher Schlemmer.

Shopping information, page 152.
Out in the garden

AN EVENING OF DANCING, opposite page, can be staged in a matter of hours with the simplest kind of sorcery—the ripple of live music, a wash of fairyland lighting and a few festive props. A portable piano is the star of this party. Arriving on the terrace in a compact case, the electronic piano can be set up in minutes—all you do is screw on its legs and it’s ready to play, either on transistors or plugged into a house outlet. For sitters-out to dawdle over refreshments on the sidelines, a crowd of tiny, brightly colored tables scattered about among the chairs creates a gay, café setting. Made of water-repellent paper, tables open out like miniature parasols, and to keep them from blowing over, they have shafts that push into the ground. For the lighting, there are masses of cylinders and hollowed-out balls. You put a tiny votive light into each of the containers and the candle flame produces a lovely amber glow. Tables from Morrison Imports. Piano by Wurlitzer.

A BUFFET LUNCHEON, below, can be a pleasant, leisurely change of pace from a week of sailing and bathing. Scatter your lawn or terrace with little groups of chairs and tables—these of lily scrolled painted steel are embellished with morning glories and pansies—then make the buffet table your pièce de résistance. To create a long counter, push together a trio of card tables and cover them with a great swash of pretty fabric (we seamed up a cloth of lime-y green) and concoct an imaginative centerpiece out of objets d’art you have around the house. We corralled an antique blackamoor to hold the napkins and used an antique Minton tub for the iced wine. For the center of the table, we put two copies of antique ham holders to a new use as containers for fruit and rolls, then flanked them with bunches of roses standing in cache-pots. All furniture and accessories from R. & R. Robinson, Inc. The parties on these two pages were staged at Harbour House, Port Royal, Naples, Fla. For shopping information see page 152.
ENTERTAINING OFF BOUNDS  continued

By the pool or on the patio

A SWIMMING PARTY, below, might include a game of checkers and a long cool drink between dips. This 32-inch-square red and black checkerboard looks as if it were designed for giants, but small aquatics are sure to love it. Soft drinks and a carafe pressed into service for ice arrive from house on a basket-rimmed tray. Checkerboard from Hammersch Schlemmer. Tray from R. & R. Robinson.

Ali Baba basket of woven cane from Taiwan makes a wonderful secret hide-out for poolside moppets. Basket is also light enough to use as all-in-one transportation for beach towels, bathing suits, a picnic lunch. 20½ inches tall, 24 inches diameter, Georg Jensen.

Denim place mat hand-printed in Key West would make a suitably aquatic spread for a waterside lunch. Mat comes in H&G's Lemon Peel or Bristol Blue printed in white, or in Blueberry Blue printed in black or white. R. & R. Robinson.

Post-sundown flatterly for poolside terrace: a swirly black-painted metal lantern from Spain that leaps with a golden glow when you light its candle. Lantern might hang from a tree or trellis or perch on a table. 12½ inches tall, Georg Jensen.
Handy helper for patio parties: a lightweight serving stand that keeps food hot or cold for hours. Beneath see-through hinged dome are food compartments suspended in a deep well. You fill well with ice or hot water to transmit cold or heat to food. 20 inches long, Altman’s.

For midnight bathing parties, an immense flickering hurricane lights the way down steps to the water. Blue glass of hurricane gives candle flame a lovely misty cast. Carved wood candlestick comes from Spain. Hurricane is 27 inches high. Both from R. & R. Robinson.

Sturdy place mats for alfresco meals are prettier than ever. At back: ribbed vinyl mat in red and white outlined in black, Macy’s. In front: flower-splashed laminated plastic mat, Bloomingdale’s. Boxes of long matches to light fire, Village Home Shop.

Carnival carriers for wine come in a stunning array of colors—orange, red, shocking pink and mustard—and can be piled up into a pyramid as an impromptu party decoration. Paperboard hexagons are insulated with Styrofoam to keep the wine cool until mealtime. Stark Valla.

A BARBECUE SUPPER after a day of sunning and swimming can take place in short order right on your terrace. Hibachi of black painted steel hangs on a heavy chain from a beam or tree branch and is pretty enough to remain on view the season through. Plates wait nearby on a folding table so you can serve easily from slide-out cooking rack. Hibachi from Georg Jensen. Wood carving by Anne Kraft. For shopping information, see page 152.
On far-flung outings

AT THE BEACH, below, you can set up a comfortable encampment for the day within minutes. Enormous beach umbrellas of brightly colored vinyl create wide pools of shade for the sun-shy. (Afterwards they fold up into neat slivers to stow in a car.) And plenty of outsize towels and a big cushion provide sandless spots for cat naps. Umbrellas from W & J Sloane. Red-and-white striped cushion from Altman's.

Wine bottles can be toted about in a slim, deep basket of woven wood strips. Wrought-iron frame forms handles that make the load easy to lift; footed base settles well on sand. Macy's.

A roomy basket lined with a pert cotton print could accompany you to the beach packed with lunch and return home laden with sea shells or pretty pebbles. Georg Jensen.

Butterfly dotted food umbrella collapses into a flat packet to tuck into a picnic basket, opens up to ward off bugs. The Pottery Shop.

ON A LAKE-GIRT ISLAND, after a brisk morning sail, you might serve luncheon amid a riot of color. Two wicker hampers tote food and fittings: rose wine chilled in plastic bags of ice cubes, wood barbecue plates, a plaid vinyl cloth, enamel mugs, a casserole chock-full of chouder. Gay hand towels wrap mugs in transit, turn into napkins and dry cleaners for hands after meal. For recipes, see page 143. For shopping information, please turn to page 152.
Dinnerware so earthy it looks straight from the potter’s wheel

Three fresh new patterns wearing colors so rich and warm... such a marvelous matte finish... they look enough like early California ceramics to pose as show-pieces. This fine earthenware will not craze or fade... goes safely into your oven and dishwasher. Choose happily from three designs—TULIP TIME, FRUIT, and SIERRA SAND. Each pattern carries 23 accessories... beautifully shaped to complement the hand-thrown mood. And cost? A mere $19.95 for 16-piece starter sets. Sierra Sand, $17.95.

Franciscan earthenware
One of the original masters of the art of gourmet cooking on the move was Napoleon's chef, Dunand, who invented the delicious dish known as Chicken Marengo from ingredients hastily rounded up near the battlefield. While you can hardly count on being able to live off the land like this, you can eat just as superbly on a boat, a camping trip or at the tail gate of a station wagon, provided you plan ahead. Work out menus for each day, based on the length of your trip and the cooking equipment you will be carrying along. (If all you have is a two-burner camp stove, stick to tasty one-dish main courses and salads of greens or raw vegetables which conserve cooking space.) Once the menus are determined, write out your recipes and list all the ingredients. The list may look large at first but there are ways to pare down those bulging sacks of groceries. Wash and trim vegetables and put them in plastic bags, ready for the pot. Package herbs in envelopes or small plastic bags with twist closures, marking them clearly for easy identification and taking only as much as you will need. Measure out supplies of such staples as rice, flour and sugar; transfer to plastic jars. Look for the mustards, jams and mayonnaise imported in tubes. There is not much you can do to reduce the size and weight of canned goods, but they will take up less space if packed inside pots and pans. Foil packages of instant coffee, dehydrated soups and sauces are easier to transport than bottled and canned kinds, but be sure to stow them in a dry place. Finally, before starting out, make a list of foods you expect to be able to pick up en route. Most regions of the country have local specialties well worth sampling, and nothing tastes better than fresh-caught lobster or fresh-picked corn. If you want to serve ice cream, make that a last-minute purchase, too. This canny, plan-ahead cooking calls for ingenuity, but the reward lies in every delicious mouthful of your alfresco meals.

**BOATING**

**Cooking Equipment**

Your first consideration in choosing a stove for your boat should be safety. A stove that is safe and easy to operate is a joy; anything less is a constant frustration that can quickly spoil a good cruise. Safest of all, but only possible for a large yacht with a generator, is an electric stove. For small craft, your choice will lie between gas and gasoline stoves which are available in various models. Gas and gasoline stoves require a lot of safety devices and are not advisable for small boats.

Whatever kind of stove you choose, remember that the only way to obtain a level cooking surface is to have the stove swung across the beam of the boat. You will also need fiddles on all sides to hold the pots and pans in place.

**Cooking Utensils**

Your choice of cooking utensils depends upon your method of cooking and the size of your craft. After you've selected your stove, buy a portable collapsible oven. This takes up about 1 square foot of space and when set up on top of the stove gives you a small oven.

In addition, you'll need two skillets, two saucepans and several mixing bowls, one of which can double as a salad bowl. The skillets and pans should all have covers, and if you can find the ones with removable handles, you'll have an easier job of storing them in limited space. You will also need a kettle and a set of unbreakable plastic refrigerator boxes to store leftovers. A wall-hung vacuum bottle with a spigot is a must to store the day's coffee or nourishing hot soup. Crew members can help themselves and keep out of the cook's way.

If you have the space, you might include a pressure cooker, and one of the handy barbecue grills which hang out over the side of the boat. A divided skillet with three compartments will prove useful for cooking small quantities of food.

**Stowing and Provisioning**

Before stocking your larder, plan the menus for your trip and decide where you'll store everything. This can save a great deal of confusion when you come aboard. Start by planning the meals for each day of the cruise, write down the recipes, check your ingredients and put each item on the shopping list so you will be sure to have everything. Plan also to have a small locker of extra goodies—canned smoked turkey, English biscuits, some pâté, a little caviar, hard candy and some fancy tinned fruits for those moments of let-down when everybody seems low in energy. A quick snack of such treats usually brings lugging spirits around in short order.

Aside from your regular spirits locker, pick up some miniatures of assorted liqueurs. They take up hardly any space and give that extra filip to a simple dessert.

Be sure to identify the contents of every can with red paint or marking pencil. If the label on the can gets damp, it will peel off and a locker full of unidentified cans means pretty adventurous eating.

Icebox space on most boats is fairly limited, but certain foods can be preserved without refrigeration if necessary.

**Eggs** will keep fresh for months if dipped in melted wax. You can also dip them in hard, but hard melts in summer temperatures.

Butter is best kept in individual 1/2-pound wrapped bars. Ten days is about maximum keeping time, but if you heat it in a pan of cold water, you can add another week to its edible life. There are also excellent canned butters.

Cheese such as wax-covered cheese and processed cheese in jars will last for months. Other cheese will keep well if wrapped in cheesecloth dipped in vinegar. If you insist upon putting cheese in an icebox, remove it a few hours before serving so that it can be eaten at room temperature.

Homogenized milk will remain fresh longer than other kinds of fresh milk. A little salt (1/2 teaspoon) added to a quart of milk will help it stay fresh for several extra days and does not noticeably affect the taste. Try to store milk below the waterline where it's cooler. Powdered or canned milk, if you like it, is convenient to use on a boat.

Meat should be wiped dry and rewrapped in foil or plastic wrap. Never store it in brown butcher paper. If you freeze meat at home before going aboard, the frozen meat will help chill other foods in the icebox or pantry. Canned Danish bacon in 1/2-pound or 1-pound tins is excellent and keeps indefinitely, whereas fresh bacon will grow a mold.

Root vegetables keep well in string hamsocks placed in a ventilated locker, if not packed together too tightly.

Green vegetables should be washed, dried, any spoiled parts removed, and then stored in plastic bags in the ice chest.

Bread stays fresh longer if unslivered. Wrap it in a brown paper bag and fasten the top tightly. If there is room, store it in the ice chest to help it stay moist.

Cake should be encased in plastic wrap or foil, then put in a brown paper bag and stored on a shelf.

Fruit may be wrapped in tissue paper and stored in a string hammock in a well-ventilated locker. Check periodically for bruised fruit which causes rot to spread like wildfire.
Happy any day!

The world's most wanted gift whisky every day of the year!

There's always a day for a present. And people have told us, on the record, that they'd rather get Canadian Club than any other whisky. It has the lightness of Scotch, the smooth satisfaction of Bourbon, and a distinctive taste no other whisky can match. P.S. If anyone should ask you how light Canadian Club actually is, tell him it's the lightest whisky in the world.
**Shore Party**

For a sailing shore party or beach picnic you can prepare most of the food at home and pack it in insulated containers or lightweight campers. Leave one or two items to be heated up or cooked over a charcoal grill—it gives the ravenous something to do while waiting.

**MENU**

**CLAM OR FISH CHOWDER**

**ARGENTINE EMANADAS**

**ROAST CORN**

**FINGER SALAD OF RAW VEGETABLES**

**ASSORTED FRESH FRUITS**

---

**Argentine Empanadas**

**DOUGH:**

3 cups flour  
1 1/2 teaspoons salt  
1 1/2 teaspoons nutmeg  
1/4 teaspoon cloves  
1 cup lard  
1/2 cup ice water (approx.)

**FILLING:**

2 tablespoons butter  
1/2 cup chopped onion  
1/2 cup canned tomatoes  
1 pear, chopped  
2 peaches, chopped  
1/2 cup green pepper, chopped  
2 cups ground ham  
1/2 cup chopped almonds  
1/2 cup dry white wine  
1 egg, beaten

Preheat oven to 450°. Sift flour, salt, nutmeg and cloves together. Cut in lard and, when mixture is coarse, add the ice water, a little at a time, to make a dough. Chill dough for 1/2 hour. Roll out. Cut dough into 6 circles, 4"-5" in diameter. To prepare the filling: Melt butter and saute onion until translucent. Add tomatoes, stir well and simmer for 5 minutes. Add next 6 ingredients, cover, and simmer for 15 minutes. Divide the mixture evenly between the pastry circles, putting it in center. Fold over pastry to form a pocket. Fold over pastry to form a pocket. Fold edges of pastry dough, brush with egg wash and bake for about 15 minutes in a hot oven. Serves 6.

---

**Roast Corn**

6 ears corn  
6 strips bacon

Pull the corn husks back, being careful not to pull them off. Remove all the silk. Wrap a strip of bacon around the corn kernels, then pull the husks over and tie the loose end with string. Half an hour before you are ready to cook the corn, soak the husks in cold water. When the corn is ready, place the husks on the grill and cook about 12 minutes, turning the ears every 3-4 minutes. Serves 6.

---

**Weekend Cruise**

**FRIDAY DINNER**

**NELUSKO SOUP**

**SHRIMP JACQUELINE**

**CRÈME DE MENTHE PARFAIT**

**NELUSKO SOUP**

2 (10 1/2-ounce cans cream of chicken soup or 1 package dehydrated cream of mushroom soup  
1 cup sliced cooked or canned chicken  
1/4 cup unsalted assorted nuts, blanched  
1/4 cups butter

Prepare soup according to directions on can or package; add chicken. Place nuts in skillet with a little butter and saute lightly—nuts burn very quickly—and add to soup when brown. Serves 4.

**SHRIMP JACQUELINE**

10-ounce package fresh spinach or 1 box frozen chopped spinach  
2 cups water  
2 teaspoons salt  
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg  
4 tablespoons pickling spice  
2 pounds fresh or canned shrimp  
3 tablespoons butter  
3 tablespoons flour  
1/2 cup milk  
1/2 teaspoon white pepper  
1/2 cup grated Swiss cheese


---

**Crème de Menthe Parfait**

Ice cream is a luxury aboard small yachts. Well insulated it will last long enough for the first night’s dinner.

1 pint vanilla ice cream  
4 ounces green crème de menthe

Divide ice cream into 4 portions, put into individual dishes and pour 1 ounce crème de menthe over each portion. Serves 4.

---

**SATURDAY BREAKFAST**

**FRUIT JUICE**

**PANCAKES WITH SOUR CREAM, PRESERVES**

**COFFEE**

**Pancakes**

1 cup flour  
2 teaspoons baking powder  
2 tablespoons sugar  
1/2 teaspoon salt  
1 teaspoon powdered cardamom  
1 egg  
1/2 cup milk  
2 tablespoons melted butter  
1 pint sour cream  
Lingonberry, strawberry or raspberry preserves

Mix flour, baking powder, sugar, salt and cardamom in a bowl. Lightly beat egg and add milk and melted butter. Pour this mixture into the dry ingredients and stir to make a thin batter. (If mixture is thick, depending on the flour used, add a little more milk.) Lightly grease a skillet. Pour on batter, using 1/4 cup for each pancake. Brown on both sides. Serve with sour cream and lingonberry, strawberry or raspberry preserves. Serves 4.
Every good refrigerator now eliminates defrosting...

...only a very good refrigerator also replaces every ice cube used...automatically!

This RCA WHIRLPOOL is a very good refrigerator!

This 18 cubic foot beauty completely eliminates frost problems in both the refrigerator and freezer, and just think: it replaces every ice cube you use automatically! No more filling, spilling or fighting with trays; just reach in the bin and help yourself! And, so many more features: the Jet-Cold® meat chest and quick-chill shelf... Carousel® Shelves that turn completely around... thin-wall construction that gives you 18 cu. ft. capacity in the floor space of previous 10 cu. ft. sizes!

That’s why it has earned the seals of Good Housekeeping, McCall’s, Parents’ and other leading magazines. You'll love it!

Products of Whirlpool Corp., Benton Harbor, Michigan. Use of trademarks and RCA authorized by trademark owner, Radio Corp. of America.
Saturday Lunch

Boiled Tongue
1 small beef tongue, about 3 pounds
2 cups water
1 bay leaf
6 peppercorns
1 tablespoon salt
1 onion, sliced

Place one apple half on top of each chop and
over chops. Repeat until all sugar and cream is
half on top of the brown sugar, so sugar runs

Wipe the tongue carefully and place in a pres­
sure cooker. Add water, bay leaf, peppercorns,
salt and onion. Cover. Put under 10 pounds of
pressure. Bring to a boil, until control is jiggling,
then reduce to a simmer and cook for 1 hour.
Remove and drain tongue, discarding liquid.
Cut off root end of tongue and peel off skin.
Slice and serve with ginger sauce and boiled
new potatoes. Serves 4.

Ginger Sauce
2½ tablespoons white vinegar
10 gingersnap cookies
1 pint sour cream

Put vinegar in a skillet and add gingersnap
cookies, broken into hits and pieces. Heat
through on a medium flame and stir with a wood­
en spoon until cookies dissolve to a mush. Add the
sour cream. Stir well, heat through and serve
over the tongue.

Pears au Cointreau
1 can (1 pound, 13 ounces) pear halves
1 tablespoon sugar
½ cup orange juice
Juice of 1 lemon
¾ cup Cointreau liqueur

Drain pears, reserve liquid for other use. Place
pears in a refrigerator pan. Add sugar, orange
juice, lemon juice and Cointreau. Cover and chill
in icebox. Serves 4.

Saturday Dinner

BEEF CONSOMMÉ
BAKED PORK CHOPS WITH APPLES
MASHED POTATOES
ROMAINE, ENDIVE, ARTICHOKE HEART SALAD
STRAWBERRIES WITH MOCK DEVONSHIRE CREAM

Baked Pork Chops with Apples
2 tablespoons butter
8 loin pork chops
4 apples, basted and cored
1½ cups brown sugar
2 cups half and half

Melt butter and brown pork chops on both sides.
Place one apple half on top of each chop and
fill cavity with brown sugar. Pour half and
half on top of the brown sugar, so sugar runs
over chops. Repeat until all sugar and cream is
used. Cover. Cook on medium flame for 35 min­
utes, basting two or three times during cooking.
Serve with mashed potatoes. Serves 4.

Strawberries with Mock Devonshire Cream
1 quart fresh strawberries
4 ounces cream cheese
½ cup heavy cream

Wash and hull strawberries. Mash the cream
cheese in a bowl. Add the heavy cream to the
cream cheese and mix well until consistency is
smooth. Pour this mock Devonshire cream over
the strawberries. Serves 4.

SUNDAY BRUNCH

ORANGE JUICE
MUSHROOM PATTIES
JAMAICAN BANANA Sauté
COFFEE

Mushroom Patties
¾ pound mushrooms
10½-ounce can boiled potatoes
2 tablespoons chopped onion
1 teaspoon marjoram
1 egg
2 tablespoons butter

Chop the mushrooms fairly finely. Drain pota­
toes, chop and mix with the mushrooms. Add the
chopped onion and marjoram. Beat the egg and
add to mixture. Mix well. Shape mixture into
patties. Heat a skillet and melt the butter.
When butter is hot, fry the patties, a few at a time,
until golden brown, about 5 minutes on each side.

Jamaican Banana Sauté
2 tablespoons butter
4 bananas
2 tablespoons brown sugar
Juice of 1 lemon
½ teaspoon salt
2 ounces white rum

Melt butter in a skillet. Peel bananas, slice
lengthwise and sauté. Add brown sugar, lemon
juice and salt. Mix well but gently with a wooden
spoon in order to avoid breaking the bananas.
Add rum. Heat through and serve immediately.
Serves 4.

SUNDAY DINNER

TURTLE SOUP, SPIKED WITH SHERRY
CHICKEN CITRON
CHOCOLATIÈRE AU GRAND MARNIER

Chicken Citron
2 cups rice
3½ cups water
½ teaspoon saffron
½ pound butter
4-5 lemons
4 chicken breasts
10½-ounce can peach halves
1 avocado
Paprika

Put rice in saucepan, add water and saffron.
Cover. Bring to a boil, reduce heat and sim­
er for 20 minutes. Remove from fire and let
stand 20 minutes in a warm place, covered. Melt
butter in a saucepan, squeeze the lemons and add
lemon juice to butter. Remove seeds from lemon
hulls and add hulls to the butter. Add the chicken
breasts. Cook on medium flame until breasts are
tender, about 15-20 minutes. Just before you are
ready to serve, heat the peaches in their own juice.
Peel the avocado and cut into slices. Arrange the
rice on a platter in a ring. Mound the chicken in
the center of the ring and dust with paprika.
Alternate the drained peach halves and avocado
slices on the top of the rice around the chicken.
Serves 4.

ChocolatIère au Grand Marnier
1¾ cups half and half
2 ounces Grand Marnier liqueur
1 package instant chocolate pudding

Pour the half and half into a bowl and mix in the
Grand Marnier. Add the chocolate pudding
mix. Beat with a whisk until well blended.
Pour into small serving dishes or custard cups.
Cover with plastic wrap and chill in cooler until
serving time. Serves 4.

A sea-going meal partly transported, partly whipped up on deck

Sailing party luncheon (see next
page for menu and recipes) is
planned to keep cooking to the
minimum. Appetizer of chilled
melon and canned prosciutto,
homemade potato salad and frozen
fruit dessert are packed in
plastic containers, teted in an
insulated cooler chest. Main
course of well-marinated chicken
is barbecued on an over-the-side
adjustable grill that fits in the
boat's stern flagstaff socket.
Grill swings outboard for safe
cooking abetted by barbecue tongs
and brush, inboard for serving
convenience. Festive but
disposable: batik-pattern paper
plates and matching napkins.
Sailin Party
For a one-day sail (out after breakfast, back before dinner) you need to plan a menu that can be partly done ahead, with the actual preparation and cooking on board kept to a minimum. You might cook your main course on a barbecue grill that hangs over the side of the boat. Chilled melon with canned prosciutto makes a great appetizer, simple to assemble on the spot.

LUNCHEON MENU
HONEYDEW MELON WITH PROSCIUTTO
BARBECUED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD
FRUIT MÉLANGE

Barbecued Chicken
2 frying chickens, quartered
1 cup olive oil
1 cup white wine
1 tablespoon white vinegar
1 clove garlic, crushed
10 whole peppercorns
4 1/2 cup chopped onions
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
1/3 teaspoons ground ginger
2 tablespoons soy sauce
1/4 cup chili sauce
Juice of 2 limes

Put chicken quarters in a shallow pan. Mix all the remaining ingredients together and pour over the chicken. Marinade in refrigerator and turn several times. Transfer chicken and marinade to a container for transporting. Prepare the barbecue grill and when the charcoal is hot, put the chicken quarters on the grill. Turn frequently and brush with the marinade. Cook until golden brown on all sides. Serves 4.

Fruit Mélange
1 box frozen strawberries
1 box frozen raspberries
1 box frozen peaches
1 box frozen melon balls
3/4 cup port

Just before you start on your way to the boat, open each of the packages of frozen fruit and combine in a portable container. Add the port and cover. (The more it gets shaken—within reason—the better the mixture.) It will be thawed and well mixed by lunchtime. Serves 4.

STATION WAGONING

Cooking Equipment
If you are transporting your cooking and serving equipment in a station wagon, you do not have to be overly concerned with weight and can pack as much as you see fit. Tail-gate picnics have grown to be fairly elaborate affairs, as attuned to the exacting gourmet as to the simple day-in-the-sunner. With portage no problem, you can take along a complete dining set-up: folding table and chairs, linens, dishes, glasses and flatware.

Any of the stoves used for camping are suitable for station-wagon cooking, especially gasoline stoves which have a low operating cost and provide quick heat. Or you might like the wind-protected Hi-Lo grill which goes over an outdoor fire (in winter you can use it in your fireplace) and fits into its own small suitcase for traveling. For charcoal-flavored steaks without the fuss of a fire, try a portable ceramic grill that operates on bottled gas. Simplicity itself, this grill comes in snack and family sizes. Hibachis, with or without legs, are also good portable stoves. Most exotic of all is the new solar cooker shown below which, powered by strong sunlight, can reach a temperature of 500°, like an oven. This spectacular space-age object folds to manageable carrying proportions, like an overnight bag, and weighs less than 13 pounds.

Packing and Transporting
If you are intending to prepare or precook some of the food at home, you will need insulated containers to keep foods hot or cold. Plastic and aluminum ice chests come in several sizes from 10- to 50-pound capacity, insulated containers from 1 pint to a large vacuum jug with spigot that holds 5 gallons. A luxurious aid to superb outdoor dining, newly arrived on the market, is the portable thermoelectric refrigerator shown below that can operate on its own rechargeable power source as well as on 115-volt AC current or the 12-volt DC current of a car or boat.

A convenient gadget for those who like to apportion the food at home is a set of nesting plates that hold individual servings. They all lock together with a bail and are sealed against outside temperatures.

For station-wagon picnics, the ultimate in outdoor dining gear

A gourmet’s day on the move takes in lunch and dinner. Soup, salad and dessert for lunch chill in thermoelectric refrigerator. Solar cooker (see it closed on station-wagon tail gate) fans out to bake veal by sun’s rays. Elegant adjuncts: ceramic plates, straw serving trays, champagne chilled in Instant Ice.
cheese on 4 of theveal escalopes and sprinkle the
twice the over the cheese. Put a slice of ham on
up of the cheese. Mix the curry powder and
meat to a paste and spread over the ham.
Top with remaining 3 slices of veal. Fasten with
toothpicks. Brush both sides with Kitchen Bou­
quet. Wrap in foil and pack in insulated bag.
When ready to eat, preheat solar oven to 375°.
Place veal in the foil pan and bake for 30
minutes. Serves 4.

Lobster Tails with
Cognac Butter

4 large lobster tails or 8 small ones
2 tablespoons dry white wine
3/4 pound butter
3 ounces cognac

Crack each lobster shell along its length. Turn
it over and cut out the membranes holding the
meat. Partially pull out the meat and then push
back into shell so it fits comfortably but is easy
to remove for eating. Brush the flesh with oil
and place under a broiler for 6 minutes. Then
transfer to a 400° oven and cook another 6
minutes. Let tails cool and then chill in refrigerator.
Transfer to totalle container. When ready to eat,
melt butter. Separately warm the cognac and
ignite. Add the cognac to the melted butter. Serve
the hot cognac sauce with the cold lobster.
Serves 4.

Ginger Pears

4 pears
5 cups water
1 cup sugar
3/4 cup finely chopped whole ginger

Peel and quarter the pears. Bring water to boil,
add sugar, ginger and pears. Cover and reduce
heat to a simmer. Cook until pears are tender.
Transfer pears and syrup to a portable container.
Keep the pears cool and serve in the syrup.
Serves 4.

Dinner

Vichysoise

Cold Filet of Beef
with Foie Gras

1 beef tenderloin, about 3 pounds
2 1/2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons pepper
2 tablespoons butter
6 mushroom caps

Roast the tenderloin in a 450° oven for 40-55
minutes depending on desired degree of rare­
ness. Remove tenderloin and cool. Make a slice
the length of the tenderloin three quarters of
the way through. Spread inside of tenderloin
with foie gras. Melt butter and sauté mushroom
caps until light brown. Place mushroom caps
on the foie gras. Wrap the meat tightly
in foil and chill. When ready to serve, cut across
the meat in 1/4-1/2 thick slices. Each serving will
consist of a butterfly of tenderloin filled with foie
gras and mushroom. Serves 4. (For technique of
carving filet of beef, see page 36.)

Oranges in Red Wine

1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup water
1/2 cup red wine
2 cloves
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
4 strips lemon peel
4 strips orange peel
4 oranges

Combine sugar, water and red wine in a sauce­
pan and bring to a boil. Add the cloves, cin­
namon, lemon and orange peel. Cook for 5 min­
utes, then strain the liquid. Remove peel and
fruit from oranges with a knife and cut pulp into
sections. Add orange sections to strained liquid
and chill. Transfer to portable container and
keep cold in portable refrigerator, insulated bag
or ice chest until ready to serve. Serves 4.

Family Day
in the Country

Family meals for a day in the country should be
hearty, varied, but basically easy to prepare.
You'll probably want to do much of your cooking
on the spot, over a campfire or a portable camp­
ing stove. If you have to prepare more than one
dish at the site, be sure to pick a stove with two
burners.

Lunchen

Spring Soup
Beef Stroganoff
Crème Strega

Spring Soup

5 cups broth, chilled
3 cups consommé, chilled
3/4 cup chopped celery
3/4 cup chopped scallions
1 cup sliced cucumber
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper

Combine broth and consommé in a bowl. Add
celery, scallions, cucumber, salt and pepper. Mix
well. Pour into bowls. Makes 4-6 servings.

Beef Stroganoff

4 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1 1/2 cups beef consommé
1 teaspoon mustard
1 tablespoon tomato paste
2 cups sour cream
2 pounds tenderloin tip
3/4 pound mushrooms, sliced
1 onion, sliced

Make the sauce for the Beef Stroganoff ahead of
time. Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a saucepan,
add flour and mix well. Add consommé and stir
until thickened. Add mustard and tomato paste,
mix well. Cook 10 minutes, cool and refrigerate.
Pour into plastic jar for transporting.
At the site, reheat the sauce gently and stir
in the sour cream, off the fire. Cut the tenderloin
tip into strips about 2" long and 3/4" wide. Melt
remaining butter in a skillet and sauté the meat
quickly until brown but still slightly rare inside.
Add cooked meat to sauce. Add mushrooms to
butter in which meat was cooked and sauté
lightly for 1 or 2 minutes. Add to sauce. Sauté
onion lightly in butter remaining in skillet and
then add to sauce. Keep over low heat for 5
minutes, stirring occasionally, until flavors blend.
Serve with French bread. Serves 4.

Crème Strega

1 cup milk
2 tablespoons sugar
3 tablespoons Strega Liqueur
6 egg yolks
3 tablespoons cream
4 slices pound cake

Heat milk, add sugar and Strega. Beat the egg
yolks in a bowl with the cream. Pour 1/3 of the
hot milk mixture over the eggs and mix well.
Return to the balance of the hot milk. Stir con­
tinuously over medium heat until mixture coats
the spoon. Pour over servings of pound cake.
Serves 4.

Dinner

Brisket of Beef with Horseradish Sauce
Boiled Potatoes
Green Salad
Cherries Jubilee

Brisket of Beef

2 pounds brisket of beef
Boiling water, about 4 cups
2 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon pepper
1 carrot
1 stalk celery
1 onion
1 turnip
6 whole allspice

Put the brisket in a heavy pot and add just
enough boiling water to cover. Bring water to a
boil again and skim off the scum as it rises
to the surface. Add all the other ingredients,
cover and cook until tender, about 2 hours.
(Sunbathe or explore the countryside while your
dinner is bubbling.) Discard vegetables and
liquid. Serve the brisket of beef sliced, with horse­
radish sauce, plain boiled potatoes and a green
salad. Serves 4.

Cherries Jubilee

1 pint pitted, canned Bing cherries
1 1/2 teaspoons cornstarch
2 tablespoons water
2 ounces Kirschwasser
1 pint vanilla ice cream

Pour juice from cherries into a saucepan and
heat through. Dissolve cornstarch in 2 table­
spoons water and add to the cherry liquid. Stir
until thickened. Add cherries. Warm the Kirschwasser.
Place ice cream in dishes. Ignite the Kirsch and
pour into cherry sauce. Pour blazing cherries over
the ice cream. Serves 4.

Cold Filet of Beef
with Foie Gras

1 beef tenderloin, about 3 pounds
2 1/2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons pepper
2 tablespoons butter
6 mushroom caps

Roast the tenderloin in a 450° oven for 40-55
minutes depending on desired degree of rare­ness. Remove tenderloin and cool. Make a slice
the length of the tenderloin three quarters of
the way through. Spread inside of tenderloin
with foie gras. Melt butter and sauté mushroom
caps until light brown. Place mushroom caps
on top of the foie gras. Wrap the meat tightly
in foil and chill. When ready to serve, cut across
the meat in 1/4-1/2 thick slices. Each serving will
consist of a butterfly of tenderloin filled with foie
gras and mushroom. Serves 4. (For technique of
carving filet of beef, see page 36.)
CAMPING

Cooking Equipment

Your camp stove can be anything from an open fire with a simple grate to an elaborate gasolene stove with two burners and reflector oven. If you are traveling on foot, you'll want to take as little as possible in the way of equipment since everything has to be carried on your back. A Primus knapsack stove serves well to heat food and for basic cooking. It weighs about 2 pounds. However, if you are going by car or canoe to your chosen camp site, your problem is simplified.

Nestled pots and pans are essential. A typical set, weighing 11 pounds, includes an 8-quart and a 4-quart kettle, a 2-quart pot, an 8-cup coffeepot, 2 frying pans and plates and cups for 4. You add only flatware. You might also consider taking a griddle that can be set up on an open fire for frying pancakes, bacon and eggs, hamburgers.

Packing and Preserving

Transfer dry foods from their packages to clearly labeled waterproof bags. Use plastic bottles with screw tops for all liquids and dry ingredients such as coffee, sugar, flour. Half-pound coffee cans are excellent for storing butter. Wrap meats in foil. Wash and trim all your fresh vegetables and store them in canvas bags. Wrap fruit in tissue paper, then store in a canvas bag or gummy sack. Canned foods are generally too heavy for pack camping, but are excellent for camping at sites accessible by car or horse.

You can keep dry foods cool by putting them into a bucket and lowering it halfway into the cool water of a mountain stream or lake. Try to pick a spot in the shade. Cans of beer may be put in a string or mesh bag and immersed.

Construction of Fire

A good campfire needs three things: tinder, kindling and firewood. Birch or cedar bark are natural kindlers, but newspaper serves just as well.

A Primus stove can be used to boil water down to one end. If you are cooking in the mountains, you may encounter temperatures dropping below freezing during the night. If you don't want food to freeze, wrap it in a blanket or store it at the foot of your sleeping bag. If food should freeze, either keep it frozen, if you can, or eat it as soon as it has thawed.

For campers, quick cooking strategy

On-site lunchen for hungry hikers or fishermen is based upon dishes that can be made in minutes. Onion soup (canned or packaged) is ladled hot from casserole on two-burner butane stove, while trout cooks speedily in Swedish smoker (two cans of Sterno provide heat under smokers). Large plastic canister marinates asparagus in vinaigrette sauce. Beer in landing net cooks in stream until lunchtime.

Overnight Camping Trip

Your camping trip can, of course, be of any duration. Meals outlined here are for a trip in which you arrive at your camp site in the early afternoon and stay over one day, taking advantage of the terrain to fish, climb or explore.

DINNER

LOBSTER-STUFFED EGGS
COUNTRY STEW, BOILED POTATOES
TOSSED SALAD
STRAWBERRIES IN KIRSCH

Lobster-Stuffed Eggs

4 hard-cooked eggs
1/2 cup canned drained lobster meat
3 tablespoons mayonnaise
1 teaspoon chopped fresh dill or 1/4 teaspoon dried

Cut eggs in half, remove yolks to a bowl and mash. Add lobster meat, mayonnaise and dill. Mix well and stuff into egg whites. Serves 4.

Country Stew

3/4 pound bacon
1 cup chopped onion
2-3 pound rabbit, dressed and disjoiuered
or 3 pound chicken, disjoiuered
1 tablespoon flour
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
3 chicken bouillon cubes
3 cups water
1 cup dry red wine
1/4 cup tomato puree
1/4 teaspoon thyme

Fry bacon until crisp in a saucepan. Remove. Add onion and saute until brown. Add rabbit or chicken pieces and brown on all sides. Combine flour, salt and pepper and sprinkle over the meat. Stir well. Add tomato puree and thyme. Cover and simmer gently. 1 1/2 hours for rabbit, 1 hour for chicken. Remove meat to serving plates and crumble the bacon over it. Skim fat off the sauce, bring to a boil and pour over the meat. Serve with boiled potatoes. Serves 4.
Pink perfection. Heartier than white, more delicately flavored than red. The ideal "all around" vinegar.

Light. Fruity. Crisp to the palate—just like its popular parent, Grenache Rosé. (The great varietal table wine from California).

Try it. Let its sparkling pink lend color—as well as savor—to aspics and gelatins for molds or garnish. Use it. For a more pronounced flavor impression with artichokes and crisp vegetable salads. For more subtle effects in meat, fowl and fish dishes.

In short, become a vinegar virtuoso. Experiment.* And do it with confidence. This vinegar is Spice Islands'. Produced and lovingly aged in oaken casks to our own exacting standards.

*Not sure how to start? Let us help. A note to the Spice Islands Kitchen will bring recipes and suggestions by the score. Just write, Dept. H-1, 100 East Grand Avenue, South San Francisco, California.
The cold facts of summer drinks

By James A. Beard

One of summer's most constant pleasures is a cool drink shared with good companions on a boat, at the beach or in the quiet of the countryside. It wards off the languors of sun-worshipping, whets the appetite for alfresco meals. A bar-away-from-home is simple to set up if you keep your choice of drinks to a suitable minimum and have adequate equipment for transporting and serving them at a properly low temperature. Too much variety complicates the preparing, packing, unpacking and serving procedures, so plan easy-to-make drinks and have no more than two or three kinds. Cold liquids save on ice cubes, so chill all ingredients well in your refrigerator before leaving home.

Carrier-Coolers

If your budget permits, invest in a portable refrigerator. Thus equipped, you can travel luxuriously with a supply of food and drink tucked away in the car-borne cooler. At each stop, plug the refrigerator into an electric outlet and plan stops at intervals that will keep the refrigerator operating efficiently. New on the market, and even better for travelers, are the thermolectric refrigerators that operate on rechargeable batteries as well as domestic AC current or the 12-volt DC current of an automobile or boat. These nifty transistorized models are extremely light, compact and noiseless. There is also a cooler that runs on either bottled gas or electricity (perfect if you are planning a trailer or camping trip) and holds a lavish amount of bottled liquor, wine, beer or soft drinks. A less up-to-date, but equally good, cooler is the small portable icebox that can be regularly restocked with large blocks of ice.

Mixed drinks and mixers

If you are a Martini fan, make your favorite blend without using ice and then chill it thoroughly before packing in an insulated bag. Or chill one of the ready-mixed bottled Martinis; there are two good extra-dry kinds available—both gin and vodka.

Many people prefer the old stand-bys: Scotch on the rocks or with water, Bourbon with water or soda, gin and tonic. These are easy to cope with, as all you have to do is chill the liquor and the mixers and pack them with bags of ice cubes. Dieters or non-drinkers may prefer plain tonic water or a glass of chilled Perrier. Ginger beer, a much neglected drink in this country, blends well with vodka, gin or rum and is also briskly refreshing on its own.

Drinks with a fruit flavor

There are times on a lazy summer day when nothing tastes better than a long cooling draft of fruit juice, with or without alcohol. If you pack frozen concentrated juices in insulated bags, they will save on space and also help to keep bottles cold. Take along chilled vodka, gin or rum. Children can enjoy the plain fruit juice; adults may add a jigger of liquor and ice cubes if they wish.
A summer punch is another good choice for a family party. Pack your favorite combination of frozen concentrated juices, a jar of instant tea and some whole fruit to add to the punch: cherries, orange slices, berries, pineapple cubes are all good additions. Take two bowls (you can pack fruit in them) and mix the punch at the picnic—one bowl for children, and the second, spiked with liquor, for adults. For the alcoholic addition to the punch you can choose from a large list: vodka, pisco (Peruvian brandy), tequila, cognac, whiskies, kirsch, rum, vermouths, champagne, white wines. Whatever you select, be sure to chill the bottles and pack them in insulated bags. You will need some ice, but for punch, a little goes a long way.

And for something new and different, try the fruit wines recently introduced from Scandinavia. They have a true fruity tang. Chill them and drink them plain, over ice or in punches.

Drinks for outdoor dining

A bone-dry sherry, chilled and served as an aperitif, is a welcome change from stronger drinks on a hot summer day. Some people even like to drink it right through the meal.

Vermouth, sweet or dry, is increasingly popular as an aperitif, especially with those who have traveled abroad and discovered how pleasant it tastes when sipped in the open air. Drink either the sweet or the dry, or blend the two and add a drop or so of bitters and a twist of lemon peel. Or add a dash of soda or a little Campari.

(If you have enough at picnic time although a splash of Perrier.)

Champagne, sparkling wines and sparkling cider are all fresh, zippy drinks that enhance summer dining. If they are well chilled and well packed, they will be cold enough at picnic time although you may, if you wish, transport them in ice-filled containers.

Still white wines, sufficiently chilled, go well with outdoor meals. Add a dash of creme de cassis to the first glass of wine for an aperitif and drink the rest plain with the food. Make your selection from California Rieslings, Pinot Blancs and Chenin Blancs, a soft Graves from Bordeaux, a Muscadet, Pouilly Fumé or Sancerre from the Loire Valley or a fruity Alsation wine. There are also pleasant light wines from the Rhine and Moselle regions of Germany. Save the great white Burgundies and German whites for at-home entertaining—such outstanding wines do not take kindly to the jiggling they would suffer on a picnic excursion. The same is true of red wines. Never try to tote fine chateau-bottled Bordeaux or famous Burgundies. Stick to the lighter, simpler red wines which go excellently with altresco food—a good Beaujolais, a St. Emilion or Medoc, some of the reds from the Rhone valley, Italian reds and the California Gamays and Mountain reds. While red wines in general are not chilled, Beaujolais, California Gamay and Italian Valpolicella tend to taste better if gently iced.

Clarets are for a family party. Which of the two truths is the most profound and the most important? The moral truth of the biologist. One is as old as civilization, the other as the very base of all man’s life, thought, imagination and ideals. When after a time he also begins to recognize the inanimate materials of the earth. They alone have the power to raise by one step the relative simplicity of the mineral to the complexity of the proteins indispensable to him. Where they leave off, his mysterious metabolism takes over. What was mineral but the mineral to the base of all man’s life, thought. It may be you transpire from the flowers of graves....and in our pride, forget the other. And now it seems to me the beautiful uncult hair of graves.... It may be you are from old people. It may be if I had known them I would have loved them. It may be you are from old people, or from offspring taken soon out of their mothers’ laps, and here you are the mothers’ laps. This grass is very dark to be from the white heads of old mothers, Darker than the colorless beards of old men, Dark to come from under the faint red roots of months.”

A summer punch is another good choice for a family party. Pack your favorite combination of frozen concentrated juices, a jar of instant tea and some whole fruit to add to the punch: cherries, orange slices, berries, pineapple cubes are all good additions. Take two bowls (you can pack fruit in them) and mix the punch at the picnic—one bowl for children, and the second, spiked with liquor, for adults. For the alcoholic addition to the punch you can choose from a large list: vodka, pisco (Peruvian brandy), tequila, cognac, whiskies, kirsch, rum, vermouths, champagne, white wines. Whatever you select, be sure to chill the bottles and pack them in insulated bags. You will need some ice, but for punch, a little goes a long way.

And for something new and different, try the fruit wines recently introduced from Scandinavia. They have a true fruity tang. Chill them and drink them plain, over ice or in punches.

Drinks for outdoor dining

A bone-dry sherry, chilled and served as an aperitif, is a welcome change from stronger drinks on a hot summer day. Some people even like to drink it right through the meal.

Vermouth, sweet or dry, is increasingly popular as an aperitif, especially with those who have traveled abroad and discovered how pleasant it tastes when sipped in the open air. Drink either the sweet or the dry, or blend the two and add a drop or so of bitters and a twist of lemon peel. Or add a dash of soda or a little Campari.
Shopping information

All prices approximate, include Federal tax. Through decorators.

Luggage
Page 84, top left to right:
“Lark” jumbo woman’s case, aluminum frame, rayon and cotton upholstery cover backed with latex, 29" l., 19½" w., 9" d., $65. By Drouman.

At Bloomingdale’s, New York, N. Y.
Duffel bag with zipper, 10" x 27", India macras plaid, white duck ends and handles, $12.50. By Charvin Ltd. At Blythe, 807 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

“Lark” men’s suiter, magnesium frame, rayon and cotton upholstery cover backed with latex, 19½" h., 24" w., 6" d., (closed) $55. By Drouman. At Bloomingdale’s.

“Grasshopper” plaid canvas cases trimmed with Vachette, (synthetic which resembles cowhide), 17" l., 13½ w., 3½" d., $10 ea. By Atlantic Products. At Bloomingdale’s.

Bottom:
“Mr. Neat” top grain cowhide compartmented holder 19¾" x 6½", $5.95. By Baker Luggage. At Lord & Taylor, New York, N. Y.

Page 85, top to bottom:
Vinyl-covered foam mats, snap on two mats to cover area 42" x 72", set of 2, $11.95. By Magla Products. At auto accessory stores.

“Bel Air” rug, high density linear polyethylene, Thermatrun insulation, 1 gallon, with shoulder spit, $5.95; with faucet, $7.95. By Hamilton-Sketch.

Auto Safety kit, $7.95. At Hammacher Schlemmer, New York, N. Y.

Thermatrun food jars, unbreakable case, 1 qt., $3.99 ea. by Universal. Clipperboard, felt backed, pen attached, golden clip at top, 14" x 16", $6.50. By Charvin Ltd. At Chalmers, Box 266, Sosset, N. Y.

“Repair-Air” tire repair kit, $9.95. Hammacher Schlemmer.

Page 86, top to bottom:
“Breeze Maker” seat cushion, $12.95. By S. E. Hyman.

“Nab-a-Nap” adjustable headrest, $8.95. By Mark Mfg. Co.

“Bag Piper” zip-a-robe Acrilan blanket, 50" x 60", and matching case, $14.95. By Troy. All three items at Hammacher Schlemmer.

“Snap-Offs” clear polyethylene bags on a roll, 10" x 14" roll of 20, 39c. by Lion Packaging Product Co.

Portable steam and dry iron, $11.95. By General Electric.

“Estor” hair dryer, 5-position dial control, with deluxe travel-storage case, $28.50. By Ronson.

Take-it-easy rooms
Page 94, top:
Armchairs upholstered in natural full top grain leather from American Leather Mfg. Co.

Wing chair in cotton velvete “Primavera” by Jack Lenor Larsen.

Page 95:
Sofa, armchairs covered in “Tulips” 50" w. cotton by Margaret Owen.

Tufted-back armchair covered in 51" rayon and silk, Scalamanandre.

Armchairs covered in “Yucatan” plaid, cotton, Isabel Scott.

Draperies and shades made of linen and cotton fabric, Eaglesham.

Page 98:

Sofa in white “Linair.” Trunk in “Intrigue” Polymeric patent.

All solid color vinyl fabrics by Interchemical Corp.

Furniture: table, 48" diam., 27" h., (Formica top), $99; dining chairs, 20¾" w., 20" d., 31½" h., in muslin, $79.50 ea.; ottoman, 18" w., 15½" d., 12½" h., in muslin, $28. All by Thayer Coggin Inc.

China and glass accessories from Designed For Living, 131 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y.

Clock $300; chandelier $335, from Glenn Antiques, 963 Third Ave., New York.

Nautical accessories and antiques, from George Karger Antiques.

Page 99, top:

Curtains, “Dizzy Daisy” cotton. Sofa, “Dizzy Daisy” on Cohyde vinyl, both fabrics by Quaintance.

Trimming on curtains, Conso. Chair seat and back in Coair “Daisy” vinyl fabric by Interchemical Corp.

“Petite” plastic pedestal table, $69.95. Alladine Plastics Inc.


Bottom:
Banquettes in dark blue and white “Intrigue” Polymeric patent; pillows in Cohyde “Executive.” By Interchemical Corp.

Curtains, heavy cotton, 50" w.; pillow, “Dizzy Daisy” print on Cohyde vinyl, Quaintance. Braid on the curtains, Conso.

Table top of Parkwood Laminate. Paintings by Kenneth Cox at Bloomingdale’s.


Beachcomber Mosaics
Pages 106 & 107:
Please contact the following stores regarding Japanese pebbles.

JASMINE SHOP
1044 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

KONGO CO.
319 East First St., Los Angeles, Calif.

DIAMOND NOVELTIES, INC.
27th Ave., Miami, Fla.

GENZA
33 E. Oak, Chicago, Ill.

Deglin Kitchen
Pages 108-111:
Custom “Imperial” refrigerator-freezer; double wall oven, 4-burner cooking top, undercounter dishwasher, waste disposer, Frigidaire. Former counter tops.

Flooring, Spartan ceramic tile by U. S. Ceramic Tile Co.

Here’s a Ceramic Tile “Idea Home” that’s Good Design for Good Living...
Entertaining off bounds
Page 132.
Flagstaff: "Variations V" hand-forged stainless steel, 5-pc. place setting, $11.95. Danish Designs.
Third St. South, Naples, Fla.
"Summer Trio" cotton pillows, 16" sq., with arms, $95 ea.; ceramic candle frames, 3 ft. diam., $225 ea.; ceramic hand holders, 1 3/4" h. 1 1/8", antique blackamoor, $125; antique cylinders, 6" h., 4" diam., all $3 ea., 6" h., 3 1/4" w., 2 1/4", "Flip" by Wurlitzer.
69x394
MODERN PROVINCIAL
a contemporary view of a beloved design in stainless by Reed & Barton

Cushion: "Sovereign" hand towels, $1.20 ea.
 Thermalene server with dome, 3 comp., $8.50. Both from Cow's Little Acre, 6 W. Laramie St., South, Naples, Fla.

16 1/2" h. black only, the set, $8.50. Stark Vallia.
12" h., 6 qt., $16.95. Dansk.

Kapok-filled cushion with bolster, 16 1/2" h., 12" w., $39.98. Cow's Little Acre.

NOW! Also Men's closed strip $12.95

"Overhead" hand towels, $1.20 ea. Martex.

"Sovereign" hand towels, $1.20 ea.

Page 137. top to bottom:
Candlestick, $185; hurricane, 27" h., 12" dia., $50. Both R. & R. Robinson, Inc.
Thermalsen server with dome, 3 compartments, 20" L, $65. Altman's.
Hexagonal wine coolers, paperboard insulated with Styrofoam, 2 for $3. Stark Vallia.
Ribbed place mats, 12" x 18", 70c. Mary's, New York.
"Floral" place mat, laminated plastic, $1. Bloomingdale's, New York.
Fireside matches, $4.50 doz. Village Home Shop, 9 E. 8th St., New York.
Hi-chaki, fire bowl, 23" h., 18" w., $62. Georg Jensen.
Seattle, enamel on steel, 19 1/2" h., 14 1/2" diam.; swivel with wood handle, 16" h, black only, the set, $85. Pampred Kitchens, 220 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Page 138:
Basket, over-all height, 18 1/2", $12. Mary's.
Food umbrella, 16 1/2" sq., 12" h., The Party Shop, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

Fireside matches, $3.95. Ascher's, New York, N. Y.

Beach towel with tassels has 4 colored sections, $7.55. Fieldcrest.
Carravy, $5. Lord & Taylor.
Randanna print plate, 12" diam., $3.50, Bloomingdale's.
"Chintz" 9" paper plate and 9 oz. cup, by Continental Can Co.
Miniature stereo tape player, $129.95. Muntz Auto-sterio.

On-the-Move Cook Book
Cover
Tin mugs, 24 oz., $1.20 ea.; laminated tea sets, 12" x 8", $2 ea.; porcelain spoons, 25 ct., salt and pepper shakers, 12" h., $1.25 each. From Gove's Little Acre, 6 W. Square Lake Rd., Troy, Mich.
Kohlsenbergo casserole, enamel on steel, 4 qt., $14.95, Dans.
"Sovereign" hand towels, $1.20 ea. Martex.

Page 143, left:
"Valley store, "Golden Miner" removable grates, aluminum frame, $43.95; stainless steel frame, $54.95. Stainless steel folding oven, 12" x 9" x 13"., $25.95. Both from Crow's Nest, 16 E. 46th St., New York, N. Y.
Center:
Stainless Spigot vacuum bottle, stainless steel, 1 qt. size, 3 3/4" diam., 15 1/2" h., "Flip" by Wurlitzer.
Wildlife mounting bracket, $8 additional.
Mahogany paperware rack, 10" w., 9" h., 6" d., plate and cup compartments, rack and "Golf" design paper (not shown), $10. Both from Crow's Nest.

Right:
Mixmaster, complete with wall hang­er, $24.95. Sunbeam.

Page 145:
Sketch Kooler Bel-Aire chest, high density linear polyethylene, foamed-in-place insulation, removable plastic tray and top, 22" x 13" x 12", $29.95. Hamilton-Sketch.
Canisters (inside chest), translucent, Continued on page 159
RIMINI

Classical art from ancient Rome provided inspiration for this commode from our Rimini Collection of dining and bedroom furniture. Masterfully crafted from Solid Cherry, or available in a distressed, hand-brushed white finish with gold trim.

For free brochure write Dept. R3

The second vacuum:
a stand-by in the wings

One of the easiest ways to lighten the load of house cleaning is to arm yourself with a second vacuum. It does not replace your star performer—the canister or upright that you wheel out and assemble on heavy cleaning days. But the lightweight, compact second vacuum is perfect for those quick once-over-lightly jobs that are necessary almost daily, and that make the ultimate heavy cleaning easier. The second vacuum can be brought on stage on the spur of the moment, carried with ease to the far-flung corners of a good-sized two-story house or the most distant wing of a rambling one-story abode. There is a remarkable selection of these vacuums to choose from. Most of them weigh less than 8 pounds and are slim enough to fit into a spare cranny—even in a coat or linen closet—or hang on the back of a door.

Light enough to carry outdoors, a small vacuum can be whipped out to a terrace to whisk away sand blown across during the night. The Sweeper Vac by Shetland has full-suction power and rubber rollers to prevent scratching floor. $19.95.

A swivel head helps you clean in hard-to-reach places such as in between table legs. The Vacmaster by Bigelow Sanford has optional cleaning attachments. Basic unit, $49.95.

All prices approximate
Often these vacuums are light enough to store on the back of a closet door. The Featherweight by Singer is also versatile; you can use it with a special attachment to wash and dry floors. Basic unit, $29.95.

After a party, you can get rid of ashes and crumbs without having to change into work clothes since these little machines need no assembling and are so clean to use. The Electric-broom by Regina works on both hard-surface floors and rugs. $39.95.

Impatient teen-agers like the easy-to-maneuver quality of small vacuums since they speed up the job of room-cleaning. This one by Sunbeam has disposable filter bags. $39.95.

Cleaning stairs is a quick and back-saving job with a lightweight machine. The Instant Sweeper by Westinghouse also has a full 12-inch-wide nozzle to cover a greater area. $35.

Continued on the next page
STEREOPHONIC
HIGH-FIDELITY
CREDENZA

Available to receive your own high-fidelity components, or complete
with Grommes-Philips stereo/monaural high-fidelity. At leading
stores. Permanent displays may be seen through your dealer or
decorator at Decorators Mart, 425 E. 53rd St., N.Y.C. • Merchandise
Mart, Chicago • Furniture Industries Mart, Philadelphia.

Send 25 cents to Department 60 for booklet.
UNION-NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

**ONE-COAT RENEWAL FOR WORN WOOD FLOORS**

**WITHOUT SANDING OR SCRAPING**

Now! Enjoy bright, new-looking floors again. It's a
cinch to use. Applies right over old finish... var-
mish, shellac, lacquer. High gloss protective coating
resists stains and scuffing... cleans up easily. At
Paint, Hardware, Lumber dealers. Pierce & Stevens
Co., • P.O. Box 166, Buffalo 5, New York.

**WOOD FLOORS**

The Easy-do FLOOR FINISH

TRIM enough to be stowed away
neatly, a small vacuum is handy on a
boat for clearing sand from the deck
or cleaning the cabin. The Port-a-Vac,
with snap-off handle, also becomes
a light portable. Hamilton Beach.
With three attachments, $32.95.

**THE SECOND VACUUM continued from the preceding page**

Some vacuums are even light
enough to be feasible for cleaning the inside of a car. The Pixie by
Hoover weighs only 4 pounds, can be slung comfortably over your shoul-
der and has a flexible hose that stretches so you can wind your way
around corners, behind seat cushions and even down to the floor. $39.95.
What you should know about swimming pools

No matter how large or small the pool, rules for care and maintenance never vary.

If you are contemplating the pleasure of owning a swimming pool but are fazed by the prospect of upkeep, take heart. Maintaining a pool is a responsibility, yes, but it need not be a burden. Here are answers to some of the pertinent questions you might well ask about good swimming pool construction and care:

Where do you get the water to fill the pool?

Since the water in your pool will be filtered and treated with chemicals, any water from any private or public water system is suitable. A rectangular pool 16 feet by 32 feet holds 15,000 gallons of water. This may sound like a tremendous amount, but it isn’t—an average family uses this much water around the house in just two weeks. A pool can be filled in about 40 hours by a garden hose running full blast. There are also several faster ways. In many rural communities, the fire department might send out a water tank truck and fill the pool for you in a matter of minutes. (You may be asked to give a donation to their welfare fund.) For pools built in the city or nearby suburban areas, the fire department may fill your pool from a nearby fire hydrant. If you have friendly neighbors, you might utilize their hoses as well as your own. If your water comes from a private well, check its capacity before you attempt to fill a swimming pool all the way to the top. It might be wiser to fill only a third of the pool each day to avoid lowering the water level in your well.

How often do you fill a pool?

In most climates about 10 per cent of the water in a pool is lost by evaporation during a three- or four-month period. This loss can be replaced by occasionally adding more water from the garden hose. Some swimming pool contractors advise draining all the water at the end of the season, but many others recommend that the water be left in all year round. Again, your own contractor will tell you what is best for the type of pool you have. If you need major repairs for some reason, the water has to be drained; some minor faults can usually be corrected underwater.

How is swimming pool water kept clean?

In natural ponds and lakes, the water is kept clean by the constant supply of new, fresh water from springs and creeks. Without this supply, the water would become slimy, brackish and stale. The same thing would happen with a swimming pool if there were no supply of new water. All swimming pools built today recirculate the water through filters by means of a pump. The pump and filter system is usually housed in a little shed or enclosure near the pool, and it is absolutely essential that the pump be in perfect condition and the filters clean. Various dials built into the equipment alert the owner to the need for change and maintenance.

These controls are no more complicated to read than the dials found on a modern kitchen range. Chlorine is widely used to sterilize swimming pool water. It kills any bacteria present and prevents the growth of algae. (Algae discolors water and builds up slime on the sides and bottom of the pool.) There are other destructive conditions brought about by the natural chemicals found in water, but there are special agents to combat them. Naturally you don’t just throw in a bucketful of chemicals and expect good, clean water—but neither must you...
be a chemical engineer to know how to keep the water fresh. The color-coded reactions of a testing device called the Midget Tester (manufactured by W. A. Taylor & Company) enable you to tell at a glance the specific state of the water. Swimming pool chemicals made by Olin Mathieson are packaged for residential use and may be added directly to the pool, hung in a wire basket or placed near the intake to the filters. Your swimming pool contractor will inform you of local water problems you may face, and he may offer special servicing of your pool at monthly or seasonal rates.

Long-handled skimmers can be used to catch and lift out twigs and leaves. There are also long-handled brushes for scrubbing the sides and bottom of pools. Vacuum cleaners for pools are usually worked by professional pool maintenance companies.

What are the neighborhood responsibilities of owning a pool?

Although your swimming pool is on your own property, in many cities there are special ordinances concerning swimming pool responsibility. In most cases a pool must be fenced so that children cannot wander in unescorted. In some suburban and rural areas (where drought and forest fires are hazards) a swimming pool must be registered with the fire department as an open source of water that can be tapped in case of an emergency.

How can the swimming pool season be extended?

Many families have arranged to use their pools for longer periods of the year by one of several methods. Pools can be heated. A hot water heater can be added directly to the pool, hung in a wire basket or placed near the intake to the filters. Your swimming pool heat contractor will inform you of local water problems you may face, and he may offer special servicing of your pool at monthly or seasonal rates.

Long-handled skimmers can be used to catch and lift out twigs and leaves. There are also long-handled brushes for scrubbing the sides and bottom of pools. Vacuum cleaners for pools are usually worked by professional pool maintenance companies.

How much does a pool cost?

Swimming pools are like automobiles—there is a make and model for every pocketbook. Some contractors can install a pool for as little as $2,000. Specially shaped, custom-finished pools may cost $10,000. The difference depends on the size of a pool, what it is made of, and how long it takes to build. On the West Coast, most pools are made of specially prepared concrete sprayed on wire mesh. In the East, the majority of pools are lined with extra-strong vinyl sheeting, which is less expensive. But no matter what kind of pool you build, the contractor should give you a firm warranty of pool you build, the contractor should give you a firm warranty.
THE CYCLADES AND CRETE continued from page 33

plus Greek bread, cheese and delicious Fix beer, but it was quite a thrill in this fancier restaurant to be given a choice, rather than to ask, "What have you?" as is the frugal island custom. With our ouzo, the national apéritif, we were served mezedes (hors d'oeuvres) for no Greek ever drinks with eating: tarameosalata, a fish roe appetizer; dolmades, stuffed vine leaves; keftedes, fried meatballs; melitzanasalata, egg plant salad. As is the custom, we then went to the kitchen to choose our serious courses, lamb with zucchini, broiled with broccoli, lemon and thyme.

From Hydra we sailed to Aegina, the last island of our Odyssey. With its great temple and marble temple, the most isolated islands; and all those hospitable Greek-Americans who, having made good in Astoria or Philadelphia, have emigrated back to their island birthplaces to live out their lives in relative luxury as famous sons. Each one, it seemed, felt a personal need to greet us fellow Americans, as we docked, and to entertain us. Right on the street, we were often invited to someone's home for a siesta at high noon, or given a packet of almonds, or presented sweets and coffee, even potted plants or flowers. Hospitality is sacred to the Greeks. Beyond the beauty of the islands and the sea, beyond the striking order and white cleanliness of the towns, beyond the allure of classical ruins, I will always remember the people, dignified, humorous, filled with a self-respect that allows them to offer the gift of friendship to strangers without fear. Down East on the Aegean was thaismosiakos!

THE PERMANENT DENTURE RELINER

For booklets listing itineraries of cruises around the Greek Islands, write to House & Garden's Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. If you are interested in chartering yachts in Greece and rates for 1963, write to the B. Koutsoukellis Yachting Agency, 3 Studioi Street, Athens, charterers of the "Syros," or to the Tachting Department, National Tourist Organization, 4 Studioi Street, Athens.

van dorn, ltd.
3915 W. Dickens
Chicago 47, Illinois

JUNE 1963
Fuchsia—
the summer specialist's
ideal plant

EDITOR'S NOTE: "Ladies' Ear Drop"—the name has a Victorian sound, and it is only in Victorian books that we find it, because it certainly was an awkward, even if descriptive, name for a supremely graceful plant. We call it Few-sha nowadays, mispronouncing the botanical name, but with reason, since look-see-uh would make a pretty clumsy mouthful. But it is one of the most useful and colorful of flowering plants—just easy enough to grow to be known throughout the garden world, just hard enough to grow to challenge beginners and experts alike. Here James Fanning, landscape architect and frequent contributor to H&G, discusses both the history and the culture of fuchsias and includes a check list of favored varieties.

The natural species of the genus fuchsia—about a hundred of them—grow wild in South and Central America, Mexico, the Caribbean islands, New Zealand and Tahiti. Fuchsias made their first appearance in cultivated society in England in the late eighteenth century. The first wilding to be cultivated was F. magellanica, a species that has its natural home in the mountains of Chile. Attractive crimson-and-violet flowers, hardness (under English conditions) and the fact that it could be limitlessly propagated by means of cuttings made it an immediate success.

As is often the case, success brought confusion and controversy: F. magellanica turned out to have several variant forms—or perhaps the plant breeders did a thorough job of mixing things up—and it was not long before several different "species" were on the market. To compound the confusion, actual new species were introduced from Mexico and Central America and were enthusiastically stirred into the melting pot.

The result of all this activity was that by the early years of Victoria's reign fuchsias in a considerable variety of form and color were being grown in England, France and the United States. In the elaborate greenhouses and conservatories of that time, they formed a highly important part of every plant collection. Even in the ordinary home, where the desiccation resulting from steam heat was still unknown, fuchsias were highly favored.

As the century advanced, more newly discovered species were brought to cultivation, more hybridizers went to work, and, between 1870 and the beginning of the First World War, the fuchsia reached a height of popularity that placed it second only to the rose in general favor. Many of the varieties introduced in that period are still being grown, and the general range of types established at that time is the range that prevails today.

In the United States the period between the two World Wars saw a great increase in interest in fuchsias, particularly around the San Francisco Bay area, where conditions approximate those found in England. This interest has spread to other areas of the country in recent years, making the fuchsia again a leading contender in popularity—and especially for growing indoors. However you use fuchsias—whether in greenhouse or living room, for summer bedding, hanging basket or permanent outdoor planting where the climate permits—they are the specialist's plants par excellence, performing beautifully when well handled, sulking when abused; handsome-leaved, abundantly floriferous, challenging and amply rewarding to anyone capable of satisfying their requirements.

Fuchsia types. The great majority of fuchsia species grow naturally as medium-sized shrubs. A few reach the size of small trees, and a very few—found (Continued on page 162)
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To make leisure more leisurely, why not get a change of pace with one-flower specialization?

Hanging baskets display good fuchsias to especially happy advantage. James Fanning screened these overhead plants from the sun with translucent plastic, which improved both their growth and their appearance.

Commonest form of fuchsia has single flowers, the corolla of one color, perianth petals another. Most shades are pinks and purples. Petals vary almost as much in size and form as in color. Some narrow, pointed forms are as dainty as butterflies. Double flowers simply have more petals than single ones. The range is great, as it also is in length and color of stamens.

Your hungry trees need Davey deep-root feeding NOW!

It takes a lot of strength for your trees to make their lush, deep green summer foliage. They'll need giant-sized feeding to replenish that strength. Let Davey experts give your trees a professional deep-root feeding—now—so Davey Tree Food can get to your trees fast, efficiently.

Trained Davey men should prune away unsightly branches now, too, and install lightning rods to protect your trees from dangerous electric storms.

Take advantage of Davey's experienced men, their modern techniques and special equipment. They'll keep your trees flourishing!

NEW DAVEY SERVICE—LAWN FERTILIZING While Davey experts are feeding your trees, let them feed your lawn, too. You'll get special Davey lawn fertilizer applied by professional experts. The sooner you do it, the longer you'll enjoy a lovelier lawn!

Call

DAVEY TREE SERVICE
or write
The Davey Tree Expert Co.
Kent 2, Ohio

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST TREE SAVING SERVICE IN THE WORLD
only in New Zealand—creep on the ground. Like other shrubby plants, they will begin life as soft, succulent, quick-growing shoots. These soon harden and become woody. Side branches develop and bear flowers in the leaf axils near the growing tip. Blooming tends to be constant, but varies according to day length, temperature, and so forth.

The cultivated varieties, which contain characters of many different species, would, if left to themselves, become rather sprawly and sprawling forms. The tree form often seen is entirely a matter of training, as is the training or “basket” form that gives us some of our most effective hanging plants. The greatest variation of form occurs in the flowers. Length of tube, form of corolla, length of stamens, color contrast between tube and corolla—all these factors differ within the basic fuchsia shape to give us the great variety of flower types that makes for the continuing interest of ever-changing beauty.

Training and use. The key to the training of fuchsias lies in the fact that the leaves grow in pairs on the stem. This means that when the growing tip is pinched out, two new shoots will grow to replace it. Symmetrical plants, therefore, are easy to grow. Of the two new shoots, one is usually stronger than the other; if perfect symmetry is wanted, the stronger shoot should be headed back again before it has a chance to outgrow the weaker one, thus keeping the plant in balance.

For dense, compact plants, you should begin pinching the tips as soon as the new growth from a rooted cutting has made its second pair of new leaves. This establishes a low-growing, sturdy-stemmed plant, and further new growth may be allowed to grow longer and longer before being headed back, until there are enough branches to support a good number of the shoots which will be left to grow until they bloom.

For tree-form plants, remove the weaker-growing shoot of the first pair entirely and set a stake beside the growing stem as soon as it is tall enough to be tied up. In this case, do not pinch the stem again until the top has reached the height you want (anywhere from 3 to 6 feet), and keep it tied to the stake as tightly as possible without cutting into the bark. Once the desired height has been reached, do the pinching just as you would for a lower, compact plant and remove all “volunteer” shoots on the stem as they appear.

For trailing or basket plants, it is usually best to begin by planting from three to five rooted cuttings in the pot or basket. These should be set at an angle, leaning toward the edge of the basket, thus giving them a head start in the right direction. Do the first pinching just as you would for bushy plants, but after that allow the new growth to become long enough to tie down over the sides of the basket, so establishing the hanging form.

For outdoor pot plants, the compact, bushy type of plant can be used in any place where a summer pot plant would provide a spot of color and interest. It should be kept in mind, though, that a hot, dry, full-sun location is not ideal for fuchsias, and they will give much better results if the location is lightly shaded and open to cool breezes. The same compact type of plant may also be planted out in the open ground, to fill gaps in a perennial border, for instance. In this case they will need no more than the routine care you would give to a bed of petunias or the like—keeping in mind, of course, that fuchsias prefer some shade and ample moisture. These plants make spectacular accents along a walk, at the corner of a bed of annuals, or at odd points on a terrace or patio. The kind of container in which the plant is grown is of prime importance. It must be not only big enough to support the growth of the plant, but heavy enough so that it will not tip when wind strikes the naturally top-heavy plant. Since tree-form plants do not reach their top form until their second year, a large pot is called for, anyway—a 10-inch or even larger one should be the rule.

Hanging baskets are, deservedly, gaining in popularity year by year. The ideal location for these is under a lath shelter. Indeed, if you are specializing in basket fuchsias, this will be absolutely necessary. As occasional points of interest, however, you can hang the plants from tree branches, the supports of an awning or a roof overhang, or simply set them on top of a wall or fence. In any case, they will need more careful watering than plants in pots because, being subjected to the free play of moving air, they dry out faster than pots set in or on the ground.

Varieties. The following dozen varieties are not offered as the twelve best, because there are dozens of others just as good. But they are a representative selection among the available color combinations and types.

"Chiang." Smallish flowers that suggest the shape of Chinese bells. The tube and sepals are scarlet, and the short round corolla orange. Naturally upright, but easily
trained to hang. 'CLaire Evans.' Big flowers with tube and sepals white, lightly flushed pink; corolla double and frilly, bluish lavender. Makes a very bushy plant.

'Easter Bonnet.' Large flowers with a pale pink tube, sepals green-tipped. The corolla is double, rose, darker toward the edges. A good basket variety.

'Golden Married.' Chiefly notable for the variegated foliage which is bronzy green, mottled with yellow. The flowers are rather small but very numerous, with tube and sepals a dark, rich red and corolla somewhat darker. The unopened flowers are particularly interesting since sepals form a perfect sphere. Best as a hanger.

'Mrs. Victor Reiter.' Large flowers with pink tubular tube and sepals and a darker shade of red. Excel­ lent as a hanger; also good as a basket plant; also does particular­ly well in shade. The unopened flowers are particularly interest­ing since sepals form a perfect sphere. This is usually listed as "hardy," a designation that may be relied upon only under English or Pacific Coast conditions. Good for pot growing, since the flowers are a pretty combination of crimson and violet with long-pointed sepals. Naturally a rather open shrub, but amenable to any kind of training. Many varieties are listed.

'Purple Heart.' Huge flowers with light crimson tube and sepals; very double corolla, purple with rosy streaks. Best grown in the bush form.

'Swan Bells.' Medium-sized, pure white, bell-shaped flowers with a single corolla. Good as basket plant; also does particular­ly well in shade.

'Stemline.' Flowers very long and slender, with tube dark red and sepals twisted the same color. The corolla is also very long and a darker shade of red. Excel­ lent as a hanger; also good as a standard.

'Swanley Yellow.' The very long tube is light buff pink, with sepals that do not spread very widely, thus enclosing the single corolla, which is bright orange-vermilion. Suitable for all types of growing, with particularly attractive bronzy leaves.

'Swampland.' Large flowers with cherry-red tube and sepals and a very double white corolla streaked with pink. Naturally upright and bushy, but may be trained to any form.

'White Most.' Almost white, with pale pink tube and sepals and a semi-double corolla of white with a pink tint. Good for any type of growing.

Propagation and cultivation. Growing fuchsias successfully has some of the elements of an art. The successful fuchsia grower knows his plants well enough to anticipate their needs. Fuchsias are best bought as potted plants or raised from cuttings. They are very easy to start from cuttings. Almost any piece of stem will strike root, but the best cuttings are made from vigorous new shoots that have passed the soft stage but have not yet become woody. A three-joint length of stem is ideal. Cut this just below a pair of leaves. Then cut off this pair of bottom leaves, leaving on the two upper pairs. Place the cuttings in rooting medium with the stem buried up to the middle pair of leaves (root-promoting hormones are hardly necessary) and water it. Sharp sand, the old stand-by rooting medium, is prob­ably still best for fuchsias. However, sand-and-peat, vermiculite, Perlite or some combination of the latter are satisfactory, as long as they do not become soggy. The important point is to keep transpira­tion of moisture from the fuchsia leaves at a minimum. This is easy to do by enclosing the whole flat or pot containing the cuttings in a polyethylene wrapping or bag.

Set in a warm place, preferably with bottom heat, and with light but not direct sunlight, the cuttings will need no attention until they are rooted and ready to be transferred to individual pots. There is no set time in which the rooting can be counted upon to happen. New top growth begins as the new roots develop, however, so the appearance of new growing shoots in the axils of the top leaves may be taken as a sign that roots have formed below. Roots, in any case, should not be allowed to grow longer than half an inch in the rooting medium; longer roots break too easily in the process of transplanting and potting.

Plant newly rooted cuttings in pots big enough to hold all the roots without cramping, then move on to the next larger size as soon as the pot is filled with roots (when they begin to poke out of the bottom hole). Since the roots naturally grow out to the wall of the pot, the principle here is to have the whole mass of soil in the pot filled with roots, thus ensuring the maximum uptake of water and nutrients. Fuchsias generally be­gin to bloom by the time they have filled a 4-inch pot, and a 6-inch pot will support a really bushy, heavily flowering plant.

Potting soil for fuchsias should be light, humus-rich, and very well drained. One-half garden loam, one-quarter each humus and sand—this was the old rule for fuchsia potting soil. Nowadays we put more emphasis on the humus in the mix, and may even use two-thirds leafmold or compost—if it's nice and flaky, and not so far de­
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the similar American-cranberry, V. trilobum, is one of the least worthy. It is afflicted with aphis in summer and its leaves are almost sure to become an eyesore before fall. But the similar American-cranberry, V. trilobum, is fine—for flowers, foliage and fruit. The tea viburnum (V. setigerum) is one of the most upright, reaching to 12 feet and bearing striking brilliant almost transparent orange berry clusters and long-pointed leaves. And the
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Tea viburnum. The flowers open almost be­

the similar American-cranberry, V. trilobum, is one of the least worthy. It is afflicted with aphis in summer and its leaves are almost sure to become an eyesore before fall. But the similar American-cranberry, V. trilobum, is fine—for flowers, foliage and fruit. The tea viburnum (V. setigerum) is one of the most upright, reaching to 12 feet and bearing striking brilliant almost transparent orange berry clusters and long-pointed leaves. And the
most prolific berry-bearer is \textit{V. wrightii}. Of the evergreens, two are especially notable. One is \textit{V. rhytidophyllum}, or leather-leaf, with long, glossy, richly textured leaves. The other, not hardy where winters go often below freezing, is \textit{V. davidii}, a low compact form, seldom exceeding 2 feet, that makes a fine shrub ground cover or underplanting for sunny or semi-shady places.

But if you have no viburnums at all and can grow only one (parish the thought), then let it be \textit{V. dentata}—either the species itself, or the variety called \textit{maritaei}. The flat flower clusters, the marvelous spreading prodigality of its horizontal flowering branches make it one of June's great gardening glories.

\textbf{Fourth weekend}

\textbf{House plant exodus}. Whether it goes against the grain of nature or not, the indoor and outdoor gardening cycles are arranged, as far as possible, for man's convenience. When it is winter outside and your trees and shrubs and hardy perennials are resting, you expect house plants to be at their best. And when the outdoor garden comes to life in the spring, the pot plants on the window sill are likely to be neglected. But they do need summer attention, no matter how they spent the winter.

All pot plants benefit from a rest and recuperative period during the annual growth cycle. But even a cut-back Abutilon, for example, can make a pleasant spot of green under a garden bush. And many of the plants that form the chief display in winter may do so again during the summer if you don't demand too much of them. Plants that must rest, or those to which you desire to give rest, should be plunged almost up to the pot rims in a shady, well-drained spot. This could include a host of things, from osmanthus and the citrus group to clivia and amaryllis. Summer is as kind as a warm winter window to begonia, patience plant, pelargonium and fuchsia (see Gardener's Month, page 160), also plunged decoratively beside paths and terraces. Camellias and azaleas in tubs make good summer terrace plants. And hanging from pergola beams, porch eaves, garden shade trees, winter-time vines and basket plants make a leafy contribution to summer overhead. In fact if you but plan a little, you will find that some of your winter indoor plants can fill featured spots in the outdoor scheme of things—to your and the garden's advantage, but especially to their own.

If you over-water, or over-expose to warm sun, or over-feed or otherwise push tired plants and plants that should be resting, you may pay for it later in loss of winter performance. But who is to say it may not be worth the cost of a new plant or two to take up the slack come fall?

\textbf{Third weekend}

\textbf{Seed saving}. Saving left-over seed is almost always a waste of time and, in the long run, a waste of money. While the viability of seed varies enormously with the species—from a few days or weeks to many years—most food crops and garden flowers lose a high percentage of their germinating power in many years—most food crops and garden flowers lose a high percentage of their germinating power after a few years. Most foods come from plants that are of higher quality when mature than the seeds from the plants that produced them, nor from seeds that have been propagated, before saving and replanting seeds you have raised on plants that are not known to be genetically reliable may produce a whole host of maverick variants. So, too, will saving seed from patented, improved or other hybrid varieties that have been propagated, before you planted them, nor from seeds at all but from divisions or from cuttings.

By saving seeds from desirable plants and planting them at the proper time can be a rewarding and eminently sensible practice. Choose good flowers, because in general the best and healthiest flowers (properly pollinated) produce the best seeds. Choose only true species (or genetically pure strains) because the seeds of hybrid origin will carry, and display the effects of, their mixed inheritance. It is only good sense to save seeds from such plants because (a) it doesn't cost anything and (b) seedlings of true species often are of higher quality when mature than offspring propagated from a series of cuttings or divisions. After all, increase from seed is nature's method of propagation, and it has been responsible for the survival of all the seed-bearing organisms in the world today.

So mark the good blossoms of perennial species (woody or her-baceous) and such annuals as you really think promising in the light of what we have just said. Then leave the seed heads to ripen. Harvest them carefully, and sow them when and in a way that nature would approve. This will take observation on your part, as well as some thought. But the nurture of your own choice plants from seed can be rewarding indeed.
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BUILDING

1. TRANSFORM YOUR ROOMS with new flooring. The elegant look of marble or the richness of grained woods is easily achieved with Bird Architect Vineys, as shown in a handsome color brochure featuring various patterns in attractive room settings.

2. ABUNDANCE OF STORAGE for space-limited kitchens can be worked out with well-planned cabinet installations. A brochure by Scheirich kitchens illustrates every type of cabinet in "Bronzeglow" birch, gives detailed specifications and information on special equipment. 10c.

3. WINDOW FACTS AND IDEAS about making the right selection and placement of windows and sliding doors are set forth by Feivelite. Styles and uses are illustrated in a 20-page booklet, 25c.

4. CLASSICS IN LANTERNS by Artiller features an extensive collection of reproductions for interior and exterior ranging from carriage to post, wall styles to chain drops and ceiling lanterns. A 56-page catalogue includes contemporary styles. $1.

DECORATING

5. COMFORT PLUS BEAUTY distinguishes the new furniture-styled room air conditioners by Westinghouse. See how they become furniture accents in traditional, provincial, Early American and contemporary designs. Illustrated pamphlet in color.

6. CHOOSE LEISURE LIVING for indoor-outdoor comfort. The Ames Airé casual collection in vinyl cord on tubular steel frames promises these advantages plus a choice of decorator colors. Pamphlet shows the furniture in color.

7. ALL AROUND YOUR HOUSE wherever you use paint, indoors and outdoors, the right kind is discussed in a pamphlet by Lowe Brothers. Complete with color swatches.

8. HOW TO PLAN FOR MUSIC with an organ as the focal point of interest is the theme of a 12-page color brochure. Traditional and contemporary rooms show chord, concert, home and self-contained Hammond organs.

9. WANT TO BE AN EXPERT in finishing cabinets, furniture or wood paneling? It's easy to get professional results with Deft, the wood finish you spray, brush or roll on, as explained in pamphlets from Desmon Brothers.

10. CHOOSE YOUR CARPET with confidence is easy when you learn the facts about natural and synthetic fibers, and follow decorating tips in the 20-page booklet for Gulistan. Complete with information on the Gulistan color scheme service and a leaflet on "What to Expect of the Carpet you Buy." A & M Karagheusian.

11. DISTINCTION IN METAL describes the outdoor-indoor furniture crafted by Molla. Various styles ranging from traditional baroque to simple contemporary are shown in dining room, living room and outdoor settings in a 16-page booklet.

12. THE COLONIAL CLASSICS crafted by Pennsylvania House are carefully scaled to fit virtually any interior, as the manufacturer points out. An attractive color booklet shows cherry and maple furniture in room settings. Accent pieces in color finishes highlight the group. 25c.

ENTERTAINING

13. THIRTY-FIVE WAYS to make use of old playing cards in party and home decorations or for children's en-
starting by air, continuing by ship to Eastern Mediterranean, Greek Islands and Black Sea.

20. THE ISLANDS OF HAWAII offer you vacation pleasures supreme, as shown in the handsomely illustrated 12-page brochure of Polynesian attractions. From Hawaii Visitors Bureau.

21. INTERLUDE IN VIRGINIA takes you back to eighteenth-century Colonial Williamsburg, brings you the vacation pleasures of the beaches and the Blue Ridge Mountains. A 52-page picture guide, "Carry Me Back to Old Virginia" gives details including an illustrated state highway map.

22. GET THE INSIDE STORY on how to pack more into your luggage and have it come out neater than ever before. Samsonite's 12-page booklet "This is the Way to Pack" gives packing instructions for men and women.

GARDENING

16. HANDBOOK FOR FLOWERS and plants by the Society of American Florists is an authoritative guide for flower arrangements, selection of flowering house plants, care of house plants and flowers, and the etiquette of sending flowers. Many flower arrangements shown in color. 25c.

17. OUTDOOR WORK VANISHES when a Simplicity tractor takes over, as pointed out in a color brochure. Illustrations show complete power equipment with quick-change implements for all steps in cultivating and maintaining lawn and garden.

TRAVEL

18. GREEK ISLAND ODYSSEY will take you back thousands of years to idyllic ports throughout the Ionian, Aegean and Sea of Candia. Picturesque folders with pertinent information on the various islands and brochures on Greece are available from the National Tourist Organization of Greece.

19. UNIQUE AIR/SEA CRUISES along the Mediterranean and Black Sea are offered by KLM, Royal Dutch Airlines. Brochures explain itineraries
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Borg-Erickson, Chicago

Where Pride of Craftsmanship Comes First

Not everyone wants Empire furniture. Some can't afford it. Others don't appreciate the difference. But as long as there are discriminating people who want more than just a function, we'll keep patiently, lovingly fitting and finishing Empire furniture by hand, building into every piece a heritage of craftsmanship which will survive the life of the solid wood itself. As in a fine art treasure, Empire is furniture that is timeless in design, and is enhanced—not harmed—by the passing years. For a folder on this complete collection, send 15c to Empire Furniture Corp., Dept. HG-6, Johnson City, Tenn.

beautiful way to weigh...

With a Borg Scale in your home, you're always sure whether you're gaining or losing weight... and how many pounds. No guessing, no confusion. This bath scale is precision-built and dependable (no other scale is made like a Borg). Whisper-soft in use, and beauty-styled in choice of designs to harmonize with any bath or boudoir decor.

Starfire model shown sets a new standard for scale smartness, with its graceful shape, wide-vision dial, flat weighing platform, and gold-flecked vinyl mat. 300 lb. capacity—only $7.95 up, at better stores.
Watering is especially important. The fact that fuchsias like a well-drained potting mix does not mean that they like to be dry—quite the contrary, actually. Loose soil is easily penetrated by the roots and contains plenty of air, which they seem to like, but it must also contain an ample supply of water, and this is one of the important points in the art of fuchsia growing. Fuchsias—while they are in active growth, at least—must never dry out, and this means constant attention, even to the extent of watering twice a day if necessary. Signs of drying out are easy to detect—the sharp "empty" sound of a dry pot when tapped, for instance—and a little trial and error will teach even a tyro the knack of knowing when water is required.

Moisture is important to the top of the plant as well as to the roots. Hence the value of the old-time practice of "syringing" the whole plant. Outdoors, syringing is simply a question of screwing down a hose nozzle to the finest possible mist and giving the plant a thorough soaking at least once a day. Indoors, the more easily controlled hand sprayer is better. In any case, this is a step that should not be neglected if your aim is to grow really top-notch fuchsias.

Fertilizing is extremely important, especially in view of the fact that fuchsias prefer a soil that is not, per se, of a high nutritive value. Although a great many formulas have been composed and presented over the years, the most modern form of one of the oldest fertilizers—fish emulsion—has turned out to be ideal. Used according to the manufacturer's directions, this will provide all the nutrient needed by healthy, thriving plants. A light feeding every ten days is better than heavier feedings at longer intervals. Here again the trial-and-error judgment of the grower comes into play.

One other thing about fertilizing (and this applies to other plants as well as fuchsias): It should be done only in the early morning of a bright, sunny day. It is the sunlight that puts the leaves to work, transforming nutrients taken up by the roots into new growth, so it is only while the sun is shining that a plant is able to utilize the fertilizer available to it. The wise rule here is: If the day for fertilizing dawns dark and dull, don't—even if your feeding schedule is thrown off. Wait until the sun shines again and avoid wasting plant nutrients.

Light is as important to fuchsias as to any other plant, but this does not have to be direct sunlight. In fact, fuchsias seem to do their best when they get the full light of the open sky without any direct sunshine at all. Bedded out for summer use, they thrive on the north side of a house or the shady side of a screen planting, and do their magnificent best as basket plants in the semi-shade of a lath house.

Pest control, as with other aspects of fuchsia care, works best when it is promptly applied. This means watching for the first signs of the presence of insects or disease and taking control measures at once. Luckily, the syringing that helps to keep the leaves in active growth is also the best control for aphids and spider mites. Don't be afraid to use enough water pressure to knock the pests off and drown them. Scale and mealybug are also easy to deal with if a sharp eye is kept on the plants and the insects removed, individually, with an alcohol-soaked swab as soon as they appear. If either of these gets a foothold, however, spray with miscible oil.

Fuchsias, like all plants, drop their older leaves as new growth continues. If abnormal numbers of leaves turn yellow and drop, however, it means that something is wrong. Sogginess in the pot is the most frequent cause of trouble here, although over-fertilizing can have the same effect and so can dryness, poor air circulation or sunburn. A little thoughtful investigation will decide where the trouble lies, after which it will be easy to correct.

Winter care. With a greenhouse, over-wintering fuchsias is no problem at all—in fact, they will go on growing and blooming, although at a somewhat slower rate as day length decreases. Without a greenhouse, the plants may simply be left in their pots and allowed to dry out slowly (this hardens up the stems), then stored in a cool, not-too-dark cellar, where they will require no attention at all until early spring. New growth will start when the plants are given light, heat and water, and they will soon be on the way to another year of active growth.

"For those who appreciate the finest"

The Baker collections comprise nearly a thousand examples of exceptional furniture—characterized by unusual fineness in design, craftsmanship and finish.

Baker Furniture, Inc.: CABINET MAKERS
15 Milling Road, Holland, Michigan
Museums collect it (why shouldn’t you?)

You should. Royal Worcester isn’t expensive, really. Considering it’s the finest English bone china. Considering that 5-piece place settings start at $14.75. You pay as much for good domestic china, but it seems ivory-yellow beside Royal Worcester’s whiteness. Most of all, though, museums marvel at its moonlit translucence, its bell-like resonance. You will, too. Yet it’s remarkably hard and chip-resistant for practical collectors like you. Find your pattern—traditional or contemporary—at fine jewelry, specialty or department stores. Or send 25c to Royal Worcester, 11 E. 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y. (or 13 Elm Street, Toronto) for the booklet “How to Choose Fine China... its Use and Care,” plus color pamphlets of all patterns.
French with a Flair...

French Accent

A bold new furniture expression from history's most romantic age!

Something wonderful has just happened to furniture...a sparkling new interpretation of that inimitable French flair that has charmed American tastemakers for generations. Drexel has achieved a beautiful blending of France's two favorite furniture styles...the elegant court style of Louis XV's regal Paris, and its simplified, casual adaptations for country living in the provinces.

What does this mean for you? It means that French Accent has achieved a freshness...a freedom...a versatility that soars beyond the limits of a set style or feeling. It sweeps in mood from casual ease to mellow warmth to sophisticated elegance. And...in rich walnut or custom white...it will prove a harmonious accent to almost any other furniture style you may have. French Accent recreates history with contemporary flair...and a realistic eye to your budget!

Designed by Henry and David Warren

Send 5¢ for French Accent booklet or 35¢ for complete Drexel booklet collection, to 2 Huffman Road, Drexel, North Carolina.

by Drexel®

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN FURNITURE

Drexel Furniture Company, a Division of Drexel Enterprises, Inc.